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Report on the Import Tariff on Cotton 
Piece-goods and on External Competition 

in the Cotton Piece-goods Trade. 

CHAPTER I. 

Introductory. 

Object of the enquiry. 

1. My instructions are embodied in a Press Communique issued 
by the Government of India on July 22nd, 1929, which read as 
follows:-

H The Government of India have decided to appoint 
Mr. Hardy, Collector of Customs, Calcutta, to examine 
the possibility of substituting a system of specific duties 
for the existing system of ad valorem assessment of 
cotton piecegoods. They have also decided in order to 
give effect to the promise made by His Excellency Lord 
Irwin, when he received a deputation from the Bombay 
Millowners' Association at Poona, that their represent
ation would be considered, that Mr. Hardy should 
simultaneously ascertain and report what changes have 
taken place since the Tariff Board reported in the 
volume of imports, classes of goods imported and the 
extent and severity of external competition with the 
products of the Indian mills. 

Those interested in either branch of the inquiry should 
communicate with Mr. Hardy direct. Such communica
tions may be addressed to the Cotton Tarifi Officer, 
Custom House, Calcutta." . 

· I began my enquiry in Calcutta on July 25th and left for Bom
bay on July 28th where I had discussions with the representatives 
-of the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations. 

The Bombay Millowners very kindly placed at my disposal the 
-collection of samples which Mr. Meek and Mr. Malone;r took with 
them on their Trade Mission to the Near East and Afnca in 1928, 
together with samples of cloths now being produced from the finer 
counts of yarn. These have all been carefully examined by my 
technical assistant Mr. Rrishikesh Mukherji, Associate of the 
Manchester College of Technology, who has also analyoed a large 
range of samples of goods imported into both Calcutta and Bombay. 

D 



CHAPTER I. 

The nature of the available stah&tiCal material which is dis
?U~>.ed in .later ch~pter~ of the report, was such that 'the spade-work 
mvolve~ m I·educmg 1t to somethmg approaching order occupied 
me until the middle o£ September when the special material 
collected £or me by the Collectors o£ Customs was ready. I have 
therefore been unable, owmg to the short time at my di,pos.tl, to. 
vis1t as many of the cent1es o£ production and markets as I should 
have liked. Calcutta is, fortunately, the largest market not only 
for imported piecegoods but also :for the products o£ the Indian 
mills and for informatiOn regarding other centres I have had tO< 
rely largely on correspondence. I can only trust that if, as a result, 
many inaccuracies are to be found in the body o£ the report they 
will not be o£ such gravity as to vitiate the conclusions reached. 

The " Spemal Record ". 

2. A perusal of the report of the Tariff Board and of other 
hterature on the subject made It clear from the outset that the 
:fineness of yarn used in weaving the various types o£ cloth was a 
moi>t important feature of the problem. The statistical inform
ation on this aspect was virtually ml. Further, in the ·published 
returns of productiOn, weig-ht and hnear yardag-e but not value 
appeared, while in the 1mport stat1stws only linear yardage and 
value were shown. My first step was to attempt to obtain some 
sort of material to fill these deficiencies. It was clearly impossible 
in the short time available to expect the mtlls themselves to con
duct anything in the nattue of a cens·us of production, but I was 
able to arrange with the Custom Houses to compile during the 
month of August a special return showing for each sepatate con
signment o£ cloth imported under all the principal trade head
ings, in addition to the length and market value, the length and 
width of ·each piece, the weight and the number of warp and weft 
tllreads per quarter-inch. These arrangements were made at very 
short notice hut the records were completed without undue incon
venience to the trade and were in my hands by the second week in 
September. My thanks are due not only to the Collectors of Cus
toms and those o£ their staff who assisted in this arduous task for 
the very great care with which the work was performed, but also 
to the im~orting public without whose re~dy and che~rful co-.ope;a
hon it might have proved much more difficult. Th1s comp1lat10n 
will be referred to in this report as the " Spectal Record ". 

" Apparent Counts " and " Milyards ". 

3. The fineness of yarn is measured by " counts ", the 
" count" of any particular yarn being the number of hanks, each 
840 yards in length, which weigh one pound. The various opera
tions to which yarn is subjected in the course of weaving make it 
very difficult to say definitely of what counts the warp and weft 
of any particular cloth consist. This difficulty will be discussed 
later in more detail. For the moment it will suffice to say that 
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the necessary te'lts are such that it would have been quite impossible 
to apply them to more than an infinitesimal proportion o£ the items 
included in the " Special Record ". On the other hand, as the 
(!Ount is a function of length and weight it is possible, i£ the num
ber of threads to the inch in a piece of cloth are known, to calculate 
from the dimensions and weight of the cloth the average weight 
()£ the yarn. We can thus arrive at a figure which IS a mean 
between the counts of the warp and the weft yarn ~n thetr fimshed 
state. I propose to refer to this figure as the " apparent count " 
()f the cloth. The formula for calculating the '~ apparent count " 
can be deduced by a simple calculation from the definition of 
~~ couht ". It is:-

"A t t, 6 (area. in square yat-ds X tht·eads per!- inch square), 
ppareu conn = :iii We1ght in pou11ds 

It makes no allowance for sizing, and as a certain amount o£ 
"Sizmg is always applied to warp yarn the mean between the 
counts of yarn actually used will always be greater than the 
'' apparent count ". E.g., if the apparent count is 30s the actual 
yarns used cannot be coarser than 30 x 32s and may, if heavily 
sized, be as fine as 40 x 44s. 

Although a classification or any type of cloth on the basis of 
apparent counts will make no allowance for sizmg or other weight 
added m the process of manufacture it will pronde a limit to the 
possible coarseness of the yarn used in weaving any cloth and will 
have the additional advantage of bringing into the same class 
hghtly-sized cloths and those more heavily-sized cloths woven 
from finer yarns which compete with them. It will be seen later 
that th1s method of competition 1s an important feature of certain 
branches of the import trade. 

Throughout the statistical portions of this report quantities of 
cloth, unless otherwise stated, are given in millions of linear yards 
which for brevity will be referred to as " mil yards ". None of the 
Indian statistics record quantities by area, but though area is ()£ 
importance when comparing prices o£ different kmds l.lf clothJ 
hnear quantities furnish a sufficiently accurate basis for other com
parative purposes. 

Scheme of the RezJOrt. 

4. Chapter II of the report deals with the class1fication o£ piece
goods for statistical purposes with special reference to the various 
statistical returns relating to the piece-goods trade which are pub
lished in India. In Chapter III the nature and extent of the 
production of piece-goods in India is discussed. In Chapter IV 
a comparison 1s made, group by group, between imports and pro• 
clut·hon and in Chapter V certain aspects of the severity of rom
petitlOn are «·on~>idered. In the next two ehapters the rn·al daims 
of ~pec·ific and ad 1•alorem duties are discussed first from an ad
tulllli'tratiYe and then from a proteetive point of ·dew. Chapter 
VIII summa! il'leR the cou!'lu ... inn!l 1 etwhed m tlle 111 PI'P11ing- {·hu ptt>l s. 

II ~ 



CHAPTER II. 

Classification of Piece-goods. 

Attributes of Cloth. 

5. An essential preliminary to a successful study of the cotton 
cloth trade in India is a realisation of the extreme diversity of the 
kinds of cloth which enter into the trade and an appreciation of 
the various factors which contribute to that diversity. I propose 
to commence this report with a brief resume of the more important 
of these factors, many of which are of course matters of everyday 
knowledge. 

Raw cotton.-The quality of a woven cloth is to a large extent 
dependent on the cotton from'which it is woven, since different 
varieties of cotton differ in length of staple, fineness, colour and 
strength. Briefly it may be said that the great bulk of Indian 
cotton is only suitable for spinning into yarn of counts o£ 30s and 
below, though a small proportion can be spun into 36s o£ sufficient 
strength to be used as warp thread or into 40s for use as weft. For 
the finer yarns American and other long-stapled cottons are used, 
the :finest yarns being spun from Egyptian cotton. 

Y arn.-The fineness or " count " of the yarn used is a most im
portant factor in the quality of cloth. (The " count " of yarn may 
be defined as the number of yards of yarn which weigh 8 tJr lb. 
avoirdupois.) Warp yarn or 11 twist" is usually o:f a lower count, 
i.e., coarser than yarn used for the weft threads, but this is not 
always the case and special effects are sometimes produced, e.g. in 
poplins, by the use of fine warp and coarse weft threads. Warp 
yarns are usually spun " twist way ", i.e., counter~clockwise, and 
weft yarns in the opposite direction but in certain varieties of cloth 
this distinction is not adhered to. Yarns may be sized (in general 
warp yarns are sized and weft yarns ar~ not). They may also be 
dyed, bleached or otherwise treated before weaving. 

Weave.-The texture of a cloth is largely dependent on the 
manner in which the warp and weft threads are interwoven. The 
"plain" weave which is adopted for the majority of cloths is that 
in which each thread in either direction runs alternately under 
and over one in the opposite direction. Other common weaves are 
the " twill " in which the method of interlacing warp with weft 
describes a uniform diagonal line on its surface, the " jean ", and 
the " sateen ". 

Reed and Pick.-These factors are measures of the closeness of 
the weave. The " reed " is generally stated in terms o£ the 
number of warp threads per inch (or quarter-inch) of width and 
"pick" in terms of the number o.f weft threads per inch (or quar
ter~inch) of length. It is clear that the weight of cloth per unit 

( 4 ) 
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area will depend on the counts of yarn used in weaving and on the 
reed and pick, due allowance being made for dyeing, sizing or 
" filling " . 

Dimenaiona.-Cloths of the same quality may be made up into 
different lengths and widths for particular purposes and in the class 
of goods next discussed, assortment of sizes is an important factor 
for sale purposes. 

Borders and Headings.-The great majority of cotton cloth& 
have a " selvedge ". When, however, the selvedge is more than 
t inch wide it is treated as a border and becomes an im.Portant factor 
m the saleability of the cloth. A heading is a stnpe woven (or 
sometimes printed) across the cloth to mark the end of a unit, 
when the cloth consists of a set of units rather than a mere length. 
These borders and headings are of very great importance in a large 
class of goods, particularly dhutis, imported into and produced in 
India. These goods are, strictly speaking, garments and not 
" piece-goods " in that they are made to definite sizes ready to wear 
without any stitching or cutting except so far as may be necessary 
to separate a single garment from a set of two or more woven in one 
piece. The width, colour and weave of the border and heading 
are important sale...factors and affect both cost and value consi
derably. 

Ftlling and Ftnishing.-Starch and additional weight in other 
forms may be added to cloth after weaving. Cloth may be 
" calendered " or mercerised or otherwise treated to improve its 
appearance. Some of these processes may effect a permanent 
change in the cloth. Others may give it an attractive appearance 
which is only temporary and will disappear after washing. 

Bleaching.-A very large class of imported cloths are bleached 
either in the yarn or more commonly after weaving. 

Printing.-This method of producing coloured cloth may be 
applied either to bleached or unbleached cloth. In certain cases 
even dyed cloth or cloth with a woven coloured pattern has a 
further pattern printed on its surface. 

Dyeing.-Cloth dyed in the piece is subject to variations of 
shade and also to variations of .fastness and weight according to 
the process employed. 

Colour-weaving.-The varieties of cloth woven into coloured 
patterns are obviously unlimited. In fact this factor may really 
mclude any or all of the others, the only additional feature being 
the selection of the various coloured warp and weft threads in the 
weave. Self-coloured goods woven from dyed yarn are sometimes 
distin~uished from goods of the same shade dyed in the piece by the 
insertiOn in the selvedge of one or more bleached threads. 

Assortment, fold and packing.-These details, while not affect
ing the quality of a particular piece of cloth, may affect the market 
value in wholesale quantities. In particular, the selection of Imit
able assortments, both as to size and borders, of dhutis and other 
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borde1'ed goods 1s a most Important element in their saleability. A 
parcel of ~ hundred pairs of identical dhutis would be of little more 
use to a rural Indian cloth-merchant, than would two hundred 
shirts all o£ the same pattern and all with 15f-inch collars to a 
small Oxford Street outfitter. 

111arlcs.-Whi1e ha.rdly a factor contnbutmg to var1ety in cloth 
this is an undoubted factor in the determination of value, and 
identical cloths off the same looms are often sold under different 
marks by different importers at substantially different prices. 

T1'ade Names. 

6. Among the many p1t£alls which beset the worker in the field 
()£ comparative trade statistics 1s the absence of uniformity m tl1e 
use o£ trade names. In dealing with textile statistics it is necessary 
to proceed with particular caution. In India the class1ficatwns of 
piece-goods in the import returns, the export returns, the re-export 
returns and the returns of production are all different. After what 
has been said regarding the diversity of cotton cloth it will be 
<Jbvious that no single factor will provide a sa.tisfactory basis for 
classificatiOn, and each of the vanous returns, all of which, with the 
-exception of the re-export figures, make use of trade names, presents 
an independent attempt to provide, within the limits of conve
nience, such details regarding the trade as may be most useful to 
-those engaged in it. Smce .few trade names are consistently used 
without any variation of meaning 1t is clear that the same term 
appearing in two sets of retm'ns cannot necessa,rily be assumed to 
have the same meaning in both. Many of the names applied to 
piece-goods have entirely lost their origmal significance. A num
ber of them, originally derived from fancy Indian names, came to 
designate particular dimensions o£ cloth and later to be apphecl 
somewhat loosely to cloth of particular fi~eness or weave, made 
originally in those dimensions and subsequently in other sizes. A 
further complication arises from the fact that the classifications 
adopted in the trade returns are not accompanied by definitions o£ 
the terms used and, when changes are made m the classifications, it 
is not usual to issue to those concerned with the compilation any 
very definite instructions as to their meaning. Consequently the 
same article may be shown m the import returns under di:fferent 
heads at different ports. Further, since all cotton piece-goods im
ported have hitherto been dutiable at the same ad valorem rate, a 
misdescription of goods in an importer's declaration has not affected 
the assessment. Consequently the assessing officers have naturally 
pn.id less attentiOn to the nomenclature adopted by the importer 
than if a question of duty had been mvolved while, on the other 
hand, the statistical officers are not ordinarily in a positiOn to 
-challenge the correctness of the declarations which come to them 
Similarly, it is by no means certain that there is complete uniform
ity among the Indian mills in classifying g-oods for the purpose of 
their proiluction rehuns. Despite these difficulties it is poss1ble by 
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a judicious grouping of the headings in the various returns to make
useful coml?arisons betweeu figures of import and production. In 
fact my obJect in referring here to the possibility of errors in the 
statistics is not to cast any doubt on the conclusions I propose to 
draw from them, since I believe I have allowed in all cases for a 
reasonable margin of error. It is rather to emphasise the necessity 
tor a vety early revision of the whole system of classification in order 
to simplify future enquiry into the nature and extent of competi
tion. The recommendations made in paragraph 87 of the Noyce
Report have not led to any substantial improvement and I would 
strongly urge that the matter be made the subject of a thorough 
enquiry in time to have any c,hanges that may be decided introduced 
from the beginning of next financial year. 

Before discussing the various satistical classifications it is. 
desirable to give a brief idea of the ordinarily accepted meanings of 
the various trade names appearing therein. 

Th~ following terms imply actual garment-umts rather than 
lengths of cloth or piece-goods proper :-Chadar, dhut~, san, scarf, 
lungi and sarong. They are marketed occasionally in single pieces 
or in sets of three or more but most commonly in pairs, except in 
the case of lungis and sarongs whic,h may be sold in " corges " 
consisting of as many as 20 pieces. 

The word dhuti as used iL. the import returns implies a cloth of 
dimensions varying .from about 2t yards by 25 11 to 6 yards by 5011 

with a woven coloured (or occasionally bleached) border not more
than !l-inch wide and a somewhat similar heading. It is a garment 
worn by men principally in the north .and north-east of India. 
Certain small imports o£ unbordered grey dhut~s appearing in the 
trade returns are probably the results of misclassification. The 
word dhuti means literally a " washable thing ", and is also used 
in common parlance to include any male loin-cloth whether it be a 
single umt or cut from a length of plain cloth. In the trade in 
general, and in particular in the published statistics of production, 
it is used in a third sense and there includes not only dhufts proper 
but also the grey and white bordered saris described below. 

The sari is the feminine counterpart of the dhuh and the word 
is frequently used in a general sense to imply any piece of cloth 
used as a feminine nether garment. The grey or white sari proper 
difiers from the grey or white dhuti in having the border more 
than three quarters of an inch wide. The coloured sari is made in 
a great var1ety of colours and patterns and is generally worn by 
women of those classes in which the bordered grey or white dhutt 
is not worn by men. Saris are also made and sold in sets of two 
or more. 

The chadar is likewise a bordered and headed grey or white 
a~ticle each unit being wider and shorter than the dhutt. It 1s 

used as a bed-sheet and as a " neglige" wrapper. 
The ~carj is a similar garment worn as a " neglige " wrapper. 

It is of finer texture than the chadar and is therefore not used as a 
b~d-sheet as a rule. 
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The, cotton lungt or sarong is worn by the poorer classes of 
Burman, men and women alike, and by certain classes of men in 
Eastern Bengal. It is a coloured garment generally with a pro~ 
nounced check and is worn in Burma with the two ends stitched 
together: The length is from 2 to 2t yards. The "sarong" is 
the Malay equivalent o.f the "lungyi" and like the latter, which 
is a Burmese word, :merely means " nether garment ". Even in 
the trade the terms are practically synonymous, the term sarong 
being used in Rangoon mainly for goods re-shipped thither from 
the Singapore market. ltungu and sarongs are woven in " corges '' 
of as many as 20 units, and each unit has at one end a wide 
" kapala " or stripe. 

The sus~ is a general term used to cover a large variety of 
checked or striped coloured cloths which are included with coloured 
saris in the statistics of production. For practical purposes it may 
be taken to include any goods of plain weave with a woven pattern. 
It is not used in the import trade. 

The classes distinguished by the type of weave are twtlls, drills 
and Jeans, velvets and velveteens, sateens and Italians. A twill is 
a four-shaft and a jean a three or four~shaft weave. A drill is a 
1ean with a warp surface and velvets and velveteens are, of course, 
piled fabrics. Sateens and Italians are generally of five-shaft weave 
or more. 

The following names are applied in the various returns to grey 
or white cloths of plain weave:-

Dongri. J aconets. 
Khadi. Mulls. 
Khadda-r. 
Printers. 
T-Cloths. 
Domestics. 
Sheetings. 
Shirtings. 
Longcloth. 

Madapollams. 

Muslins. 

Lawns. 

Nainsooks. 
,.Cambrics. 

Flannels and Flannelettes. 

Dongri, Khadi and KhaddOII' are coarse cloths woven £rom the 
lowest counts of yarn. They are sold in competition with hand
loom cloth from hand-spun yarn. 

Printers constitute a class of coarse grey cloth of special dimen
sions and specially surfaced to receive a printed pattern. The 
machine printing industry in India has always been very small and 
imports of printers have never been on anything but a very small 
scale, but there is a considerable output in the Indian mills which 
is used for hand-printed quilt-covers. 

T-Cloths, Domestics and Sheetings are grouped together in the 
returns of production. All three are plain heavy grey cloths. In 
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the T-cloth the warp and weft are usually of the same count and 
the length is 24 yards. In the Domestic the warp is finer than the 
weft and the length is from 20 to 66 yards. Both are shipped in 
various widths. The grey sheeting as known in the Indian trade 
has the warp coarser than the weft and the usual dimensions are 
3511 or 36 11 by 40 yards weighing from 14 to 17lbs. per piece. In 
Bombay, however, a 30-yard size of the same quality is both pro
duced and imported. Recently the mediulll sheetings have been 
ousted in favour of a 36 11 by 40-yard cloth weighing lli to 12 lbs. 
This has generally been declared as a heavy shirtin~ and recorded 
in the shirting class, thereby giving a rather misleadmg impression 
of the progress of the sheeting trade. 

A grey shirting is a cloth from 3611 to 5211 wide by 37 to 39 yards 
long. It is grouped with grey langeloth in both trade and produc
tion returns though the latter term is now almost obsolete in the 
import trade. The term shirting, though primarily implying cer
tain dimensions, is also often used with reference to quality. In 
the sizes given above very little cloth woven from finer yarns than 
40s x 44s is shipped to India, and " shirting quality " is therefore. 
used to indicate a cloth not exceeding this limit of fineness. In 
particular, dhutis are grouped in the Lancashire trade roughly int() 
three classes, sh~rting dhutts, 1aconet dhuttS and mull dhutis. 
The jaconet dhuti is woven with warp yarns from 40s to 48s and 
the mull dhuti from finer yarns. There is also a small class of 
dhutis sold in the Calcutta market, principally to meet a demand 
from parts of Bihar, known as" dhuti jaconets " and differing only 
from the ordinary Calcutta dhuti in being slightly longer. These
have not infrequently been classified wrongly as jaconets in the 
import returns. 

The grey jaconet proper is made in all widths but is essentially 
a cloth 18 to 22 yards in length. The application of the name 
"jaconet " to the class of dhutis just mentioned is no doubt due 
to the fact that these dhutis are often made up in sets of three 
{known as "tikris ") of about this length. In the import returns 
for grey cloth the heading "jaco1tets, including m.adapollam.s, 
mulls and cambrics," comprises other plain grey cloths of plain 
weave in lengths of 18 to 20 yards, but as these are almost invariably 
woven from yarns finer than 40s the trade-head may be regarded 
as including all the :finer grey cloths. 

The grey madapollam is of very open weave, the grey mull is 
~enerally woven from yarns 50s or finer and the grey cambric varies 
m :fineness but usually has a coarser weft than warp. 

When applied to white cloth, some of these terms have a slightly 
different significance. The white shirting is normally 40 yards in 
length and of various widths. Unlike th~ grey sh~rtwg it is often 
made from the finer counts of varn. Whtte m11lls and white naut,.. 
sooks are made in lengths of IS to 20 yards. The former is essen
tially a fine cloth while the latter may be of any texture but is 
folded in a special manner. White jaconets, cambrics, mada-
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pollams and 1n11~hns- are grouped together in the import returns and 
are shipped in >arious dimensions. Laten., are a fine white doth 
generally shipped in 10 yard lengths. 

Prints and Chint:: form a particubr dass o:f coarse printed 
goods of special dimensions. The head will be found under both 
the " Printed " and the " Dyed " sub-dirision of coloured goods 
in the Import returns. In the latter group the printing is done on 
dyed cloth, in the former on grey o:r white (generally grey). 

Coa.tings and Trouseri11gs.-These t~rms are applied to a variety 
()f a heavy c~arse fancy cloths, sometimes loaded almost to the 
consistency of serge or :felt, and used for the purpose which their 
name implies. The terms ocrur only in the Import Trade Returns. 

Tweeds and chech form a head in the production rehU'ns and 
eompri~e a class somewhat similar to that covered by " coatings and 
trousermgs ". 

Checl...s, Spots ani! Stri'pes.-A.s upplied to white goods these 
imply self-coloured patterns woven b; the use of difierent kinds of 
white Tarn or b; modification of the ~ea<e in difi~r£>nt parts of the 
doth. ~ 'fhe body (}{ the cloth should be of plain weave, though in 
some Custom Houses striped hrills and drills are shown under 
u checks, spots and stripes ", while in others white-striped white 
shirtings are shown as shirtings if of the usual shirting dimensions. 
Printed or wo>en goods with cheeks, spots or stripes. are classifil.'d 
under this head only if the main body of the doth is not specifically 
pronded for. _-

Timt Cwth is not imported in any serious quantity. It is a 
hea;y grey t!cl?l in special widths used, as its name implies, for 
tent-making. . 

Statistical cla.ssification". 

7. L"p to the- year 1918-19 piece-gooch were lli,iJetl in the Import 
Trade Returns published by the Depa1 tme-nt of Statistics into three 
main groups. grey (unbleached). white. (bleached) and coloured. 
In e-ach of these groups there werE' sub-head,:; for certain special 
w-eaws mid-for those goods which we-re-. strictlv spE>aking, garme-nt
lmits and not piece--goods proper. The l olomed borders of goods of 
this latter class were ignored and for the purpose of the returns they 
were classified undE>r " grey ", " white · · or · · eo loured " according 
to the nature of the body of the doth. A sep.ll'ate head for certain 
printed goods was maintained in the coloured cbss and other cloths 
of plain weaTt> in each dass wert> split up into sub-heads bearin!! 
trade names. Xo attempt has ewr made to defint> thesE> .:;ub
heads anthoritatiwlv but in the main the distinction bE>tween tht>m 
has been dependent· on the fineness of the yarn from which they 
wE.>re woven and on the weig-ht of the doth. C't'rtain alterations 
were made in the grouping from time to timt>, allied classes were 
.-ombined and nt>w dassps were sl'paratE>d. Roughly speaking 
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the following was the classification over the period 1899-1900 t<> 
1918-19:-

Grey (unbleached) 

Garment-units of plain weave. f
Chadars. 

Dhutis, Saris and Scarves. 

Piece-goods proper of special Drills and Je~ns. 
weaves. 

rJaconets, including Mulls, 
I Madapollams, Cambrics, etc. 

Piece-~ood~ proper of plain weave I Longcloth and Shirtings. ' 
distmgUished by texture and ~ p . 
weight. I rmters. 

Sheetings. 

LT-Clotns and Domestics. 
Unspecified. 

White (bleached). 
•' 

Garment-units of plain weave. f
Chadars. 

, Dhutis, Saris and Scarves. 

. 1 f Checks, Spots. and Stripes. 
Piece-goods proper of spec1a Drills and J e~ns. 

weaves. 
Twills. . 

{
Mulls. · 

· J aconets, M~dapollams, Cam-
Piece-goods proper of plain -weave 1 brics. . 

dis~inguished by texture and {Muslins and Lawns. 
wetght. I N . k , amsoo s. 

L Longcloth and Shirtings. 
U nspeeified. 

Coloured. 

Garment-units of plain weave. ~
Chadars. 

Dhutis, Saris a:!ld Scarves. 
Lungis. 

. . f Cheeks, Spots and Stripes. 
P1eee-goods proper of spec1al D .

11 
d J 

weaves. I 1'1 s an eans. 
\..Twills. 

. . [ CamLrics, Madapollams, 
Pu?ce-goods proper of plam weave Muslins Mulls and Jaconets 

di!>ting-uished by texture. ' • 
Shirtings. 

Printed goods Print" and Chintz. 

Unspecified. 
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From the year 1919-20 a number of changes were introduced. 
All heads in the grey class were sub-divided into plain and border
ed. This appears to have been due to a misapprehension and to 
have served no useful purpose. Only the most trifling imports of 
dhuhs, etc., have been recorded under the "plain" heads and 
hardly any " bordered " goods under the other heads, and it is 
likely that such figures as have been recorded are the result of 
errors in posting. I propose to ignore this division of the grey 
class and to combine the figures for " plain " and " bordered " 
under each detailed head. In the "white" class mulls, which had 
been included w1th I aconets since 1904-05, were again given 11. 

separate head from 1917-18 and lawns were separated from the 
Jaconet head in the following year. No further change of import
ance was made in the classification of white goods, and neither in 
the grey nor the white class was any substantial volume of trade 
recorded as " unspecified ". 

The classification of coloured g·oods was much less satisfactory 
8/nd from 15 to 25 per cent. o£ the trade in this group was annually 
classed as " unspecified". From 1919-20 the coloured group was 
divided into three sub-groups, " Printed ", " Dyed " (in the piece) 
and "Woven" (from dyed yarns), in each of which the original 
heads were retained. In each group was also included a head for 
" flannel and flannelette " which had been started as a " coloured ,. 
head in 1917-18. Lungis and Sarongs were separated from the 
" unspecified , head in each group, and separate heads for Sateens, 
for Velvet and Velveteens and for Coatings and Trouserings were 
opened in the appropriate groups in 1926-27. The " unspecified " 
heads have now been reduced to more reasonable proportions, but 
they still contain such important items as umbrella cloth. From 
1912~13 "Fents" which had .formerly not been shown as piece
goods were included as a.. separate head. 

In the Re-export returns and in the returns of Coasting trade in 
foreign goods piece-goods are shown under the three groups, grey, 
white and coloured, with a se-parate head in the former for the 
very small trade in fents. ,. 

In the Export returns the following is the classification:-

Grey 

White 

(Chada-rs and Dhutis. 
j Drills and Jeans . 

. i T-Oloth and Domestics. 
I Shirtings. 
L Unspecified. 

rChadars and Dhutis. 
Drills and Jeans . 

. ~ T-Cloth a:l.(~ Domestics. 
l Shirtings. 
l Unspecified. 
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Coloured 
{

Lungis and Saris. 
. Drills and Jeans. 

Unspecified. 

In the returns of Coasting trade in Indian goods the following 
is the classification:-

Grey 

White 

Coloured 

{

Chadars and Dhutis. 
T-Cloth and Domestics. 

• Shirtings. 
Unspecified. 

{ 

Chadars and Dhutis. 
. Shirtings. 

Unspecified. 

{

Lungis and Saris. 
. Drills and Jeans. 

Unspecified. 

The statistics of production in Indian Mills published by the 
Department of Statistics display the weight and linear yardage 
(but not the value) of the cloth produced under a more limited 
number of classes than in the Import returns. Coloured goods are 
all relegated to a single class which comprises ordinarily 27 per 
cent. of the total yardage of cloth and in the case of the Bombay 
Mills 34 per cent. Grey and bleached goods are classified together 
under ten heads, namely:-

Chadars. 

Dhutis. 

Drills and Jeans. 

Cambrics and Lawns. 

Printers. 

Shirtings and Longcloth. 
T -Cloth Domestics and Sheet-

ings. 
Tenth cloth. 
Khadi, Dungree or Khaddar 
Other sorts. 

No steps appear to have been taken to carry out the recommenda
tion in paragraph 87 of the Noyce Report that grey and bleached 
goods should be shown separately. 

The Tariff Board Report also suggested that, in the published 
1!ltatistics of production, figures should be given for coloured goods 
at least under the seven heads under which they were given in the 
returns submitted by the Mills. This very important recommenda
tion also appears to have been overlooked but fortunately the returns 
from the Bombay Presidency which are consolidated in the Bombay 
Custom House have been submitted to the Director of Statistics in 
.detailed form and he has been able to compile from them detailed 
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figures for 3 years so far as mills in the Bombay Presidency are 
conc~rned. The detailed heads are as follows :- • 

Chadars. Striped Saris and SuSIS. 
Lungis and Dhutis. Cotton Tweeds and Checks. 
Drills and Jeans. Others. 
Dyed greys. 



CHAPTER III. 

Production in India. 

Centres of Production. 

8. Tables I and II are reproductions brought up to the year 

1928-29 of tables 3 and 4 printed in the supplement. to the Tariff 

Board's report. They summarise the progress made in the pro-

4uction of cotton piece-goods in mills (a) in All-India and (b) in 

Bombay Island for the past 22-years. It will be seen that under 

.almost every head there has been steady progress up to the year 

1927-28. The stimulus afforded to local industry by the outbreak 

co£ war is clearly reflected in the figures and the only serious checks 

noticeable in the general rate of progress were in the two yc~rs 

before the war when !Jancashire prices were low, in 1918-19 when 

there was difficulty in obtaining stores and replacing and ex
tending plant and again two years later when exchange reached 

its highest le;el. The year 1927-28 was not altogether free from 

labour troubles in Bombay and, while the output of mills elsewhere 

m India adianced, the Bombay output remained stationary. The 

-continuance of labour troubles in 1928-29 and 1929-30 caused a 

severe set-back in Bombay and provided a considerable stimulus to 

the other mills and even when full and amicable working is 

resumed in Bombay some part of the transfer of trade to other 

~entres of production is bound to remain. It therefore seems 

reasonable to regard 1927-28 as typifying the probable relative 

positions of Bombay and other centres when normal conditions are 

resumed and it is for this reason that in many cases I bave take'U 

fhe figures for that year for comparative purposes. 
( 15 ) 
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TABLE No, I.-Detai,lf!d Statement of the Quantity in pounds and their Equt 

Grand Total, India (British India 
Twelve month3 

Description 1907·08 

I 
1908·09 1909·10 1910·11. 

·---
Guy and llleached :Piece· 

goode-
{Pound~ . 14,922 13,264 17,801 19,110 Chadars 0 

Yards 42,826 38,765 51,041 66,089 

{Pounds 48,858 46,501 50,111 61,466 Dhutls • . 
Yards 237,900 233,878 249,574 268,246 

Drills and Jeans • {Pounds . 5,1112 6,&18 6,148 7,841 

Yards . 21,578 24,708 22,084 25,604 

{ Pounde . 492 424 571 568 
Cambrics and Lawns 

Yards 8,152 2,759 4,088 4,171 . 
{Pounds . 5,706 5,686 7,310 7,217 

Printers 
Yards . 7,'144 26,186 88,008 88,469 

{ Pounde . 48,00'1 48,684 57,848 66,568 
llhl.rtlngs and lcngcloth • 

Yards . 107,227 206,814 244,896 28'1,568 

{Pounds . 26,434 26,217 31,018 80,907 
!f·eloth, Domestics and 

l!beetmgs. Yards . 120,315 128,841 140,593 139,438 

• {Pounds . 2,569 2,895 2,299 2,896 
Tent Cloth . 

Yards 6,184, 7,693 5,780 6,968 

{Pounds . .. .. .. .. 
lthadl, Dungree or Xhad· 

dar. Yards .. .. . . .. 
• {.Pounds . 8,696 4,859 6,5021 6,097 

Other Boris . 
28,645 Yards . 14,126 2.1,827 20,460 

154,9971 
I 

{ Pounde 155,084 178,6021 191,7311 
Total 

829,197 Yards 680,037 685,972 771,517 

• { Pounds 81,235 ,. 34,982 47,638 61,7811 
Cl oloured Piece-goods 

Yards 128,88"0 138,517 192,352 213,546 

{Pounds 1,815 1,692 1,704 1,598 
Grey and Coloured Goods 

400 429 486 other than Pleee-goods. Dozens 464 

{Pounds 424 602 624 624 
l:Ioslery 

' Dozens 271 212 382 340 

Miscellaneous l'ounds . 192 241 255 I 71 

Cotton Goode mixed With Pounds . .. .. .. I .. 
8Ukorwool. I 

{ ....... 189,052 192,865 228,824! 245,815 

GIUIID ToTAL • Yards 808,427 824,489 1168,86111 1,042,7411 

Dozens 784 643 761 825 
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tJalent in Yards and De.scriptioo of Woven Goods produced in Indian. M ~u• 
and Indian State.s), OOO's omitted 
.April to March 

I I 

l 1911·11!. I 1912·13. 11118·14. 1914-15. 11116-16. 1916-17. 1917-18. I 

I 

112,527 25,204 23,678 22,797 26,055 22,009 17,766 
118,177 76,396 69,870 65,608 75,168 67,761 64,049 

66,2'17 60,161 611,182 67,400 70,087 66,641 70,185 
266,460 2111,4.76 284,'170 258,974. 823,640 800,949 825,017 

7,688 7,8115 7,510 8,521 12,658 15,408 21,244 
117,667 28,1181 27,818 80,789 46,829 66,508 78,611 

1180 1,067 7U 1117 1,026 1,124 1,490 

6,826 7,068 5,058 8,546 6,701 6,879 8,277 
.6,658 6,258 6,512 6,448 6109 7,288 li,IIU 

26,81111 29,460 80,S84 28,007 26,1100 81,61111 26,6118 
71,6118 66,644 66,458 75,620 100,006 118,039 99,204 

818,068 802,624. 292,488 820,706 419,625 42'1,758 450,68() 

81,676 88,238 29,788 80,815 86,821 46,4011 81,169 

142,107 148,095 128,969 184,288 161,401 192,132 187,896 
1,475 2,882 1,327 8,1106 6,479 8,658 12,002 

6,062 6,782 11,814 8,1162 11,844. 17,181 24,660 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
6,827 6,272 6,674. 7,668 11,11711 9,892 9,882 

25,2211 l 26,884 1'1,286 19,627 84,264. 85,918 86,8911 

10&,901 211,111 202,7681 218,676 167,166 1!74,861 266,7711 

888,881 914,1111 872,«6 880,602 1,094,86'1 1,136,170 1,141,022 

611,654. 71,828 68,829 111,067 81,604 98,8621 106,752 

162,771 806,261 291,8<l6 256,206 U6,64'1 441,962 <l78,106 

1,606 1,818 11,166 1,786 2,641 8,118 8,689 

'1'1 415 68& 612 658 660 706 

'97 601 '71 1186 866 uo 849 

278 285 267 1711 220 287 215 

86 218 168 8,1 689 060 l,GS8 

.. .. .. .. .. 48 258 

266,644 285,471 2U,S89 277,006 862,266 877,729 881,404 

1,186,15:1! 1,220,H8 1,164,292 1,185,708 1,441,515 I 1,578,188 1,614,126 

690 700 DOll 692 874 897 1121 
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TABLE 

Deserlphou 11918-19 11919·20 1920·21 1921-22 

1-~~ 

Grey and Bleached Piece- I 
goods- I 

I 

{Pounds :I 12,972 23,205 19,841 19,712 
.Cbadars 

Yards 37,914 68,093 59,194 59,428 

{Pounds I 77~777 73,413 78,685 00,157 
Dhnt1a 

I Yards 369,357 337,602 340,128 455,637 

{Pounds I 15,105 21,583 19,722 15,376 
Dr1lls and J"ean~ 

Yards 54,284 80,845 74,305 60,452 

{Pounds 941 1,666 1,219 1,292 
-Ca.mbncs and Lawnq 

Yards 5,195 8,473 5,951 7,347 

{Pounds 5,181 6,774 6,306 8,038 
Prmtrrs 

Yards 23,06~ 29,837 28 284 35,622 

{Pounds 86,160 100,625 101,138 109,974 
Shutmgs and r.ongcloth 

Yards 393,779 444,501 456,240 487,034 

{Pounds I 24,641 27,449 21,293 19,117 
'£-cloth, Domestics and " 

Sheetmgs Yard~ 110,511 122,402 97,388 84,11'7 

{Pounds 20,109 2,890 8,772 3,247 
Tent Cloth 

Yards 36,870 5,671 7,608 7,255 

{Pounds 
I 

" Khadl, Dungree or Khad· i 
.. I I dar. Yards I .. 

I 

• {Pounds 14,955 I I 
16,589 I 27,123 

Other Sorts 
19,o2a 1 

Yards 45,733 66,649 1 60,886 87,859 

I 
Total . {Pounds 257,840 276,632 263,564 300,036 

Yards 

:I 
1,076,711 1,164,073 1,129,883 1,284,752 

' I 

{Pounds 85,602 102,146 I 
. Coloured Piece-goods 

475,706 ! Yards 374,015 

98,3881 98,433 : 

450,967 I 446,822 

{Pounds 3,744 s,s2o I 
Grey and Coloured Goods 

other than P1ece-goods. Dozens 721 659 

3,485 1 3,053 

707 ' 629 

{Pounds 261 294 
Hosiery 

Dozens 149 159 

411 I 363 

117 i 115 

MtSeellaneous Pounds 1,827 1,250 1,408 ' 1,433 

• Cotton Goods mixod with Pounds 307 204 227 178 
Silk or Wool 

i ----
r Pounds 349,580 383,8471 
I 

GRA.N'D TOTAL ~ Yards 1,450,726 1,639,779 I 
I 

8181 l Dozens 870 

367,482 ' 403,496 

1,580,850 1,731,573 

825 1 744 
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No. 1---conM. 

I 1922·23. l 11123·24. I 1924·25. 1925·26 11126-27. I 1927·28 11128-29 

I 
I 
~---1 - - . 

I 

20,671 1 I 20,287 21,646 22,787 24,137 25,775 20,571 

63,202 58,003 61,614 62,076 65,555 66,824 56,681 

111,908 85,658 116,507 110,13-1 123,121 129,746 115,263 

I 
431,145 399,214 458,404 516,394 585,705 615,946 561,154 

H,4.S 18,931 18,521 18,106 20,1'1'7 22,913 19,087 

I 56,306 54,9N 77,191 74,150 79,704 91,198 76,337 

897 777 1,144 581 664 986 744 

' 5,554 1 3,649 5,395 3,169 3,386 5,479 4,601 

I 9,0781 7,855 7,760 6,004 4,856 4,609 4,77(). 

I 89,078 34,831 1 82,771 25,872 2!1,899 20,246 22,471 
I 

105,607 100,316 1 118,069 120,020 134,772 140,832 107,701 

470,549 443,848 1 5.25,524 521,126 580,586 620,028 474,22~ 

I 
17,8&3 15,60!! i 17,468 17,371 23,680 24,630 19,699 

81,002 68,075 77,742 7£,073 93,815 92,164 75,48S. 
I 2,867 2,795 4,156 3,991 11,167 2,618 2,946 
I 

I 6,588 6,578 ~.804 9,005 6,732 6,064 6,935 
I 
I .. .. 211,434 80,445 35,810 41,.&85 81,576 

I .. .. 87,152 
87,4061 98,671 116,119 98,689 

' 87,086 119,875 10,676 9,826 11,827 9,874 a,569 
I 118,871 128,488 46,675 41,085 42,'1'85 40,9" 85,015 

800,866 287,050 

...... """" 381,711 403,468 330,925 

1,271,790 1,1117,654, 1,382,868 1,414,806 1,677,288 1,675,012 1,4.011,5113 

98,635 108,830 125,568 116,695 145,821 148,298 102,176 

453,494 503,920 588,031 540,157 881,478 
l 

681,658 483,676 

8,428 2,576 2,952 3,727 •• 151 I 4,205 3,881 

1,218 liU 611 956 1,006 yo2 786 

464 548 678 873 983 1 •• 214 1,481 

206 245 277 816 362 488 4411 

2,201 2,237 8,949 8,772 4,289 5,827 4,404 

165 207 272 708 2,SU I 4,794 ~.n: 

---:.:1 4()5,264 ;1,!;8,!\40 ~5,0~0 ·~···l~l--Uii,:-
1,725,284 1,701,57, I 1,970,8911 1,954,46$ l 2,268,716! 2,858,565 1,8~,:!611 

l,U8 769 888 1,27! 1,35i 1,480 l,:!U 
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TABLE No. H.-Detailed Statement of the Quantity (in Pound•) and their 
Bombay Island. (Twelfle month• 

Description of Goods. 1907-08. 1908·09. 1909-10. 1910·11. 

Grey and Bleached Goods-

{Pounds 11,128 9,895 11,925 11,608 
Obadare . 

Yards 31,958 27,556 34,777 88,640 

{Pound& 14,287 11,770 11,291 10,697 
Dhutill. 

Yard& 69,743 57,751 56,700 52,885 

{Pound& 2,668 2,798 2,885 3,418 
Drills and J'eana 

Yard& 9,774 10,509 10,469 12,566 

{Pound& 337 273 875 357 
.Cambdcs and La'IVllll . 

Yard& 2,212 1,859 2,508 2,4,79 

• {Pounds 196 79 56 81 
1'r1utere 

Yard& 985 408 310 157 

{Pounds 35,290 84,004 39,100 48,469 
'8hu1angs and Longclothll. 

Yard& 159,41£ 151,290 178,587 195,809 

{Pound& 18,363 19,355 21,'1'21 21,064 
'T-cloth, Domeatlea and 

Sheetlngs. Yards . 89,110 93,639 102,004 98,545 

• {Pounds . 1,024 1,004 741 643 
'Tent Cloth 

Yard& 2,056 2,023 1,520 1,348 

{Pounds .. .. ~ . .. 
ltbadi, D1111gree or Khad· 

dar. Yard& .. .. .. .. 
{Pounds . 942 1,028 1,042 1,291 

-other Sorts 0 4,36;1, 4,671 4,859 6,752 Yards 

{ Po1111ds 84,28;1, 79,698 89,086 92,667 
Total 

860,616 349,707 Yard& 386,788 402,676 

• {Pounds 24,048 25,834 85,2'19 88,665 
l()oloured Pleee-goods 

Yard& 102,201 105,982 145,489 160,649 

J Pound& 1,669 1,889 1,424 1,252 

-Grey and Coloured Good& 
896 82'1 844 366 other than Piece-good&. l DozeJIS . 

{Pound& 0 
498 882 41'7 400 

Hosiery • . 
o Dozen& 271 241 257 248 

0 

MlseellaneoUB Po1111d1 74 22 12 19 

(lotton Good& mixed with Pounds .. .. .. .. 
SUkorWool. 

r- . 110,428 107,276 126,218 132,808 

t:or.u;, :SoxBA.Y Isu.m> • Yard& . 471,817 465,639 632,225 5(13,226 

Do.ze1111 . 668 568 602 614 
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EquivaZent in Yards and Description of Woven Good1 Produced in 

.April to Marek) OOO,s omitted 

1911-12. 11112-13. I~ .. ,~,. 1914-15. 1916-16. 11116-17. 11117-18. 

18,050 13,873 12,436 10,148 11,861 11,108 10,267 

39,831 311,726 85,962 28,819 33,336 81,655 27,816 

11,674 11,615 12,049 10,354 18,874 10,847 13,512 

64,207 6-l,710 66,703 46,726 61,727 48,341 65,4211 

8,652 8,779 8,872 4,671 7,623 9,502 14,603 

14,100 14,865 14,888 17,567 211,660 86,452 65,596 

632 854 516 894 488 685 BOO 

4,26.2 6,951 8,636 2,881 S,!l76 !l,07il 6,2611 

17 24 51 u 17 24 12 

78 123 278 711 116 122 61 

!l7,978 48,488 42,070 46,220 62,770 62,334 68,768 

2111,0011 198,955 189,617 201,04.8 269,388 286,288 297,201 

20,108 19,861. 16,927 17,670 24,104 82,898 19,972 

116,057 112,1185 78,822 84,275 108,768 14£,51£ 93,8" 

797 7911 714 l,f>Si 2,782 8,901> 4,657 

1,681 1,684 1,685 8,108 5,642 7,189 8,820 

.. .. .. . . . . .. .. 

.. .. .. .. . . .. .. 
1,688 1,418 1,6111 1,57'1' 1,721 1,64'7 2,6&8 

7,472 6,792 7,941 7,418 7,778 6,662 9,644 

99,440 115,609 90,227 112,581 125,289 122,846 180,1811 

il86,646 4116,782 888,884 891,867 6111,881 616,202 563,180 

48,150 111,820 46,451 89,811 116,888 66,672 711,895 

185,806 226,870 208,&81 170,456 161,885 8U,898 869,958 

1,189 1,209 l,li82 1,146 1,834 2,488 2,060 

808 246 478 848 478 582 681 

805 21>5 281 128 1'17 160 171 

1111 11'11 1711 10i 142 1'8 uo 

"I 
94 711 202 852 5114 1,0211 

.. .. .. .. .. 16 116 

144,0115 148,987 
I 

1 188,670 188,368 184,4110 1112,771 218,780 

1122,4Dl 1142,102 692,865 662,828 771,266 880,185 988,188 

41111 427 667 451 620 8711 7Zl 
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TABLE 

Description of Gooda 1918-19. 1919·20. 1920-21 1921-22. l 
·- '~ 

Grey and Bleached Goods-

{ Pounds 5,501 10,416 8,769 9,713 
Chadars 

Yards 14,820 29,010 25,102 28,248 

{Pounds 17,283 15,906 15,072 23,916 
Dhut1s 

Yards 88,605 78,919 77,547 121,798 

{Pounds 8,888 18,118 11,435 8,883 
Drills and Jeans 

Yards 33,292 50,170 46,034 35,504 

{Pounds 497 589 404 686 
~mbr1cs and Lawns 

Yards 3100 3,897 2,470 4,448 

{Pounds 57 83 70 303 
Prmters 

Yards 314 449 876 1,47J 
I 

Shutmgs and Longcloths {Pounds 49,957 56,574 58,113 69,216 

Yards 233,227 255,628 270,724 311,600 

{Pounds 12,873 17,750 13,924 11,398 
T·cloth, Domest1cs and 

Sheetmgs Yards 64,672 82,792 66,848 53,722 

{Pounds 11,983 1,541 1,479 1,099 
Tent Cloth 

Yards 21,026 2,745 2,924 2,499 

{Pounds .. 
Khad1, Dnngr1 or Khaddar 

Yards .. 
{Pound, 4,974 4,768 3,448 8,659 

Other Sorts 
Yards 12,669 14,827 12,313 26,688 

{Pounds 112,014 120,744 112,714 133,372 
Total 

Yard!! 471,814 518,436 504,339 585,926 

Coloured Piece-good• 
• {Pounds 61,048 71,289 69,395 70,853 

Yards 286,090 344,856 332,168 386,001 

{Pounds 8,113 2,358 2,290 1,908 
Grey and Coloured Goods 

other than Plece·goods Dozens 616 486 508 420 

{Pounds 127 124, 127 127 
Hosiery 

Dozens 98 103 94 91 

Miscellaneous Pounds 1,023 839 962 1,057 

Cotton Goods ml.Xed with 
Silk or Wool. 

Pounds 113 58 113 64 

5 Pounds 177,433 195,412 185,601 207,381 

TOUL, BOIIBAY lSJ.AIID Yards 757,904 863,292 j 836,507 921,927 

' l Dozeu 714. 588 591 511 
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No. II-contd. 

I i 
f 

I 

I I 
1922-23 

I 
1923·24. 1924-25. 102D-26. 1926-27. I 1927-28. 1926-29. 

I 

I I 
8,3U) 9,050 9,847 I 10,4081 11,7951 12',&60 5,028 

25,289 . 24,318 25,734 26,795 30,275 31,155 13,521 

20,434 19,446 21,116 21,8551 28,058 31,597 15,241 

102,025 97,624 110,997 115,412 i 150,181 168,795 86,5011 
I . 

7,862 ~.771 11,312 9,018 \ 12,229 14,909 I 9,854 

31,523 33,294 49,907 38,408 49,820 59,248 I 37,536 

I 332 273 4,47 223 i 75 389 2S3 
I 2,186 I 1,560 2,443 1,449 I 352 2,395 1,802 

so6 I 65 33 238! .. 
1 I I 

1,674 I • 165 ' 280 1,042 .. . I 

63,5371 61,959 11,845 68,865 84,778 ~-2,776 \ 36,856 

I 289,340 278,940 326,482 806,776 "373,987 • 378,058 167,9i0 

9,74.3 8,358 9,692 !1,019 12,471 11,073 4,985 

48,427 39,457 45,034 36,195 48,613 39,401 17,739 

8o4 561 931 979 1,155 658 827 

1,1124.- 1,488 2,261 2,205 2,339 i 1,381 1/i'7Z 

1(1,804 9,724 18,644 i 18,348 6,476 

$0,574 27,514 60,846 50,709 19,3211 

' 
14,,860 15,189 2,795 2,667 i 8,184 3,273 2,212 

I 44,9SO I 45,897 11,549 10,302 i 11,264 13,050 I 8,458 
'I I 
I I 

I I 

l I 

125,6931 
I 

122,672 138,825 131,996 I 172,294 175,564 81,714 
I 

547,811! I 522,859 605,145 566,097 I 717,676 744.,187 35.,627 

i I I 

116,771 68.723 ' 
i 

86,482 

333,0241 

78,162 1 63,430 i 82,770 1 37,023 

322,966 880,883 sos,744 I 417,U5 ~87,333 182,776 

I 1,851 1 2.6~1 1 2,171 1,585 I 2,409\ 2,542 1,562 
I 

4S7 I 3491 4291 ';21 ; 657 714 I •u 
I I 

110 ~ 96 I 91 I 76 68 : 121 1 j 

s1 I 
I I 

tos I 116 I 
88 \ 

72 66: r.o 
I I 

2,362 i I 
1,2991 990 i 1,348 1,281 2,711 1 1,001 

139 1 1151 
I I 

99 ' 468 1,371 1 2,oo1 1 701 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

196,145 I 194,206 220,392 199,659 1!65,120 I 265,937 I 122,078 

s1o,2ss I 8ss sss I 
I 

986,028 871,SH 1,185,021 \ 1.181,521 53i,40S 
I I 

723 ss• I ml 611! I 793 817 OH 
I 
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0£ the total output, Bombay Island was responsible for 58 per 
cent in 1907-08 but the mills elsewhere advanced more rapidly 
than Bombay and the percentage had fallen to 50 by 1914-15 and 
this ratio was fairly steadily maintained up to 1927-28 when the 
actual ratio was 49 per cent. In the following year it fell to 28 
per cent owing to prolonged labour troubles. In 1927-28, the 
shares of the various production areas were :-

Bombay Island 

Ahmedabad 

Production area. 

Bombay Presidency (other centres) . 

Delhi and Ajmer.Merwara 

Central Provino.oo and Berar 
Indian States 
United Provinces • 

Bengal 

Madras 

Others 

TOTAL 

Percentage of 
total yardage 

produced. 
49 
~2 

7 

2 

8 

9 

4 

1 

8 

100 

Each of the three main groups, grey dhutis, grey shirtings and 
coloured goods, accounts roughly for one-fourth of the annual out
put. Th1s yroportion has been fairly steadily maintained since 
1912-13, pr10r to which the output of coloured goods was small 
but growing. The :first of these classes is made almost entirely 
:for the Calcutta market. The Tariff Board in paragraph 47 of 
their report commented on the lack of attention paid to this line 
o£ goods by the Bombay mills. Bombay city has since increased 
its output by more than 50 per cent and its share in the total 
Indian production in 1927-28 was 27 per cent as against 22 when 
the Board reported and 29 per cent in 1907-08. The Board at 
the same time recognised the advantage which the small mill in 
Ahmedabad and elsewhere has in respect of meeting the individual 
wishes of customers. They possibly did not recognise that this ad
vantage is of much greater importance in the dhuti trade, in which 
assortment affects saleability to a large extent, than in the shirting 
trade of which the Bombay City mills have a much bigger share. 
The Ahmedabad shares in the dhuti output were 41, 38 and 45 per 
cent respectively in the last three years. 

In the output o£ grey shirtings the Bombay share has fallen 
:from 77 per cent. in 1907-08 to 61 per cent in 1927-28 and in 
coloured goods from 80 to 56 per cent in the same period. Their 
most serious set-back has been in the production of sheetings and 
other heavy plain cloths, a feature which will be discussed in more 
detail at a later stage. The Ahmedabad share in the output of 
shirtings rose from 15 per cent in 1926-27 and 18 per cent in 
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1927-28 to 32 per cent in 1928-29. Further details are given 
in the followmg table :-

TAliLE IlL-Production of longcloth and shirungs m nnllwns of 
yards. ~ 

1926-27. 1927 ·28. 1928-29. 

Bombay C1ty 87 4 878 168 
Ahmedabad • • • • 87 109 152 
Bombay Presidency (other centres) 19 23 24 
lnd1an States • • • • 54 65 84 
CentraJ. Provmces and Berar 10 7 6 
AJmer-Merwara 2 2 8 
Un1ted Provmces 11 9 10 
BengaJ. 9 7 10 
Dellu 1 5 7 
p~~ 2 8 2 
lda.dras 12 13 11 

It may be remarked at this stage that with the exception of 
Mysore and Cochin practically all the mills in Indian States hes 
w1thin the Bombay distribution area (see paragraph 9 below), and 
these m1lls and those in Ahmedabad have evidently profited most 
by the stoppages m Bombay. 

In the absence of detailed figures it is impossible to analyse 
the output of bleached goods, but a few words are necessary in this 
connectwn. In paragraph 47 (page 107) o£ their Report the Tariff 
Board d1scussed such ev1dence as they were able to obtain regard
ing the output of bleached goods. I venture to suggest that they 
were led to entirely erroneous conclusions owing to a misapprehen
sion as to the method of classification adopted in the returns of 
production. The discrepancy between the :figure of 4·3 milyards 
deduced from the Cotton Excise returns and the estimate of 67·6 
milyards based on figures collected by the Millowners Association 
is too glaring to be attributed to more inaccuracy. The .facts are 
that in the returns of production which were used by the Cotton 
Excise authorities, as well as in the import statistics, white goods 
with coloured checks, spots and stripes are classified as " coloured '' 
and not as bleached. On the other hand in the process of weav
ing, grey yarn is used for the body of the cloth and dyed yarn 
fast to bleach for the coloured pattern, and the whole cloth is 
finally bleached after weaving. The Millowners' estimate must 
have included large quantities o£ cloth of this nature which would 
be returned as " coloured striped saris and susis ", of which the 
total output in Bombay in 1927-28 was 141 milyards and in 1927-28 
124 milyards. The Bombay estimate also probably included a 
certain quantity of striped white drills and jeans. The total output 
of colot.tred drills and jeans in Bombay: Island in 1926-27 was 84 
milynrd!l and it is unlikely that the whole of this consisted of cloth 
dyed in the piece. It is therefore more than likely that the official 
Jil!ures for Bombay Island were correct and that practically the 
whole of the 4·3 mil yards consisted of dhutis. Even m Ahmedabad. 
where bleaching is cheaper than in Bombay, the figures quoted by 
the Tariff Board will bear a similar interpretation and it is, I 
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11127-1928. 1 

I Ahmed&· ~--Other -~~-~ ~--.,_1-0-••• -Y--rj-A_l_lm_ed_a_- ! - -h--- , ,- -:1'-o_ta_l_ 
. bad ! Bontba.y J PV "" b11d Ot. t>r I :Sombnv 
I D•smct. 1]' DJ~tnot-s !Pret~~deney_

1
: Island 1 Dtstrict . DJSt-ncts l'resldrnry 

1- --- -' 
I i 

I 
I 

1 

I 
' J I I 

b &d&ri 19 I I 19 24 I 24 13 I 13 

I I 
botlea &l:ld Lunglll 16 I 2 2 2 2 I 16 3 

) 
3 j 

2 4 10 8 ' 17 

I I I 
~~~~ o.nd J eaoa . 84 2 86 69 I 3 i 62 29 ~ 3i 

! i I . 
rl'y l , Dyed 38 1 3 42 60 2 ' 56 81 1 I 4 36 

' 
I 

r 

I 
; I 

olourcd ~~cud atriped Batle& • nd 141 118 28 287 124 121 I 86 281 68 114 31 108 
BUStS ' 

I I 

ot ton T wce<h and Checks . 9 2 ' 11 107 76 1 13 90 82 
2 I 14 48 

I 

c 

D 

D 

G 

c 

c 

Other sorta - 25 8 6 83 36 s I s 42 16 
2 I 2 19 

I I I 
. 

l I 
I 
I I ' 

I ' I I 

I I 
I I I 

I 
i 

To-ru 417 

! 
128 I u I 696 387 180 62 r;a 183 i 122 110 I 36~ 

r I I I 
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consider, justifiable to assume that among the goods classed in the 
production returns as " grey and bleached " not more than about 
one per cent. is bleached. In discussing competition in grey goods 
I propose to neglect this small quantity. In the absence of ac· 
curate details it will be simpler than making arbitrary modifica
tions in the :ligures, and the resulting error will be instgnificant. 

As regards coloured goods, it has already been explained that 
three years' figures for the Bombay Presidency only are available. 
These are reproduced in Table IV. About hal£ the total outp·ut 
consists of " striped saris and susis " of which Bombay was for
merly responsible for 60 per cent. and Ahmedabad for 25 pel' cent. 
In 1927-28 the percentage in each was about 40 per cent. The 
United Provinces and Madras Mills produce about half the dyed 
greys, mainly in the form of khaki drills and twills. 0£ the ~·e
maining classes Bombay Island normally produces about 80 per 
cent. 

Dtstributwn areas. 

9. No-one who studies the statistics of the piece-goods trade ior 
a period of years can fail to be struck by the amazing conservatism 
of the Indian demand. In Europe, where the clothing of to-day 
may be the laughing-stock of :live years hence, the vagaries of 
fashwn exercise an important influence on the course o:£ trade. In 
India the capricious breeze of fashion blows but lightly and rarely 
does more than ruffie the surface of trade, leaving its depths un
moved. Both to the statistical investigator and to the framer o£ 
tariffs this immutability of demand is a most fortunate circum
stance. It enables the ·former to assign with reasonable certainty 
economic causes to any variations he may detect and it enables the 
latter to predict with some approach to confidence the effect of any 
measures he may propose. While the fashions change little from 
year to year they vary, on the other hand, to a remarkable degree 
£rom place to place. Thus, while the total imports of dhutu and 
other bordered grey and white &'oods has varied but little in the past 
30 years, throughout that penod between 85 and 95 per cent. of 
the total has been shipped to the Calcutta matket. Agam, the aver
age price o£ grey shirtings in Madras per linear yard has for thirty 
years been 20 per cent. higher than in Bengal, and this is merely 
a reflection of the unvarying predilection in Madras for wider 
cloths than in Calcutta. A demand for a particular type of cloth 
may grow up to flourish for a while and then disappear, but this 
is the exception rather than the rule, and in its broad outlines 
the demand for cloth and tb.e distribution of that demand over the· 
different parts of India remains very much what it was thirty ~·ears 
ago. 

The internal distribution of cloth in India is a matter regatd
ing which hardly any direct information is available. The mills 
are unable to give more than a very general idea as to '""here their 
output is sold. The latest railborne statistics are those of 1920-21 
and in some of the earlier years there is obvious inaccuracy in the 
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differentiation between foreign and Indian cloth. The figures are 
given in gross weights without any distinction of quality and only 
a rough approximation to the yardage transported is possible. 
Nevertheless the country is so vast that it seems desirable to attempt 
some s?rt of estimate, even though it be based largely on inductive 
reasonmg. 

At the outset one is faced with almost complete lack of evidence 
as to output o:f the handloom industry. An attempt was made 
in Appendix IV of the Tariff Board's Report to frame an estimate 
o:f handloom production o:f cloth. It was based on the nett amount 
o£ mill-made and imported yarn available for consumption after 
allowing for yarn woven into cloth in the Indian Mills. It took no 
account of cloth woven from home spun yarn, though no doubt, the 
amount o:f this decreased rapidly in the early years of the century. 
Nor did it give any idea o£ the parts of India in which the handloom 
industry flourished most. It is probable, however, that it has 
always been more flourishing in the cotton-growing areas than 
elsewhere and particularly in Madras. 

The annual statements o:£ sea-borne trade show under each trade
head the quantities imported through ports in each of the five 
Maritime Provinces, Sind being regarded as a separate Province for 
this purpose. In each Province almost the whole of the import 
trade in piece-goods passes through the principal port and except 
:for the development of the port of Karachi the facilities for im
porting and despatching goods to up-country destinations remain 
very much what they were 30 years ago. In general terms it can 
be mferred from such rail-borne statistics as are available that, so 
far as imported goods are concerned, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 
and Assam are served from Calcutta, Bombay Presidency, the 
Central Provinces, Hyderabad, Rajputana and the Central Indian 
States from Bombay, Sind and Baluchistan from Karachi, the 
Madras Presidency and Mysore from Madras, and Burma from 
Rangoon. The chief areas served from more than one of the great 
ports are the United Provinces and the Punjab. Certain destina
tions outside India are also served by land transport from Indian 
ports, notably the Shan States and Ohina from Rangoon, Tibet 
from Calcutta, Nepal from Bombay and Calcutta and Afghanistan 
and Persia from Karachi. It is also possible to deduce from the 
rail-borne :figures that the United Provinces up to ten years ago 
was served, in respect of imported cloth, from Calcutta and Bombay 
roughly in the proportion of -H to i, and the Punjab from 
Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi in the proportion of f, f, f. 
It is unlikely that there was any great change in these propor
tions before 1928-29, whE:'n special causes operated which are re
ferred to later. I give below the distribution areas with the popu
lations (in millions) of each according to the 1921 census though, 
in the case of Karachi, the populations of the transfrontier areas 
served cannot be quoted. Except where they are separately speci
fied the various Indian States are included with the Provinces they 
adjoin. 
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Dtst1·tbnt10n areas wtth populatwns. 

From Calcutta Bombay Karachi Madras .Rangoon. 

Assam 8 Bombay 26 Punjab 2/5 • 10 Madras . • 47 I Burma • 13 

Bengal 
i 

48 C P. 16 Mysore • 

.: I 

-
B.&o 38 c I & IlnJ- 19 N.W F.P. b 18 

u. p (5/6) 
putana. 

• 40 Smd and Baln- 4 
chistan • 

.Punjab (1/6) 5 up (1/6) 6 

Kaslurur 3 

- PunJab (2/5) 10 -
139 Hyderabad 1J 22 -

90 I 
'The percentage of population served from each port is thus:-

Calcutta 44 

Bombay 28 
Karaclu 7 

Madras 17 
Rangoon 4 

100 

These figures may mstructively be compared with those m Table 
V. Hit be remembered that the Madras distribution area mcludes 
the least wealthy population and that Karachi serves a considerable 
transfrontier population, the correspondence between the two sets 
of figures is striking. Even more remarkable is the persistency 
of the distribution of the trade over so long a period as thirty 
years. The steady transfer of a part of the trade, notably in 
white goods: from Bombay to Sind is "evidence rather of the de
velopment of the port of Karachi than of any change in the ulti
mate destination o£ the goods. The really important recent change 
1s the drop in the Bengal share during 1928-29. This might have 
been regarded as a normal and ephemeral :fluctuation were it not 
for the absence of anv comparable :fluctuation in the earlier years. 
In the face of this persistency in the ratios the importance o£ the 
1928-29 figures cannot be overlooked. The change is most marked 
in respect o£ white goods for which the principal market is in 
Upper·· lnd1a. It is undoubtedly to be attributed to the voluntary 
restrictions on forward business adopted by Calcutta importers in 
1928 which have resulted in the transfer of a [arge proportion of 
the Punjab and United Provinces trade to Bombay and Karachi. 
There is every reason to believe that the Calcutta market will have 
~·1eat difficulty in recovering the ground it has lost in this way. 
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It has occasionally been suggested that ad valorern assessments are 
more rigorous in Calcutta than in the other ports. There is prob
ably little if any h'uth in this rmggestion but the mere exil'tenc,e 
of the idea might serve to divert trade to some extent. It is un
hkely, however, that such diversion has been considerable since 
there is no evidence of it in the years immediately preceding 
1928-29. 

To estimate the distribution o£ Indian-made piece-goods IS a 
m01e difficult task. The rail-borne figures are given in .hundred
weights and as already indicated are neither accurate in their di~>
tmction behreen Indian and :foreign goods nor up-to-date. A. 
certain amount of information, however, is to be gleaned by indirect 
inference. The produce of the mills outside Bombay and Ahme
dabad is sold almost entirely, if not in the immediate vicinity of 
the mill, at any rate in that one of the five distribution areas, refer
red to above, in which the mill is situated, and the only important 
question is really to ascertain the distribution of Bombay and 
.Ahmedabad doth. The year 1928-29 was an abnormal one owmg 
to the strikes in Dombay and to the restriction on imports int~ 
Calcutta which is referred to above. I propose therefore to con
side!' the figures for 1927-28 as representing fairly normal Londi
tions in respect of both imports and production. 

It will be seen later on that, even in the days when Indian 
production was negligible, 90 per cent. of the grey dhutis im
ported went to Calcutta. It is common knowledge that Calcutta. 
1s the principal market for Bombay and Ahmedabad dhutis, and 
the Calcutta share of the import trade has varied so little in 30' 
years that it is reasonable to suppose that 90 per cent. of the total 
Indian mill output of dhutis also goes to the Calcutta distribution 
area. The output in 1927-28 was 616 milyards of which 67 were 
produced in the Calcutta distribution area, 8 in the :Madras area, 
one in the Karachi area and 540 in the Bombay area. The dis
tribution should therefore be as follows:-

'l'Am.E VI.-Distribution of grey dhutis of Indian 'fltanujactu1·e 

D1stnbutwn a.roa..J 
Produced Exported I Exported Imported Nett Con· 

w1thm the out of 

I 
to other from other sum pt JOn o,f 

a. rea. Indu~.. a.rea.s. areas. lndum (!OOds, 

Cnlcutta 67 l 487 ! 5.3-! .. I 

Rom bay 540 4 487 .. ! 49 -- . 
K.tr>IChl 1 .. .. ' 1 

' 
!lf.JAit as 8 .. .. .. i s 
R•~n:,:oon .. .. 

616 4 I -1S7 4.87 61:! 
' 
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The :following table shows the distribution of imported greys 
(other than dhutis, etc.) in certain years and the volume of im
ports and local production in the same years:-

TABLE VII.-Percentage- of imports of Grey goods (other than 
. dllllj'f;lis) . 

- 1899·00. I 1913-14. 11923-24. 1927-28. 1 1907-08, 
i 

DengaJ . 60 I 64 58 I 39 44 
Bombay . 26 I 22 24 « 38 
:Smd _,. 8 6 5 I 4 7 
Madras '· . 5 I 7 11 10 6 
Burma. . . 4 1 2 3 5 

Mllya.rds. I M1lya.rds. Muyards. Mllyards. M1lyards. 
Tota.l1mports . 762 753 728 270 348 
Tota.l ptoduot10n 100*) 442 588 798 1,059 

TOTAL 862 l 1,195 1,316 1,068 1,407 

*Estimated. ,.. 
t>ne inference 'to be drawn £rom the above figures is that in the 
early days o:£ Indian mill production most of the output was 
marketed locally, but the growth of dhuti production meant the 
establishment of connections in the Calcutta distribution area 
which led to increased business in that area in other lines. It is 
not unreasonable to suppose that the Calcutta distribution area 
:Still consumes 60 per cent. of the total quantity available and the 
Bombay area 25 per cent. Exports in 1927~28 amounted to 16 and 
re-exports to 18 milyards leaving a nett balance of 1,383 of which 
.830 (153 imported plus 677 Indian) must be assi~ned to the 
Calcutta area and 346 (132 imported plus 214 Indian) to the 
Bombay area. In 1927-28, 116 milyards left Bombay for Karachi 
by sea and 4 for Rangoon. Some 5 milyards were produced in 
that part of the Punjab served by Karachi and the remaining 27 
may be assigned to Madras including 18 mil yards produced within 
the Madras area. The following table gives a conspectus of the 
results of this estimate for the year 1927-28. 

TABLE VIII.-Grey goods, other than dhutis, of Indian manufac
ture. 

n· t "b t• i Production Exported Exported Imported I Nett Con-
- 18 n u Ion Wlthm the out of India. to other from other sumpt1on of 

area. area. by sea.. a.reas. areas. jlnruMl goods. 

'Calcutta. • 5T .. .. 620 677 
Bombay, . 979 lG 749 .. 214 
Karaoht , 5 .. .. llfl 121* 
]{a.dra.s 18 .. .. 9 27 
Rangoon . .. .. .. 4 4 

1,059 16 749 I 749 I 1,043 

*Includes re-export by land. 
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As the Calcutta area is the principal market for g1·ey goods it 
is natural that its share in the coloured goods trade should be rela
tively smaller. One of the chief reasons for the difference is that 
whereas in the Bengal area a large proportion of the women wear 
bordered grey saris, elsewhere the coloured sari is the general rule. 
The high figure for Bengal (vtde table IV in the period 1899-00 
to 1903-04) is probably a reflection of the effects of plague and 
famine in the Bombay and Sind distribution areas, and it should be 
fairly accurate to assign to the Calcutta area. 25 Jler cent. 
of the total consumption of mill-made coloured goods. That 
the proportion is much lower than in the case of grey goods 
is confirmed by the fact that, in 1927-28, mills in the Bengal area 
produced only 10 milyards of coloured cloth as against 117 milyards 
of grey. 

The nett quantity of coloured goods available for consumption 
in 1927-28 was as follows:- · 

Imports !507 

Production 681 

Re-exports 13 

Exporb:l 107 

NETT ToTAL • 1,068 

I have not included in the export figure 42 milyards exported 
from Madras. The greater part of this is hand-woven and any 
balance may be regarded as set off against the small quantity of 
hand-woven goods exported from Bombay. Exports from the other 
ports are negligible and of the 13 milyards re-exported by sea 11 
go from Bombay and 2 from Karachi. 

The Bengal distribution area may therefore be assumed to have 
taken 266 milyards of which 10 were produced in the area, 111 
imported and 145 bought from the Bombay Presidency mills. 
From Bombay 32 milyards of Indian cloth were shipped to Karachi 
by sea and 16 to Burma. Allowing for exports out of India this 
}paves 381 to be accounted for. 

The combined Bombay and Sind share in the total consump
twn should be about 56 per cent. according to Table IV or 597 
milyards of which 202 were imported into Bombay and 112 into 
Karachi. This gives 283 as the consumption of Indian coloured 
g-oods in the Bombay and Karachi areas leaving 98 milyards for 
Madras of which 33 are produced within the distribution area. 
As in the case of grey goods a part of the quantity assigned to the 
Bombay area will go to parts of the Punjab which are served in 
1 t>spect of foreign goods from Karachi. 

e 
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The results o£ this estimate are summarised in the following: 
table:-

'l'ADLE 1X.--Colou1'ed go01Is of Indtan 1/Utnufactu1'e. 

Production Exported Exported Imported Nett Con· 
D1stribubon arM. withm the out of Iudut to other from other sumpt1on of 

area. by Sea. a\'ea.s. areas. Indian good&. 
-·· 

Calcutta. . 10 .. 145 155 
13omba.y . 632 107 258 .. 267 
I\.S.IS.Chl , 6 

I 
.. . . 32 38 

1\Ia.dras 33 .. . . 65 98 
Rangoon .. .. 16 16 

681 I 107 258 258 574 

It may be of interest to combine these figures and give an 
estimate of the distribution of all piece-goods produced in the 
Indian Mills. 

TABLE X.-Distribution of all Piece-goods of IniUan manufacture.-

Distribution area 

Ca.loutta. . 
Bomb&y. 
Ka.raclu • 
1\fadtas 
Rat1goo11 

Production /Exported out 
within the I of Indla by 

a.rea. ! sea. 

134 
2,151 

12 
59 

i .. 
127 

Exported 
to other 
areas. 

.. 
1,494 

Imported 
from other 

areas. 

1,252 

Nett 
oonsump· 

t1011. 

II 1,386 
.. 530 
148 160 
74 I 133 .. ! .. .. 20 20 

2,356 ~--1-27--1:--1-,4-9_4 __ , __ 1,-49_4_,-2,229 

Natu1·e of Output. 
10. After what has been said regarding the use o£ trade names 

1t is clear that caution must be exercised in making compari11ons· 
between figures for output and import of goods classified under 
simibr descriptions. In particular th~ kind o£ yam availul)le for 
weaving purposes limits the quality of the goods that can be l.lanu-· 
factured in any particular class. The Tariff Boa1·d went mto this 
questiun vmy carefully and their conclusions were that little if 
any ~~ottou grown in India was suitable for spinning twist finer 
than 36R or weft yarn finer than 40s, and that about 380,000 bales 
or 19 per cent. of the Indian crop was suitable for ~:~pinning hdst 
£rom 30s to 36s and weft from 34s to 40s. Of this, howe-.er, 
thev t>~timated that a considerable p1·oportion was e'iported from 
Madras. Thm·e has been a slight 1·eduction in exports from Madras, 
but the quantity available for spinning- warp 30s to 36s, and cor
responding weft yarns can hardly be more than 10 per cent. of the 
total, say 200,000 bales. To estimate the capacity of the Indian 
mills :for spinning medium and fine cloths it is necessary also to• 
tah into account imports of Htw eotton o£ longer staplE> than the· 
ordinary Indian Yal·ieties, us wE'll as impol'h of fine yo1n<~. 
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The1·e 'has been no noticeable increase in the imports of the 
:liner yarns since the Tari:IJ Board t·eported as the following table 
will show:-

TA.BLE XI.-lmports of yarns above 30s in 'ITIIillions of pounds. 

GBBr Wlll'l'll.• COLOllltED, -
lll·tOB. Above I Two- 81-<lOs. Above! Two- 81·~ .Above Two-

4011. folds. 40s. folds. ~ folds. 

---- --
192S·U . 13 7 8 .. .. I .. 7 1 1 
lll24-2.i 21 7 li .. .. .. 6 .. 1 
1926-26 . 22 6 li .. I .. . . 

I 
II 1 1 

1926·27 Ill 7 7 .. .. 
l 

.. 3 1 1 
1927·28 22 6 li 1 1 2 4 1 l 
1928·29 . 16 8 li 1 I 1 8 2 .. I 1 

• Included ~ grey prlol: to 1927-1'.8. 

The Tariff Board mentioned a large import of American cotton 
·which occurred :for the first time in 1926-27 when some 20,000 tons 
were imported. In the following year imports amounted to 
60,000 tons but fell to about 12,000 in 1928-29. Most of this 
was no doubt used, as the Board surmised, for mixing with 
Indian cottons :for the spinning of course yarns. Imports of raw 
.cotton from Kenya have been as follows:-

Tons. 
1\123-24 10,000 
1924-25 16,000 
1925-26 16,000 
1926-27 13,000 
1927-28 13,000 
1928-29 15,000 

but although the figures for re-exports in the trade returns are 
small it is possible that some of this was re-exported and registered 
mistakenly as Indian in the export returns. 

In the returns of production there is, however, some evidence of 
progress o:f which the following table gives an idea. I have given 
figures from 1920-21 in which year the output of fine yarns was 
lower than it had been :for 15 years:-

TAliLE XII.-Output of fine yarn in ntillion& of pou,nds. 

ALt. INDIA.N" lll!LLS. BOMBAY IsLAND. 

-
3ls-40s. Above 40s. 3ls-40s. Above 'Os. 

- - --
: l '1920·21 15 2 IS I 

1921-22 17 2 6 l 
1922·23 . I 16 2 6 l 
1923·2-l 20 3 7 l 
1924·25 ~ j 

19 IS 8 3 
1925-26 20 6 6 3 
1926·27 28 12 9 • 
1927-28 I 34 11 

l 
12 5 . • I 

1928-29 37 10 9 3 
• 1 

c2 



TABLE XIII.-Statem~nt shottmtg the J!1'0d?tctio?l of !JMn z'n cotton .i1blls .sztuated ~n the ctty and Island of BomlJa!l· 
(Quantities are in pounds.) 

Counts. 
Years, Parllculara -

1-10 11-20. 21-24. 25-30. I 52-86. 37--40. 
( 

41-44. 45-60. &1 dl above~ j I I Total. 
-------·--------1 ----- -~ ~~--. !----
1923-

. r I 'WaTp . 1,867,8112 59,153,9£16 M,92S,42S ...... ,, I 208,710 595,731 213,0l'll I B7,UO. 77,288 i 82,822,322{0) 
Weft 11,488,610 22,144,935 15 224,796 9,170,733 2,245,529 775,905 164,,U2 98,921 88,494 i 62,866,701(f,~ Reelmg SS,6a1,197 4(),499,!140 4,921,436 881,604 411,956 422,372 22,679 I 88,604,660~~ 

1924-
Warp 1,840,165 34,4~,205 35.617.629 I 3,181,185 1 406,894 887,817 481,268 209 607 21,056 78,648,204r1 Weft 11,598,752 22,209,388 13,629,264 8,997,3'741 2,2 9,207 990,809 488,108 24,460 228,111 61,449,490 e 
ll4lellng 34,026,751 42,575,910 5,198,642 684,777 892,210 51)5,{)87 G12,11g7 91,007 32,456 87,535,042 f) 

19215- I I 
Warp - . 8,895,646 32,766,188 87,908,292 1 2.6n,so1 1 182,8(8 l21,7H 491,798 146,057 29,116 80,667,393(9') 
We~t lO,SBi,491 22,600,717 18,120.~98 10,284,156 I 2,208,850 978,840 850,474 87,662 252,929 62,291,082(11) 
Reehng 38,278,845 39,402,928 3,790,696 276,884 231,71() 258,49p <171,476 31,828 &9,410 

I 
88, 766,067(•) 

1926- I I 
w .. rp 3,36'1,981 50,372,321 45,90(,1518 4,398,178 260,957 381,535 9S5,533 233,912 104,715 ! 108,251,887(J1 
Weft 13,977,69.( 82,422,703 21,419,490 llA28,957 3,495,646 1,868,9Ql 195,682 77,()93 848,199 I 86,478,470(k) 
lW<>lmg 51,820,614 40,002,896 4,18.2,3<!1 478,526 476,725 488,894 794,062 80,420 155,884 : 103,652, 742(1) 

1927- .. I 
~:U' . 2,6(1,668 56,207,696 49,900,75~ 4,907,164 371,321 1,687,748 836,6!13 256,799 i 139,431 1118,Q!\2,S24(m) 

21,988,169 35,189,861 19,399,10• 18,645,223 3,303,051 2,508,748 845,050 111,537 i l,012,9ol I 98, 739,o62("l 
l'~ehng 39,7Sl,182 35,777,571 6,640,83!1. 954,919 4115,2of.3 705,302 1,432,652 108,55S I 266,185 I 90,690,781(o 

1928-

I 
I 

1 I WIU'p . 1,590,9'8 24,622,096 2.2,070,234 3,181,9\!18 278,932 1,679,484 260,438 186,5441 100,611 

I 
55,2 B0,263(p) 

Weft . 
I 

8,6'i5,26o:l 14,854,6ll6 9,468,059 7,196,232 2,:111,686 2.212,1!82 I 263,110 42,068 458,074 45,508,'i'95~q) 
ltcelmg . 20,235,902 15,346,060 2,0(14,250 254,189 :11118,082 I 264,966 758,203 1)5,669 252,874 41,390,840 r) 

.>vn·ru v~-"J'O--. 

.. - · (a) Includos 2,276,1)09 lbs. tor which details are not &vail-ble. 
!IJ) !·~!}!.~!~ !~· 
,cJ z,~l;i,..b7U lt>s. 
(d) 2,083,(78 lbs. 
<•l 1,0515,622 lba 

ill ll,a2g ,oos Ih>l 
2,504,698 lbs. 

ltl 1,618,655 lbs 
(t) 5,1168,800 lbs. 

•• (J)"rn.cludWJ 2,275,287 lbs. for which detalll are llo& l!vallablt! • 
(k) , 1,249.065 lbs. u , , u 
(•) 6,22'1',878 jbs. 
(m) 2,083,060 lbs. 
(n) 1,285,41!1 lbo. 
(o) 4.,583,340 lba 
(p) 1,309,078 lbs. 
(q) 1196,629 lba. 
(t') 1,986,141i lb:! 
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Though but little of the finer single yarns is exported there is a 
regular export trade in two-folds amounting to about 8 million 
lbs. annually. Two-folds are unfortunately not shown separately 
in the production statistics and, if these are entered in terms of 
the count of the separate threads in each, the quantity of fine yarn 
available :for weavrng must be reduced to that extent. Further,. 
it cannot be assumed that all the yarn spun in these counts is 
woven in the mills. The statement in Table XIII was supplied 
to me by the Bombay Millowners Association, and from this it 
appears that a considerable part of their output of the finer yarns, 
particularly those of over 40s, are sold away from the mills and 
do not enter the weaving sheds, though it is possible that some 
part may be sold to other mills in Bombay and elsewhere. 

It will be instructive to compare the Bombay M1llowners, figures 
of yarns entering the weaving sheds with the output of the various 
kinds of cloth. In the following table the output of yarn (ex
cluding reeled yarn) in each calendar year is compared with the 
output of cloth in the financial year (April-March). 

TABLE XIV.-Output of yarn and cloth in millions of pounds. 
Ya.l'n. Cloth 

1923 145 1923-24 191 
1924 140 1924-25 217 
1925 143 1925-26 195 
1926 194 1926-27 259 
1927 218 1927-28 258 
1928 101 1928-29 119 

Analysing the figures in more detail it appear·s that in 1927, 116 
million pounds of mill yarn 20s and below were spun which. 
allow;ng for weighting, should have produced about 140 million 
pounds of cloth. The output of the following classes of cloth, 
chadars, drills and jeans, T-cloths, etc., Khadi, etc., Tent-cloth 
and Tweeds and Checks, practically all of which must have been 
wovea £rom this class of yarn was only 89 million pounds. Allow
ing ior weighting this must have required at most 75 million pounds 
of yarn leaving 41 million pounds of yarns below 21s for use in 
the production of other classes. The total output of cloth ex
cluding the definitely coarse classes mentioned above was 169 
million pounds of which 114 consisted of grey dhutis and shirtings 
and 23 of coloured dhutis, saria and susis (including striped shirt
ings). If we credit the Bombay mills with using half the yarn 
imported into Bombay (and this probably does an injustice to 
Ahmedabad) the yarn employed in weaving the finer classes of 
oloth in 1927-28 was as follows:-

Below 21s 
21s-24s 
25s-30s 
'sl.a-40s 
abon 40s 

Million pounds. 
41 
69 
1~ 

H 

" 
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Thus, at the outside, 25 per cent. of the dhutis and shirtings woven 
in Bombay are from counts of 25s or over, 12 per cent. from 31s 
and over and 3 per cent. from 41s and over. 

The Ahmedabad Millowners Association have also supplied me 
with particulars of the yarn consum~d in the weaving sheds of 32 
mills. Unfortunately they were unable to s-ive their results in 
the same detail as for Bombay. The followmg figures give per
centages of yarns above 18s:--

TABLE XV.-Yarns above 18s woven in certain Ahmedabad Mtlls 
in millions of pounds. 

- 1924 1925 • 1926 1927 1928 192!> 

~7 monthe) 

lis to S2s 97'S 97'5 92'8 919 901 66'4 

33e to 45s . 1'8 2•3 7'0 6·2 6•5 16 3 

Above 45s . •4 ., '2 l•g 2G 2'8 

The table takes no account of yarns 18s and below for which figures 
were not furnished by all these mills, but it does not appear 
that the proportion of fine yarn used is very different from that m 
Bombay. 

Before leaving this subject I would suggest that i£ the progress 
of the mills in the weaving of cloth from the finer counts of yarn 
is to be watched in the future, some further improvements might 
be made in respect of the statistics of yarn. Returns similar to 
Table XIII would be very useful as they would show, under each 
of the various groups of counts, yarn classified in three heads 
" warp ", " weft" and " reeling " but the return, to be com. 
plete, should also include information regarding purchases of yarn 
used for weaving. Returns of this nature from all mills showing 
the counts of all yarn entering their weaving sheds would give an 
immediate idea of progress in the manufacture of finer cloths. 
It would be essential, however, that such returns should distin
guish between warp yarn and weft yarn. A simila1' distinction is 
also desirable in the import returns and would, I believe, be much 
more informative than the present distinction between grey, white 
-and coloured yarns. The returns of yarns woven in the mills which 
I propose would, of course, be supplementary to the present return11 
of output of yarn but both, I suggest, should have separate heads 
:for two-fold yarns which are already separately specified in the 
trade returns. 



CHAPTER IV. 

The Extent of External Competition. 

General. 

11. In Table XVI will be found figures for the total import of 
piece~goods from the various sources and for the total production 
of cloth in the Indian cotton-mills. The import trade remained 
at a fairly constant level for the first twelve years of the century 
but Indian mill production was making remarkable strides during 
this period and even after allowing for the ordinary rise in demand 
from a growing population it must be assumed that a good deal of~ 
advance on both sides was at the expense of the hand~loom industry. 
The years 1912-13 and 1913-14 exhibit so patently the evidences 
of a cyclical trade-boom that some falling-off was to be expected 1 

thereafter but the intervention of the war :forestalled the natural 
reaction from the boom and caused so heavy a drop in imports that 
the mills were able to resume their rapid progress until the diffi
culty of expanding plant or renewing existing plant began to be 
seriously felt. With the conclusion of the war and the removal 
of this difficulty Indian production again began to move forwards, 
experiencing only a slight set-back when the exchange value of the 
rupee rose to unprecedented heights in 1920-21 and a revival of 
the import-trade began. In the foLlowing year exchange had 
dropped, imports were again reduced and Indian mill production 
agam increased. While the Bombay Millowners have insistently 
attributed a large part of their troubles to the fixation of the rupee 
at 1s. 6d. it is significant that whereas their gross output remained 
stationary during the three years 1921-22 to 1923-24 in which the 
rupee was pursumg a fluctuating but upward course, their output 
again began to rise steadily as soon as exchange was settled in the 
neighbourhood of Is. 6d. In fact while the output of the Bombay 
mills r01>e from 856 milyards in 1923-24 to 1135 in 1926-27 and fell, 
owing to labour troubles to 1131 and 537 in the next two years, 
the output of other Indian mills rose from 847 milyards in 1923-24 
to no lesR than 1356 milyards in 1928-29, au increase of GO pel' cent. 
in 5 years. lfeanwhile, after a substantial recovery in imports 
during the pHiod when exchange was slowly rising, labour troubles 
in thl.' United Kingdom and the high price of American cotton 
caused a set-ba<'k in 1925-26 and rf'covery has been slow. 

, The most obvious features of Table XVI so far as concerns the 
origin of imported goods are the predominance of imports from the 
United Kingdom before the war, their subsequent decline and the 
rapid growth of imports from Japan. It wlll, however, be con
venil.'nt first to refer briefly to the other countries which pnrtiri
pate in the hade. The Netherlands with large possessions in the 
East have always been suppliers of doth to Eastern markets but, 
exrt>pt for a certain quantity of bleached goods, their ('Ontribution 
has consisted mainly of coloured cloths of a type worn by the 
Malays and also popular among <'ertain classes on the eastern st'a-

• ( 39 ' 
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TABLE XVI.-Gross Imports by Countries and Indian Production 
in ml/,llions of yards. 

.. 
I .s 0 

s 
0 -! .;. j 
i, 

1i 
..., 

~ .. 
~ ~· 0 

:;j s: "' 1i ~ ed 
"' j t ~ 

.;. .... "":a "" :! ~ '"' ~ 3 ;:l ".1! ~.s r§ ~ i!:; ~ ·s ~ 
:;! 0 0 

'IJ 0 f!oj ;;.. 
- --- ,---- ----

1899·1900 2,166 7 3 4 .. .. .. 11 2,191 102 2,193 

1900-1901 1,972 9 3 9 .. .. .. 10 2,003 .. 
1901-1902 2,154 12 4 7 .. .. .. 13 2,190 .. 
1902-lqoa 2,071 12 3 8 .. .. .. 18 2,107 .. 
1903-1904 1,997 12 4 6 .. .. u 2,033 .. -1904-1905 2,251 18 4 4 .. .. .. 16 2,288 159 2,H2 

1905-1906 2,415 16 5 10 .. .. .. 17 2,463 .. .. 
1906-1907 • 2,276 16 5 8 .. .. .. 13 2,818 .. 
1907-1908 2,487 16 7 4 .. .. .. 18 2,532 808 3,840 

1908-1909 • 1,941 22 0 9 .. .. .. 17 1,993 824. 2,817 

1909·1910 2,141 21 0 8 .. .. .. 18 2,198 964 3,157 

1910-1911 2,252 22 8 8 6 .. .. 12 2,308 1,047 3,S51i 

1911-1912 2,379 23 7 9 4 1 .. 16 2,438 1,136 3,574 

1912-1918 2,942 26 12 16 6 6 .. 16 3,023 1,220 4,243 

1913-1914 3,104 25 liS 10 6 9 .. 20 3,197 1,164 4,361 

1914-1915 2,378 21 10 12 8 16 .. 6 2,4.6 1,185 3,581 

1915-1916 2,049 21 18 17 4 89 .. 6 2,148 1,442 3,590 

1916-1917 1,786 14 14 11 3 100 1 6 1,1184 1,578 3,512 

1917-1918 1,430 6 7 13 1 95 1 8 1,656 1,614 3,170 

1918·1919 867 1 1 11 1 238 .. s 1,122 1,450 2,572 

919·1920 976 8 1 10 2 76 .. 8 
' 

1,081 1,640 2,641 

1920-1921 1,292 13 10 18 ' 170 1 '1 1,610 1,681 8,091 

1921-11122 955 12 2 23 1 90 1 6 1,090 1,734 2,824 

1922·1928 1,453 13 2 8 s lOS , 3 3 1,593 1,726 3,819 

1923-1924 1,819 11 6 7 7 123 6 7 1,486 1,702 3,188 

1924-1925 1,614 12 10 9 7 155 5 11 1,823 1,970 a,79a 

1925·1926 1,287 16 11 15 7 217 2 9 1,564 1,964 3,518 

1926·1927 1,467 20 17 16 12 244 2 10 1,788 2,259 4,047 

1927-1928 1,548 20 26 28 15 323 7 11 1,978 2,357 4,330 

1928-1929 1,457 20 as 30 11 357 13 11 1,937 1,898 8,~3G 
I 

board o£ the Bay of Bengal. Italian goods have almost exclusiv~>ly 
been coloured goods of special types though there is evidence that 
their range has recently begun to extend. From the United Statea 
'of America the pre-war imports were mainly drills and jeanl!, 
but now consist largely of ":fents," which form purely a waste
product trade. Imports from Switzerland are mainly of Britisk 
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aloths sent to Switzerland for mercerising or other forms· of special 
finish, and the abs'lnce of figures in this column prior to 1910-11 
is due to the fact that up to that time imports were recorded by 
countries of shipment and not of <Consignment. Imports from 
China consist almost entirely of the products of Japanese owned 
mills in that country and for practical purposes may be treated 
as imports from Japan. The bulk of imports from " other coun
tries " before the war came from Central Europe and included 
British cloth sent there for finishing. These trades· disappeared on 
i~e outbreak of war and have not shown much sign of resuscitation 
smce. 

The table displays clearly the advantage taken by the Japanese 
industry of war conditions. What it does not disclose is the large 
quantity of British goods imported from the United Kingdom into 
India in Japanese bottoms by Japanese business houses in 1918, 
when British merchants found the greatest difficulty in securing 
freight. The knowledge of the British trade acquired at this time 
has undoubtedly been of very great value to Japanese trade in the 
subsequent years. The figures of imports from Japan ana the 
United Kingdom for the last ten years are particularly interesting. 
The very high prices of American cotton in the years after the war 
brought cloth to a price at which there was a substantial falling-off 
in the Indian demand. The Lancashire mills Jor a long period 
worked on short time but the Japanese industry despite the strides 
it had made during the war had not the reserves to face a period 
of depression with the same succes~ as the British industry. Nor 
had their methods altogether inspired the Indian market with con
fidence in the period immediately following the armistice, and it 
was not until 1926-27 that the volume of imports from Japan 
reached the 1918-19 figure. Subsequent expansion, however, has 
been rapid and shows every sign of continuing, while the trade 
with the United Kingdom has made no progress since 1922-23. 

TABLE XVII.-Ea:ports and re-e.xports of piece-goods in millinns 
of yards. 

RB·IIXPORT8 ElCPORTil. 

Grey White Coloured Total Grey White <'olou!ed~~ 
------ - -

1910·20 38 19 32 89 74 ll 121 ]q7• 

1920·21 35 7 19 61 48 2 96 146 

1021·2~ 49 9 16 7( 24 1 136 161 

1922-23 52 7 16 75 81 1 125 l,j7 

1923·2' 41 7 18 61 34 1 130 16~'", 

]<;)24·25 33 7 u 6. «4 1 186 181 

1025·26 16 7 12 35 87 1 127 165> 

10~6-27 12 6 12 29 20 2 176 198 

1027-28 16 5 t8 84 18 1 HO 1118 

1028·29 7 ' 1S u 16 1 131 Ull 
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Ten years' figures for exports and re-exports are given in the above 
table. The falling-off in the overseas trade in greys is the most 
prominent feature of the table. This trade is practically confined 
to B(}mbay and formerly served numerous markets round the shores 
of the Indian Ocean, notably Persia and Iraq. So long as Japan 
was dependent on transhipment at Bombay the Indian mills were 
able to compete but in the last few years direct Japanese services 
to Aden, East Africa and the Persian Gulf have not only reduced 
the re-export trade considerably, but have deprived the Bombay 
mills of the advantage they had in the matter of freight. In the 
coloured goods trade the Indian mills appear to have been able to 
hold their own. 

It is usual and may even be regarded as essential in an enquiry 
of this nature to deal with retained goods only, t.e., to redu~ 
figures of import by the quantities re-exported and to subtract ex
ports from local production. Unfortunately exports are classified in 
the export returns under a limited number of heads and of the 
116 milyards of Indian coloured goods exported from Bombay in 
1927-28 106 are returned as a other sorts ". The " coloured " 
figures, moreover, include large exports from Madras, amounting 
to 42 milyards in 1927-28, of hand-woven goods, mostly saris and 
scarves. The re~export returns are even less specific and no figures 
for exports by land since 1924~25 are available, while the ea1-lier 
transfrontier figures are of very doubtful accuracy. It seems, on 
ihe whole, simplest to regard those markets to which cloth is ex
ported or 1·e-exported from India as forming a part of the Indian 
market and later to adjust the conclusions drawn in the light of 
such detailed information regarding exports and re-exports as can 
be obtained from the published figures or from other sources. 

Bo1•dered Grey goods. 
12. In the prmcipal tables in this and succeeding paragraphs 

I have displayed the imports of the various classes of goods in the 
main g1·oups for a period of thirty years. Separate tables have 
been given :for Japan and those other countries whose contributions 
.are of any importance. I have not given separate figures in every 
~ase :for the United Kingdom sin~, in the early years, they were 
identical under many heads with the gross figures; and where they 
were not they can readily be deduced by subtractmg figm·es under 
other countries from those in the main table. In the detailed dis
·CUssions under the various sub-heads recent figures fot· the United 
Kingdom will generally be found. 

The bordered grey ohadar has always been essentially an indi
genous product. The annual imports even before the war rarely 
amounted to 5 milyards annually and now average only about 1 
mil yard, practically all of which comes from the United Kingdom, 
whereas the annuai Indian pl'Oduction, which was 43 milyards in 
1907-08 and 67 in 1927-28, has been as high as 75 and never lower 
:than 38. These cloths are almost all woven from yarns coal'ser 
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TABLE XVIII.-lmporta of Grey goods (all countries). 

11'1 HILI.IO.IIQ 011' Y.AUS. IN ll.ll. 
LAKB8, 

-l! if..!..-; i: . I 5 .. 
-8J! :a I - " . "'"''" .. .. mf "f ~ Cl -a a "' f-3 .e ~ li "' .! 1i .. J ..:: :: "' I ·" i~.;; i.z • 

= 
~ J J :$I'd c:~ Si z" .. ~ .a= §:sl.! .. !J .£.!1 9 ~ el 

lt~ .. ~ ~ ~ ... ~ 011 i-t - -
1699·1900 . 612 188 686 111 20 .. ' 1,276 1,398 

1900·1901 '59 152 646 111 211 .. 1 1,192 1,.35 

1901•1902 . 472 147 6ll0 lll 21 .. 2 1,187 1,457 

1901.!·1903 498 130 612 17 25 .. 2 1,284, 1,64& 

l90S·1904 454 130 466 12 21 .. 2 1,085 1,321 

1904-1905 li30 181 618 12 19 .. 1,210 1,638 

1905·1906 . ~66 139 606 9 28 1 1,349 1,893 

1906-1907 604 132 625 18 23 .. 2 1,299 1,870 

1907+1908 607 140 1181 8 17 .. 1 1,254, 1,941 

1908·1909 . 464 100 4Sll 7 18 .. 2 1,043 1,519 

11109-1910 808 115 484 • 19 1 1 1,237 1,871 

1910·1911 . 1127 117 484 4 17 .. 1 1,130 l,7GD 

1911-1912 1178 117 498 II 111 .. 2 1,219 1,9(11'> 

1012 191S 728 142 1122 10 29 2 2 1,535 2,611 

1918·1914 809 150 645 • 21 .. 8 1,68' 2,644 

11114.1916 866 111 Iilii li 18 1 s 1,320 2,129 

19111·19HI . 1112 102 406 ll 2S 2 1 1,148 1,809 

1016-1917 . 622 88 1811 .. 21 SIS 1 847 1,687 

1917·1918 898 8S 128 8 8 80 1 626 1,848 

1918-1919 . 30. .9 160 8 u 64 .. 684 2,369 

1919-1920 847 41 llll 2 10 18 .. 684 2,261 

1920·1921 292 89 182 8 18 4G .. 580 2,641i 

1921·1922 984 55 129 .. Ul 60 2 686 2,261'> 

1922-1923 607 84 280 1 14 45 .. 931 8,0U. 

1923·1924 483 78 119 1 1? 61 .. ~o• 2,soa. 

1924-1925 492 89 207 1 17 39 1 84G 2,849 

1925-1926 430 67 171 .. 19 so 2 7011 !,11<-t 

1926·1927 471 78 169 1 16 18 1 U8 1,11U 

1927-1928 628 so 238 .. 11 23 1 878 2,125 .. I 
1928-1929 48~ 79 252 I 12 1 1 8S~ I 2,019 .. 
19~9-19~0 

I 81 
.sa (6 month•) SID 29 161 .. G .. .. 

I 
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TABLE XlX.-Grey (U.S. A.) 

IN li.ILLIONS 011' YA.IIDS. INRI!. 
LAUS. 

-

I 
Drills and Sheetings. 

Longcloth 
Jea.ns. and TOTAL. TOTAL. 

shutlngs. 

"18911-1900 . 4 .. .. 4, 7 

"1900·1901 8 .. .. 8 1i 

1.901-1902 6 I .. .. 6 11 
1902·1903 7 .. .. 'l 13 

"190S·1904 . 6 .. .. 6 12 

111041905 . 4, .. 4 11 

1.905·1906 10 .. .. 10 :u. 
1906·1907 8 .. .. 8 18 

1907·1908 4 .. "' 14 

:1.908·1909 . 8 .. 8 1!1 

1909·1910 . 9 .. .. 9 21 

1910-1911 8 .. .. 8 21 

1911-1912 9 .. .. 9 2ll 

1912·1913 15 .. 15 38 

1913-1914, . 10 .. . . 10 2i 

19H·1915 9 .. .. 9 28 

1915-1916 13 .. 13 u 
1916·1917 . 7 .. .. 7 24 

"1917-1918 . 1 li .. 6 17 

1918-1919 . . 1 .. 1- .. 1 2 

1919-1920 4 1 5 3i 

"1920-1921 ' 4 .. 8 61 

1921-1922 9 11 l 21 7i 

1922·1928 3 1 .. 4 18 

1923·1924 1 .. .. 1 s 
192(-1925 . 2 .. .. 2 14 

1925-1926 2 .. .. 2 te 
1926-1927 . 2 .. 2 11 • 
lll27-1928 . 2 .. .. 2 7 

1928·1929 . . 1 .. . . 1 a 
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TABLE XX.-Grey (China and Japan). 

Ill MlLLlOml 011 YARDS. IJtRs. 
LAKBs • . ... - ..:. . 

! .,e'O!! .. 
'8:i ~ ~ • - 8-A 
'i!~S ~ = ""'" .., 

~ -~ ..S;:i~~ i 1 t .!a lil A .. .., 
i IIIIo ... i£ .. = 

~--- ,Q • .. .4 
~ 

,;.., o:>=i Elj 1>"' • z Zi ~)I ,!!I., o:><l ,sz a I ~ 
:1 

~ ~- ... 0 0 
_e_ ... ~ t:l 1111 E:of E:of -- - - - -

191.!·1913 .. .. II .. 1 1 . . 5 10 

1913·1911 5 -
7 .. .. 2 .. 14 

t9U·1915 .. 1 11 .. 2 1 . . 15 27 

19111-1910 .. 3 24 .. 6 ~ .. 35 61 

1918-11117 .. 2 29 .. 10 34 1 76 18() 

1917·11118 l 40 2 6 25 .. 74 25Q 

11118·1919 1 7 131 2 14 52 .. 207 900 

1_1119-11110 .. 2 88 .. ' 18 63 290 

1920.1921 1 93 2 12 42 (1) .. 151 (1) 719 (2) 

1921·1922 .. .. 41 .. ? 36 (1) . . 84 (1) 3311 (2) 

11122·1923 .. 39 .. 1() U{3) . . 93 (3) 861 (9) 

1928·11124 . .. .. 26 .. 16 60 (6) .. 102 (8) 3S7 (Ill) 

1924-1925 1 .. 61 {1) .. 15 88{4) .. 115 (5) 426 {17) 

1925-1926 14 .. 8! .. 16 so (2) 1 145 (2) f6S (7) 

1926-1927 29 97 .. 12 18 (2) l 157 (2) 427 (4) 

1927-1928 34 .. !57 (3) .. 9 22(4) .. 222 (7) /;62 (16) 

1928·1929 8S .. !!03 (12) .. 10 6 (1) 1 .255 (13) 6H (23) 

1929-1930 

186 (6)\ 
(6 months) IU .. H~ (5) 5 8 (l) .. .. 

N B -The above figuroa r~present Import. from Jl\p&n and China combined. Tile figun!ll for 
.China only are shown In bra.oketll against the combmed llgurea. 

than 24s and competition from imports is negligible. There haa 
been no appreciable change since the Tariff Board re:J!orted, im
ports in the last two years being a little less than 1n 1926-27, 
though a little more than in 1925~26. 
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The import heading "Dhntis, Saris and' Scarves,. corresponds 
to the single head " dhutis " in the returns o£ production. Prior 
to 1924-25 all imported dh1tt1s came from the United Kingdom. 
Since then Japan has entered the market and' tli.e difference between· 
the figures under this head in Tables XVIII and XX represents· 
imports from the United Kingdom. A slight correction, however, 
has to be made. The 1928-29 figures include imports of " white· 
yarn " dhutis and the 1927-28 figures also incfude such imports for 
the last S months of the year. Prior to August 1927 they were
classed in Calcutta as bleached goods, which was erroneous since
they are woven from fine white, but unbleached, Egyptian cotton. 
Imports of these dhutis in 1928-29 were 7 4 mil yards and for s~ 
months of 1927-28 42 milyards. Earlier figures are not available 
but a comparison with the figures given for bleached dhutis in 
table XXX suggests that up to 1924-25 they were being classed' 
either as grey or white according to whether the wotd " un-
bleached " did or did not occur in the invoice and that only from 
April 1926 to July 1927 were they all classed as white. It will 
probably not be far from the truth to take 43 milyards as the cor
rect figure for bleached dhu.tis :for each of the past five years. 
This will give the following figures :for grey or 1.mbleached' 
dhutis :-

TABLE XXI.-lmports of grey dhutis. 

r 

FROM UNITED KINGDOM. Produe-
From Tota.I tion 1n 

- Ja.pa.n. Imports, lndlll>ft 
Wh1te Others, Total. mJils. 
yam. 

1924-2.3 .. 518 1 519 458 

1925-26 . .. .. 446 , 14 460 516-

1!)26·27 . .. 513 29 542 586 

1927·28 71 452 523 24 557 616 

1928-29 73 380 453 35 488 564 

1929-30 
(6 months) . 39 166 205 24 229 .. 

It is clear that the import trade is making no headway against 
local production and that only the strikes o£ 192S which caused a 
drop of 82 milyards in the figures for Bombay Island has checked 
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:the steady advance of the latter. The restriction on forward pur
·chases for the Calcutta. market in 1928-29 seriously affected the 
Lanca'3hire trade and the figures for the first half of the current 
year suggest that Japan is going ahead at the expense of Lancashire. 

To appreciate fully the situation in this branch of the bade 
.one has to look beyond mere figures of quantity. As has already 
been observed dhutis are not strictly piece-(fOods : they are rather 
pieces or sets of pieces of apparel. Tradition has made Calcutta 
-the principal market in these goods for the n01th of India, and 
Bombay-made dhuti.s are sold on the Calcutta market even for 
.despatch to places like Amritsar and Peshawar. The bulk of the 
dhuti trade for the north of India is in pairs or sets of three in 
sizes not exceeding 45 inches by 5 yards the unit. In Bombay 
the "chola" or set of four dhutu is occasionally met with, and 
there, and in Madras where [lain unbordered cloth of val'ious 
·types often takes the place o the bordered d!tuti, the fashion
IS,ble waist-line is such as to necessitate au extra 5 or 6 inches 
.of width. In Bombay, moreover, the white dhuti is more popular 
than the grey and some of the dhutis made in the Bombay mills 
in these wider dimensions for the local market are bleached. The 
total quantity is, however, very small. What pal'ticularly distin
guishes the dhuti trade from other lines of business in piece-goods, 
is the necessity of packing in assortments, both of size and border 
and heading. Actually the wider borders which differentiate the 
sari from the dhutt only constitute a small proportion of the trade 
since the grey-bordered sari is not nearly so universal among Hindu 
women as the dhuti among men, its place being often taken hy 
" pai-jamas ", or by a silk or coloured cotton .~at't. Neverthelt>ss 
the wide-bordered sari affords much greater seope for variety of 
design than the dhuti proper and the nature of the border and 
heading exerts a much greater influence on the price than with 
'the narrow dhuti border. The sari border varies from ~ths of an 
inch to as much as four inches. It may be a simple plain-woven 
-stripe of coloured cotton, or it may be of " dobby " or other fancy 
weave. Again, artificial or real silk or gold thread may he used 
for the border in which case the sari will only be assessed at 11 
per cent as cotton piece-goods if the width <'overed by the extrane
ous material is less than one-fifth of the width of the cloth. 

The great d1versity of type among goods in this class gTeatly 
increases the difficulty of comparing the foreign with the indt
genous product. This difficulty is further enhanced Ly the fact 
that it was found to be impossible, without disproportionate in
.con;enience to the trade, to obtain details of weights of dhutu 
when rompiling the special record in Calcutta. Detailt'd weights 
are not usually quoted in invoices for dh utia and where i't>n'ral 
varieties are packed in one bale individual weights can onl~· he 
·obtainE>d by opening the bale and actually weighing the ·nuious 
types r.eparately. Fortunately, however, it has been the custom 
in Calcutta for the past t.hree yeal's to rPrord imports of dlwtia 
unuer thr~e heads, ,, Sllirting" dhutis, H Jaconet" tlh.ut.is and 
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" Mull " dhutis according to the fineness of the yarn from which 
they are woven. The J aconet dhut~ has a warp from 41s to 50s 
while the Shirting dhut~ is coarser than this and the Mull dhuti 
(which will include the " white yarn " dhuti) finer. The figures 
are as follows :-

TABLE XXII.-Classified imports of grey dhutu; (Caloutta only). 

UNITED KINGDOM. JAPAN. 

-
S!urtmg. Jaoonet. :Mull. Total. Shirtmg Jaconet Mull. Total. 

- - --------- --
1926-27 98 251 101 (50 23 1 s 27 

1927-28 105 281 92 478 26 1 5 - 32 

1928-29 88 230 109 427 29 1 2 32 

1929-30 (6 months) 88 97 51 186 20 1 1 2Z 

In Bombay and Madras, where the trade is small and there are 
few large mixed consignments of dhutis, it was found possible to 
record weights and from the Special Record maintained at those 
ports it appears that all the dhutis imported there would fall in 
either the Mull or the J aconet class (mostly in the former). The 
shirting dhuhs imported into Calcutta include but few with warps 
coarser than 31s but in the absence of reliable figures one-third of 
the total shirting dhutu imported may be supposed to have warp 
below this figure. This estimate is probably on the high side. On 
the other hand it has been shown in paragraph 10 that not more 
than 12 per cent. of the Indian production is woven from counts 
of over 30s and only 3 per cent from counts above 40s. Thus 
in present circumstances it may be assumed, taking 1927-28 figures 
as typical, that the Indian mills produce 542 milyards of coarse 
dhutzs of which type 35 milyards are imported, that there is an 
intermediate class with warps from 31s to 40s comprising 56 
milyards of local production and 131 mi~ards of imports, and a 
fine class containing 19 milyards of local and 426 milyards of 
imported cloth. The direct competition can therefore be displayed 
in tabular form thus:-

TADLE XXIII.-Grey dhut1s. Competition in 1927-28. 
C'ount of wa.rp. 

Up to 80s 
3ls to 40s 
Above 40s 

TOTAL 

In<han dhuties. Imported dhuti~s. 
542 35 

.)6 OIJ 
19 426 

617 557 

As regards changes in this trade since the Tariff Board reported, 
it is clear that importers of Lancashire goods took no advantage 
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of conditions in Bombay in 1928-29. If Japan is making headway 
it is mainly in respect of the finer qualities of shirting dhuti. The 
progress made by Bombay a~ compared with Ahmedabad and other 
centres has been referred tom paragraph 8. 

TABLE XXIV.-Imports and Production of grey longcloth and 
shirtings in mtllions of yaTds. 

. lliPOB.TB. PB.oiJUCTION. TOTAL, 

- Imports 
United Japan Other Bombay Other and 

Xlngdom. and sources TotaL mty. mllla. Total. Indian 
China. produc-

tlon. 

- . 
1907-08 • 581 581 159 48 207 788 
1908·09 • 451 1 452 151 55 206 657 
1909-10 • 4R2 2 484 174 70 244 728 
1910-11 • 462 2 464 196 92 288 754 
1911·12 • 497 1 498 219 94 315 811 
1912·13 • 619 3 622 199 103 302 924 
1913-14 • 540 6 645 190 102 292 837 
1914-15 . 602 11 2 615 201 120 321 836 
1915·16 • 382 24 406 260 150 4111 825 
1916-17 156 29 1 185 236 192 428 613 
1917-18 • 83 40 123 297 15<l 451 574 
1918-19 • 28 131 1 160 233 160 393 558 
1919·20 • 76 88 114 256 189 446 5511' 
1920-21 • 88 98 1 182 270 186 456 638 
1921-22 • 87 41 1 129 812 175 487 616 
1922-23 •• 241 89 .. 280 289 181 <l70 750 
1923-24 93 26 .. 119 279 164 4,43 562 
1924-25 • 146 61 2()7 326 200 52(1 733 
1925-26 • 87 84 .. 171 307 214, 621 692 
1926·27 • 71 97 1 169 374 206 680 74~ 
1927-28 • 76 157 .. 233 S78 242 620 853 
1928-29 • •s 208 l 252 168 306 474 726 
1929·30 HI 149 161 
(6 months) . . .. 

Plain grey goods: ShiTtings and Langeloth. 
13. This is by far the most important single class of piece-goods 

to be considered. It now provides one-third of the total output 
in Bombay and one-fourth of the total Indian output. Before the 
war it accounted for one-fifth of the total imports from the United 
Kingdom and now accounts for two-thirds of the imports from 
Japan. Finally it is the class in which the most rapid and far
reaching developments are now taking place. Table XXIV gives 
a general conspectus of the history of the trade since Japan began 
to participate. It shows the loss of the United Kingdom trade 
during the war, its partial recovery and, finally, its almost com
plete surrender to Japan. The figures for China have been in
cluded in the Table with those for Japan as the imports from that 
source are practically all the produce of Japanese-controlled mills. 

The imports of grey shirtings from the United Kingdom in 
Au~ust amounted to less than one milyard, and even this quantity 
so far, at any ra.te, as Calcutta was concerned consisted mainly of 
small shipments designed to keep alive certain well-known trade
marks. The entries in the Spectal Becord of imports from Japan 
have all been carefully analysed and the "apparent counts" of 
each consignment calculated. 
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The results are displayed in the table below :-

TABLE XXV.-bnports of Japanese longcloth and shirtmgs dunng 
August 1929 in milyards, classified according to "apparent 
counts''. 

40sand 
3ls·39s 25s-3lls 20s-24s Below 20s Total. above. 

~ 

Calcutta 15 5-4 66 .. ·7 14-2 

Bombay H 34: 3-2 H 12·3 

Smd ·2 .. .. 20 2·2 

Ha.dras . 7 .. .. .. ·7 

Burma .. ·5 .. ·7 1·2 

TOTAL 6·8 95 98 .. 45 30·6 

The class shown under the head " Below 20s " comprises the 
u heavy shirtings " which will be dealt with in the paragraphs 
relating to sheetings. They are all fairly heavily-sized in the 
warp and it is probable that they are mostly woven from yarns 
whose counts 1·ange from 2ls to 26s. The absence of imports in 
the class 20s-24s is most striking, and in the next class 25s-30s lt 
is exceedingly unlikely that any appreciable quantity had so little 
size that yarns below 30s could have been used in its production. 
In all the cheaper qualities of cloth smooth surface and opacity a1·e 
features which enhance the selling value. Grey shirtings, more
over, are often sold in India by weight, and the Japanese p1•actice 
, of adding from 30 to 50 per cent. of sizing to the warp yarn in all 
the coarser cloths provides additional wei~ht at the minimum of 
expense while increasing opacity and g1ving the smooth finish 
which the Indian purchaser finds attractive. The Japanese pro-

, ducer is content a.pparently to leave the coarser qualities of light 
shirtings completely untouched. In the medium cloths with appa
rent counts o£ 30s and upwards, less sizing is used, and it is in 
these, which formed the bulk o£ the Lancashire trade, that .Tapan 
has established an almost complete mastery. 

I would refer at this point to the concluding sentence of para· 
·graph 25 of the Tariff Board's report in so far as it relates to grey 
goods. The reduction of imports into Bombay in 1924-25 is ac
counted• for by the drop in sheetings intended for re-export and 
despite the continuance of that cause imports of greys into Bom· 
bay in the following lear increased by more than 25 per cent. 
Thereafter the entry o Japan into the dh~tti trade increased the 
Calcutta percentage. There was a drop in the imports of Japanese 
shirting·s into Bombay in 1926-27', but the reason for this was that 
they were still confining thel).lselves to the medium cloths, and it 
is only in the last two ~:ears that they. have seri?usly tackled the 

.finE>r classes of grey slnrting-s for whwh, as w11l be seen from 
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Table XXV it is Bombay and not Calcutta that provides the best 
market. 

Thus, since the Tariff Board report, there have been very grea1 
changes in this trade. Imports from Japan and China have in
creased from 84 milyards in 1925-26 to 203 in 1928-29 and 149 in th&· 
first half of 1929-30. The United Kingdom trade has practically 
been reduced to the mere maintenance of trade-marks. No statis
tical estimate can be made of the effect on the mills since recent 
developments have been obscured by the effect of labour troubles
in Bombay which have given mills elsewhere a respite against the· 
onslaught of outside competition. 

Plain Grey Goods: Sheetings, T-cloths and Domesttes. 
14. These three types of goods are classed together in the re· 

turns of production, and as the import of the two latter classes has 
recently been very small I propose to deal with the combined 
figures. A reference to Table XVIII will show that the import 
trade in T-cloths and Domestics fell to negligible proportions about 
1916-17 when the import trade in sheetings first became appreciable. 
The former was a Manchester trade; the latter has been exclusively 
Japanese. The table below compares production in Bombay and 
elsewhere in India with imports over a period of 22 years. 

TABLE XXVI.-lmports and production of T.(Jloths, Domesttcs and 
Sheetzngs 'l.n millwns oj yards. 

PRODUCTION. I 
tTotalimports - Imports. Other 1 plWJ prodne-

Bombay C1ty. Ind1a.n Total. I tlOD. 
MillS 

. i 
i 

1907..()8 8 89 31 120 I 128 
1!.108-\l'l 7 93 31 124 ! 131 
1009-10 10 102 39 141 i 151 
1910-ll 4 98 41 139 

I 
143 . 

I 1<:!11·1~ 5 96 46 142 147 
1912-U . I 12 93 55 148 I 160· 
1913-14 : \ 6 78 51 129 136 
1914-15 6 84 53 134 I 140 
1915-16 . 4 109 42 151 161S 
1Ql6-17 • I 35 145 47 192 227 
1917-18 I 33 93 44 137 I 170 • I 
1918·19 I 57 65 46 111 I 

168 • I I 1!119-20 20 83 39 122 142 
1920·21 

. I 
49 69 28 97 ' 146 . ' 

19::!1-22 I 50 54 30 84 I 134 
1!l22·2:J I 46 48 33 Sl ' 127 . : 
1923-24- . 62 39 29 68 130 
19.24-2.~ I 

40 43 32 77 : ll7 
1925-JU I :~o 30 38 74 ' 104. 
19:!6-27 19 4!1 u 93 I 112 
l\127-28 24 39 53 92 I 116 
1928-29 

• I 
7 HI 67 75 I 82 . I --'!'he figures at first sight are ,-ery puzzling. The lo:.s of the 

~olH•!.'ting trade owing to Japanese competition was a matter on which 
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the Bombay Millowners laid great stress before the Tariff Board, 
.and on which they are still equally insistent, and yet the recorded 
imports of sheetings have recently been declining. I have been at 
some pains to arrive at a solutiOn of this apparent mystery, and if 
I am correct the result throws a great 'ittia'A:rt Hght-e~ whole 
problem of Japanese competition. The :first step is to appreciate the 
1mportance of the export and re·export trades in these :figures. U n· 
fortunately " T-cloths and Domestics " are shown separately only 
in the export returns and " sheetings " in neither the export nor 
the re-export returns. 

The Trade Mission to the Near East and Africa in 1928, how
ever, commented on the demand for grey sheetings in nearly all the 
countries they visited, and in almost every market, though the 
Indian sheeting was known, the Japanese predominated. The 
falling-off in Japanese imports into India is no doubt partly to be 
accounted for by the establishment, since the war, of direct steamer 
services from Japan to destinations which had previously been 
served by re-export from Bombay. This is particularly true of Iraq 
and East Africa. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that so long 
as ,Japanese goods had to travel vu1 Bombay the Bombay product 
stood some chance of competing in these markets. Even in the 
absence o£ exact :figures it will be instructive to make a rough esti
mate of exports and re-exports and to compare it with the produc
tion :figures. For this purpose I assume exports of "T-cloths and 
Domestics and sheetings" to have been four-thirds of the actual 
:figures for " T-cloths and Domestics ". This credits sheetings with 
the greater part of the grey cloth exported under the " unspecified " 
head. In the re-export returns all grey goods are lumped together 
and I propose to credit sheetings with two-thirds of the total. 
Neither estimate can be very far from the truth. The result is dis
played in the following table :-

TABLE XXVII.-Grey Sheetings. E:cports anil Re-e:cports in 
m;illions of yards. 

I ,. 
PI\ODUOTION. Total Nett - ~uantlty 

E:>.ports. Rc· Total 
1m ports available - exports Imports pl?ll for con· Bombay Other pruduc· 

Island mills. tlon. sump· 
tion --- ------------

1919·20 41 26 67 20 83 39 142 85 

1920·21 33 23 56 49 69 28 146 90 

1.921·22 1! 33 45 50 54 80 134 89 

1!122-23 13 85 48 46 48 33 127 79 

1923·24 16 28 44 62 39 29 130 86 

1924·25 23 22 45 40 45 82 117 72 

1925-26 17 11 28 30 36 38 104 76 

1926-27 1 8 ll 19 49 • 44 112 lOll 

1927·28 1 11 a 24 39 53 116 10, 

1928-29 .. 7 18 57 82 82 
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It will be convenient to consider, first, the period ending 
March 31st, 1926. A valuable export trade had clearly fallen off 
but the reduction only accounted for about half the drop in the 
Bombay output. Production elsewhere in India, which was all for 
the home_ market, had remained steady but had not shared in the 
general advance in production, while the nett quantity available 
for local consumption had fallen. The next three years witnessed 
the complete elimination of both the export and re-export trade, a 
collapse in imports and a rapid increase in Indian production out
side Bombay. Even the Bombay figures do not suggest any serious 
difficulty in respect of these goods other than such as can be attri· 
buted to labour troubles. Yet the complaints regarding competi
tion from Japanese sheetings which emanate not only from Bomba' 
but also from other centres of production remain much too serioru 
to be ignored. Particularly significant are the complaints frorr 
mills in the Calcutta distribution area, seeing that imports of sheet
ings into Calcutta have always been small. The study of the special 
record for August has provided a clue which I believe leads to the 
truth. Analysis of the entries in the Special Record under the 
head " shirtings and longcloth " disclosed the interesting fact 
that there were no imports during the month of which the apparent 
counts were above 2ls and below 25s. Further, it showed that 
none of the cloth of 25s or above weighed more than 9 pounds for 
40 square yards and none of the cloth of 21s. and below less than 
10 pounds for 40 square yards. Finally, whereas practically all 
the cloth in the former class was of the usual grey shirting dimen
sions, i.e., not more than 39 yards in length, the heavier class was 
all in pieces of either 30 or 40 yards in length and generally of 36 
or occasionally of 35 inches in width, which are the usual sheeting 
dimensions. The Custom Houses have no authoritative definitions 
of sheetings or shirtings to work on and as revenue is not concerned 
they are entitled to suppose that the trader knows his own business. 
It cannot be said, therefore, that these entries, which have followed 
the importers declarations, have been incorrectly classified as shirt
i~gs though they undoubtedly compete with sheetings. 

The Report of the Trade Mission in 1928 contained ~ list .of 
samples collected at the various ports but does not contam a hst 
{)f the samples supplied to the Trade Mission by the Mill~wners' 
!Association. The :Uillowners, however, very kindly supp~1ed me 
with the list and many of the samples have been exammeo by 
Mr. H. Mukherji. They include, among other gre7 cloths, those 
-shown in the following list. The nomenclature 1s that of the 
mills. 

It is clear that there is no little diversity in th~ no~encb.ture 
-applied to these heavy cloths, all of which mu.st be m f~uly ?uect 
competition with one another. The popular s1ze and we1ght m t~e 
markets visited by the Trade Mission as in t~e Import market ~n 
Calcutt.a and Bombay is the 12-lb. 40 x 36" cloth, and the on~v m1!l 
which supplied this to the Mission as a trade sample ite~<'rlbPd 1t 
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TABLE ~XVIII.-List ~~ certm,n Grey Sheetin9s and Heavy Shirl
t.ngs produced tn the Bombay and Sholapur Mills. 

Name of cloth, Length ID W1dth m We1ghtin 
yards mches. pounds. 

Grey Sheeting . 40 35 l3i 
Grey Longcloth 

·~ 37! 28 7 
Grey Longcloth . 37! 30 7! 
Grey Longcloth 37! 32 8 
Grey Longcloth 37! 34 s, 
Grey Longcloth . 37! 36 9 
Grey Longcloth . 37! 38 9l 
Grey Longcloth 37! 40 10 
Grey Sheeting . . . 37! 24 61 
~Grey Sheetmg . 37! 26 iit 
Grey Sheetmg 37! 28 71 
Grey Sheetmg 37! 33 Sf 
Grey Sheetmg . 37! 35 9l 
Grey Sheetmg . 37! 37 9! 
Grey Sheetmg 37! 39 I OJ-
Grey Sheetmg 37! 41 lOf 
Grey Shectmg 37! 43 lll 
Heavy Grey Shlrtmg • . . 38 30 9 
Heavy Grey Sh1rt1ng . 38 43 11! 
Sheetmg . . 30 36 9f 
Sheetmg 40 36 12 
Sheeting . 40 36 12j. 
Sheetmg . 30 36 10 
Grey Sh1rtmg 40 36 12 
Grey Sb1rtmg . 40 35 11 
Grey Sheetmg 40 35 11 
Grey Sheetmg 40 35 13 
Grey Shectmg . . . 40 35 12i 
Grey Sheetmg . . . 40 35 131 
Grey Sheetmg 40 35 12 
Grey Longcloth . 37! 36 9 
Grey Longcloth 37! 37 8 
Grey Longcloth . 33 45 Ill 
Grey Longcloth 40 31 lOf . 
as a sheeting whereas it is generally, 'but not always, entered ai 
the time of 1mport as a shirtmg. The Calcutta sheeting head in
cludes a few of these cloths but in tlie Bombay record the only 40 
yard cloths entered as sheetings weighed either 16 or 17 pounds. 
'fhere were however a few 30 x 3611 9-lb. cloths entered as sheeting! 
thouo-h the majority of this dimension also were of heavier 
weights. In Karachi and Rangoon the sheeting plass included 
certain doths weighing from 10 to llf lbs. per 40 square yards. 
In the 12-lb. class it is noticeable that the number of elementary 
threads is less when the cloth is calleu a sheeting than when it is 
called a shhting and the conclusion to which the figures lead is that 
only when yarns not above a certain count are used is the cloth 
termed a sheeting. In the Calcutta cloth market I was told that the 
upper limit for Indian sheetings was 18s x 20s and for Japanese 
22s x 24'l. The 12-lb. heavy shirtings from Japan are fairly 
heavily sized in the warp and it wa'l stated in the Calcutta market 
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that most of them were further sized after weaving, but no confirma
tion of this was obtained from the analysis of samples. In the 
month of August some 4 milyards of heavy shirtings we1e impo1·ted 
into India in addition to 1! milyards of sheetings so-called, so that 
the total imports of these heavy cloths must actually be about 66 
milyards annually. The conclusion appears to be that only in 
T-cloths and domestics and in heavy sheetings can the Indian mills 
hold their own. In light sheetings or heavy shirtings, whichever 
they be called, there is a flourishing import traae of which Japan 
has the monopoly and with which India cannot compete success
fully. In view of what has been said no statement can be made 
-as to changes in the import trade since the Tariff :Board reportea, 
nor can any reliable estimate be made as to any reuuction of out
put in cloths classed by the Mills as heavy shirtings. It is, how
ever, clear that the export trade bas completely collapsed. An 
.amendment of the various statistical classifications which will bring 
all these heavy cloths together is urgently required. 

TA:BLE XXIX.-Imports and Productwn of Grey Dri7ls and J emu 
in 'Tnitllions of yards. 

IMPORTS PRODtrOTION 

I Oth~r Total Total. 

Unltl'd , Japan U.S.A Total. Bombay Indu<n lndtan 
Kingdom :.fills. Produc-

tton. 

-- - -- ---- --- - - -
11107..08 a 5 17 10 12 22 39 
1008-09 II 9 18 11 u ~; n 
1909·10 10 9 J9 10 12 22 #I 
1910-ll 9 II 17 12 14 26 4! 
t9ll·l! 10 9 19 14 u 28 47 
1912-13 12 1 16 29 15 15 30 19 
1018·11 10 2 10 21 16 18 28 

J 

4!1 
1914-15 8 l 9 19 18 13 31 50 
1913-16 ' 6 l3 23 30 16 46 611 
1916·17 ' 1() 1 21 36 21 l\7 78 
1917-1& 1 6 1 8 • 56 2~ 79 87 
19!8-19 H H 33 21 54 t>l! 
1919-20 1 4 4 10 50 31 81 '11 
1920-21 1 12 ' 18 46 :!8 u ~::! 

19ll-22 ? II 16 36 24 60 ';f) 

lP22-2, 1 10 3 H 32 24 56 00 
192J-24 16 1 17 3S 22 55 <IJ 

1'124-25 lG 2 l7 50 27 77 ~~~ 

1'125-26 1 16 2 lll 38 46 84 lOJ 
19~6·27 1 12 2 15 &U 30 Ml !lli 
1927-2R 9 2 11 59 3" Ill 102 
1928-~9 .. 11) 1 u I as J8 76 118 

Plain Grl'y Goods: Drills and Jca11s. 
15. There has beeu a healthy growth in the demand for these 

tttout cloths for the production of which Indian roUon is parti
-cularly well suited. The United Kingdom and the United St.1tes 
~f America, formerly the prin<'iral supplier~ of impol'ted grt>~ 
drills and jeans, have reased to complete AeriOu;;ly .and ,Japan 1'~ 
making no progress. In the stead~ g-rowth of tlu• IndHm outp.ut tllt' 
Bombay mills more than 11eld their own up to 1927-28 and m tlu• 
last three years the only apprPriable change baFl been a slight fall 
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in imports as compared with the previous three years. I was 
1hown grey Bombay drills in the Calcutta market which were alleged 
to have ousted a Japanese drill which a few years ago was very 
popular. Nevertheless, such drills as are imported are in direct 
eompetition with the Indian output. A certam small percentage 
of the Bombay output consisting of the lighter qualities is bleached, 
but the output of drills and jeans in Ahmedabad where bleaching is 
much cheaper is very small. Imports of bleached drills average 
about 6 milyards annually, two-thirds of which are from the United 
Kingdom, and one-third from Japan. 

Jaconets including Madapollams Mulls and Cambncs.-The im
port trade in fine goods has definitely fallen off since the war. The 
trade m fine whites remains healthy and it is likely that whites are 
taking the place of fine greys to a large extent. It is also possible 
that the coarser qualities in the dimensions appropriate to these 
heads are giving place to the finer qualities in the shirting dimen
sions. There is little, if any, manufacture of goods of these classes 
in India and almost the only source of supply is the United King
dom. There has been a slight increase in imports since the Tariff 
Board reported. 
TABLE XXX.-lmports of White (Bleached) goods: all countrie.~. 

IN MILTJONS 011 YARDS, Io, !ts 
T,akhs 

i I ~ci rs!!l 1 .,._ 
lli 01 I u:;g 

os,l; - .s ae.; ~ 0 ]il ::8~:§ .,; 
"' ~j r/1., "'"' :§ ~ ~ "' ~ 
m! .,::: 

<I> .l:!j 

e 
;j <S 1!1<4 0 '<>t: .. 

~ ~ 
..,_ 

:;§ g;g.., "' 
~ ~ M~ ~~ e .. ~ 

~ .CI> 
~ ~.s 1i ~ 

§;] 0 ~ 
0 A ... ~ ~ Eo< p 

~ "" - -- --
189'1·1900 7 64 93 38 161 62 .s 5 .d .... 20 445 534 
1900-01 7 55 118 44 133 89 

"" 
7 ~.Eq 14 4fl7 611 

1901-02 12 59 133 52 209 89 ;:I 6 .,~ 20 580 784 
1902-03 6 53 81 26 135 72 J 4 ~~~ 13 890 511 
1903-04 6 55 102 32 182 67 4 18 466 621 
1904-05 8 57 182 177 131 't6 8 ~ss 21 584 826 
190C,-06 5 59 ~.s . 140 229 113 J! 9 """" 17 673 847 
1906-07 5 52 170 175 76 

.,. 
3 ......... 14 495 738 0.0 .,co 

1907-08 10 so "O 200 248 156 0 ... 6 8 32 733 1,182 ... <>,!. 
1qos-o9 9 52 """;;~ 152 135 106 ~ ... 4 3 16 477 778 
1909-10 9 58 142 166 94 •Cl> 4 2 18 493 768 .<:O>.-< .="" 1910-11 lJ 57 ~-:; ..... tb 191 198 100 5 3 20 687 954 
1911-12 12 64 ~so: 174 192 156 :e: 8 4 20 630 ],097 e: 
1912-13 13 75 

.,o,.. 
226 236 180 7 6 20 769 1,352 "'.!:: "" 1918-14 16 107 'g • 308 205 115 ~ 6 8 28 793 1,438 

1914-15 10 105 _., 213 135 116 " 6 7 13 604 1,086 ._..., 
1915·16 13 53 .,., 176 171 163 '() 7 11 18 611 1,06'1" 
1916-17 l1 65 .... 

183 169 123 .!:1 7 9 28 590 1,271) 
1917-18 5 42 151 14 150 113 3 7 17 602 1,420 
1918·19 1 36 129 4 27 66 6 4 2 12 287 1312 
1919-20 4 38 110 10 59 77 4 8 6 11 822 1,696 
1920-21 9 - 36 94 12 122 109 9 6 13 12 422 2,19() 
1921·22 2 82 138 6 68 48 6 2 s 2 806 1,267 
1922-23 6 45 159 7 91 69 9 8 6 7 402 1,501 
1923·24 8 46 165 8 88 67 8 8 7 15 415 1.~4~ 
1924-25 11 70§ 186 9 105 123 9 6 13 17 549 2,028 
1925-26 7 73t 169 9 77 94 9 6 12 9 465 1,5Q9 
1926-27 12 114§ 220 15 66 97 15 6 12 15 671 1,753 
1927·28 14 72§ 208 16 93 112 8 7 15 11 556 1,642 
1928·29 18 48 243 15 77 128 8 6 18 8 5'>4 1,6% 
1929-30 6 31 109 9 27 49 6 4 9 s 2li8 .. 
{6 montliS) 

~ These are the figures glv~n In the trade returns. The actual 1lgures for each of these four years. 
should probably be &bout 43 (see plltagraph 12). 
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TABLE XXXI.-White (bleached) by countries of origin. 
I - Umted 

Kmgdom. Netherlands Smt~rland. Japan. Others TOT.t.L. 

1899·11100 • <189 1 2 .. 3 44-5 
1900-01 462 2 2 .. 1 467 
19li!•L..:: 574 2 2 2 680 
1902·08 383 3 2 .. 2 390 
1903·04 468 4 2 2 466 
1904..05 575 

"' 3 .. 2 684 
1905..()6 562 tl 2 8 573 
1906..07 486 4 2 .. 3 495 
1907..08 722 6 3 .. 2 733 
1908·09 . 466 7 3 .. 1 477 
1909·10 . 483 6 2 2 493 
1910·11 S76 6 3 2 587 
1911-12 618 7 2 .. 3 630 
19ll·13 . 756 II 3 .. 1 769 
111111-14 781 8 3 .. l 798 
1914·16 . 596 7 1 .. .. d04 
1916·16 . 601 7 2 1 1 611 
1916·17 582 3 1 3 1 690 
1917-18 496 2 .. 3 1 602 
1918·19 275 .. 10 2 :!87 
1919-20 814 4 .. 3 1 822 
1920·21 (09 6 2 4 1 422 
1921·22 299 4 .. 2 1 806 
1922·23 396 3 1 2 1 402 
1928·24 . 403 4 6 2 1 416 
1924·25 633 6 5 6 1 549 
1925·26 446 6 6 6 2 466 
1926·27 . 660 6 ll 3 3 571 
1927-28 527 8 12 6 3 556 
1928·29 . 525 8 9 5 7 56' 

White goods. 
16. Tables XXX and XXXI show imports of the various classes 

of white goods for the past thirty years by classes and by countries 
of origin. The principal comment to be made on Table XXX is 
that it lacks any really interesting feature. It reflects the trade
booms of 1907-08 and of 1912-13 and 1913-14. It reflects also war 
and post-war difficulties but with less intensity than the other main 
groups, but apart from these features the total of the trade and its 
distribution over the various heads is much what it was thirty years 
ago. Bleached cloth is mainly a luxury of the wealthier classes. 
The demand for it is somewhat sensitive to fluctuations in price, 
and it is perhaps justifiable to assume that owing to. the rise in 
prices the class which habitually buys white cloth, despite a gene
ral increase in population, is no more numerous than it was thirty 
years ago. 

It has already been shown in the chapters on production that 
the output of plain bleached goods is negligible. It would be sur
prising were 1t otherwise. The "white u trade is essentially a 
trade in fine goods and except for small items like drills and jeans 
and sheetings the quantity of imported white goods made from 
yarns below 50s must be very small indeed. The average price of 
imported white drills is 60 per cent. higher than the price of greys, 
and they are all of a fine quality which does not compete with 
hlN\rhed Indian drills. 

Unless and until there is in India a substantial production of 
fine goods, i.e. from counts 50s and upwards the import trade must 
continue to supply a demand which is definitely circumscribed and 
which does not trench on the field of operations of Indian produc
tion. 
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TABLE XXXII --Imports of coloured (Printed, Dyed and TV ove-n) goods
(all cc;untries). 

Hl99-1900 
1900·01 
1901·02 
1902-0:{ 
1903·04 
11104-0:; 
190(>·06 
1906-07 
1907·08 
1908-0U 
1\l!l9·10 
1910·11 
1911-U 
191H3 
19B·l4 
HIH-l;J 
1915-lb 
1lil6·1 i 
1917-18 
1ij18·19 

103 
69 
84 
84 
79 
7! 
86 
89 
78 
65 ~ 
82 

liS 

m~ 
114 
n 
41 
49 
01 
29 

44 
49 
48 
56 
67 
65 
74 
78 
66 
81 
72 
88 
96 

133 
115 
100 

57 
6!1. 
41 
22 

lN l£ILLIONS 011 Y ABDS, 

~ i i 
1 ~ ~.. ~ I 

~ "" . I il 

liB :a-. 
L.t.KB&-

1-
i 

1il 1il ,.. s .8!1 ~ 
.. . ;l!j Jl ... l ~ ~ ~ 

~ i ~ ! ~~ ~j 1 £ ~ ~ 
ll ~ ----;;- :Ei~ - .. ---.. --;-:;1--;;-
lj 109 51 " """ • • 70 348 679 
6 162 62 .r= . . .. 71 428 673 
6 156 65 'il~~ ll'i 434 660 
6 171 65 ...,.., 0 l'1 ~ s 93 481 799 
5 182 63 ;:~13... 15 -5 105 494 909 
7 185 80 ';!~~ .1:: ~oo.t:: 1110 542 &65 
6 192 71 ~ 'i l ~ 94 li26 9&6 
9 1!00 62 H "' • f'if" 120 644 l,OS!t. 

11 128 71 25 8'"' a_'E,.. I 92 473 925 
15 122 76 21 .. ~ .,13;:: 75 468 868 
17 152 105 25 ~;! <ll 97 596 1,171> 
21 135 87 27 ~... 122 689 1,226 
23 179 108 30 ... 11 117 682 1,417 
~ m m u ~ 11m~~-
20 105 77 18 :g. lO 93 \l95 1,046-

~g 1~~ ~: ~~ .:l ~~ 1g m 1.~~~ 
28 101 Ill 23 10 11 75 896 1,61. 
17 70 25 11 4 li 44 227 1,182 

TABLE XXXIII.-Imports of Ooloured-Pnnted goods (all count1ies). 

lN MILLIONS 01' YARDS, 

!m-il~ I I~ I 
~ .. g • . J;; I -:a1i I j _ ~ ~ ~ 
S!i~ ~ I ~ ·~ - ~ i'; i 
]i ~ 1 fA e I !! S. od 

1 lN llls. 
I LAl!.HS 

fl~"' i 1 j 1il "' I fD • i S 1 

E~~, i~ 1s ·a i 11 ~ !Xl~ Jt!. U P~ ~ : ~ ~)J)l~l~ 3 ~! § -! ~ $ .Q {;_(I) 01 1\04 I ~ 
v u t:1"" ,;;~ P4jrn .1 .,... ~I~ , __ ..:..___ _........;:....,._ ___ 1_ 

-- -- - ----,---- I 
11!19-1920 21 1 3 • • 6 47 112 12 3 .. 12 ! 117 II 697 

1920·21 41 8 13 2 6 114 33 il~ , 89 10 2 21 I 284 1,608 
1 ~ ' 85 I 426 1921·22 14 • • 7 8 29 115 ..;, 8 8 2 ' ; 

1922·28 2£ 1 11 1 6 45 I 17 l! I) 2 ' 4 9 i 129 620. 

1023·24 81 1 11 1 ' 61 i 80 I!!~ 1? 't ' 15 I 182 814 , I ., .e: , 
1924·21> 29 2 15 2 ll 68 27 !' 20 8 ' 19 189 812 

I 

1921>·26 22 1 16 I " 6 54 
1 

26 , 16 1 , 1 167 e~>5 
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TABLE XXXIV.-Imports of ColoUH·ed-Dyed goods (aU countries). 
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TABLE XXXVI.-Imports of coloured goods from Italy. 
P printed, D=dyed, W =woven. 
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TABLE XXXVII.-Imports of coloured goods from Holland. 
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TABLE XUVlii.--lmpo,·ts o.f coioured goods f rom j apwn. 

P-p~nted, D=dyed, W=woven. Separately 'Tecorded f'To1n 1919-20. 
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'l'HE EXlENT OF EXTERNAL COldl'ETITION. 

Coloured Goods. 

17. 1'able XXXII shows the imports _under the various trade
heads up to 1918-19 when the classification was revised and Tables 
XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXV the imports for the following ten 
years. Tables XXXVI, XXXVII and XXXVIII show imports 
from the principal sources of supply other than the United King
dom. As in other branches of the piece-goods trade the United 
Kingdom throughout the thirty-year period has been the principal 
.source of supply, though Holland has been a steady if small contri
butor. Imports from Japan were on a much smaller scale during 
and immediately after the war than imports of Japanese grey goods 
hut more attention has been paid by the Japanese industry to the 
coloured branch of the trade during the last five years. Imports 
from Italy were first of appreciable magnitude in 1913-14. They 
fell away in the latter part of the war period to be renewed only in· 
the last five years. The diversity of her trade in the past two years 
even more than its magnitude suggests that Italy is a competitor to• 
be taken seriously in the near future. 

In investigating the nature and extent of competition it will be· 
most convenient to take in turn each of the heads under which pro
duction is recorded. Detailed figures for the whole of India are 
not available but, as explained in paragraph 8, I have obtained three· 
years' figures for the Bombay Presidency which have already been 
reproduced in Table IV. In these three years respectively 87, 85· 
and 7G per cent of the total output of coloured goods wert' from 
mills in the Bombay Presidency and it is unlikely that, by neglect-· 
mg the output of mills elsewhere in India, any conclusions that 
lllay be drawn as to the extent of competition will be vitiated. This 
1s borne out by the tables given in paragraph 47 of the Tarifi 
Board's report which show that the ratio of each group to the total 
of coloured goods for 1924-25 and 1925-26 was roughly the same in 
Bombay City and in the whole of India. The principal variation, 
from general practice is in Ahmedabad where about 90 per C'ent. 
of the coloured output consists of saris and sttsis. 

A companson of figures of production and import of coloured 
goods is much more difficult than in the case of greys as there is
much more difference in the two systems of classification. The mill
classification is as follows:-

Chadars. 

I~lmgis and Dhuti1>. 

Drills and J ean1>. 

Others. 

Dyed greys. 

Striped S.uis and Susis. 

Cotton tweeds aud chE"«·k •. 



CHAPTER IV, 

It w1!l be convenient first to compare this with the import classi
ficatiOn m force up to 1919-20, ~.e., before the heads were divided 
mto " Printed ", " dyed " and " woven ". It was as follows:-

Chadars. 

Dhutis, Saris, Scarves and 
Lungis. 

Checks, Spots and Stripes. 

Drills and Jeans. 

Twills. 

Cambrics, Yadapollams, 
Muslins, Mulls and Jaco
nets. 

Shirtings. 

Printz and Chinte. 

Unspecified. 

The import o£ coloured chadars has always been negli
gible. Printz and Chintz formed a class not in competition with 
.goods of which the pattern is woven, and as there is no printing 
mdustry connected with the Indian mills this import head may be 
left out of account. Cambrics, etc., constitute a group of fine 
goods not manufactured on an appreciable scale in Inaia and this 
nnport head may also be ignored. The head dhutis, etc., was subse
quently divided into " Dhutis and Lungis " and " Saris and 
Scarves ". The former corresponds to the same group in the pro
duction returns while" Saris and Scarves " (other than ayed) must 
be set against " Saris and Susis ". The susi group also includes 
woven coloured " shirtings ", " Checks, spots and stripes " and 
twills and, as printed goods in these three classes compete with 
woven goods, these must also be includ!d as competing with "Saris 
and Susis ". Dyed " shirtings ", " twills ", " checks, spots and 
stripes " and " drills and jeans" in the import returns must be 
compared with " Dyed greys ", and printed and woven " drills 
and jeans " with the production head coloured "drills and jeans ". 
" Cotton Tweeds and Checks " correspond roughly to the more 
recent import head " Coatings and Trouserings ". The other new 
import heads " Flannels and :B.annellettes " must be set against 
" Others " in the production returns, and " woven lungis and 
sarongs" must be added to the " dhuti and lungi" head. 
" Sateens and Italians" an.d "Velvets and Velveteens" among the 
new heads are not in competition with local manufacture. 

The following Table gives a detailed comparison for the year 
1927-28:-
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TABLE XXXIX.-Production of coloured goods in tke Bomhay Presidency 
and Imports into India in 1927-28 in miUions of yards. 

- _,_ ..... _ ....... Beading In the returns of prodnc- Production 
tlOU. 

Cbadlll'll 24 . . . . •• Cb&dan. 

LUJ181s and dbutia • .. li Lungl8 and Dhntl8, l'nnted. 

9 Lung~&, Dhutla and Sarongs, Woveu. 

II Lung~ and ~ngs, PDnted and -- Woven. 
24. 20 

Drdla and 11111118 .. 8l Drdla and Je&rul, Printed. 

28 DrUI.s and 1 eall8, Woven. 
62 --

li4 

DyW. INYI . . .. 311 Shtrtmge 1 
10 Checks, Spots and Stripes 

}-8 Sa.rla and Sca.rvea 

18 Twills 

68 10 Drill!l and 1 e&ll8 --76 

Striped Baris and susls .. 80 Saris and Scarves, Printed. 

6 Saris and Scarves, Woveu. 

2 Cheeks, Spots and Stripes, Printed. 

f Checks, Spate and Stripes, Woven. 

111 Twills, Printed. 

11! Twills, Woveu. 
29 Shirtings, Printed. 
20 Shirtings, Woven. --181 120 

Cotton, Tweeda and Ohecka . . 90 9 Coatings and Troll8erlngs. 

Othen. . . . . . .. lll Flannel and Flannelettes, Printed. 

' li'launel and Jl'lannelettee, Woven. 

' Flannel and FIAnnMettee, Dyed. 

9 U118peclfted, Printed. 
28 Unspect.lled, Dyed. 
17 Unapeclfted, Woven. --41! 74 

Wot produoed In India . . . .. liS Oambrlca, eto., Printed. 
24 Cambllca, etc., Dyed, 

8 Cambllc:a, etc., Woven. 
68 Prlnte and Chlnta. 
ll Prints and Chlnta. Dyed. 
6 8&tee118. Printed. 

21.1 Sateen& and ltallana, Dyed. 
II Velvet and Velveteens. - 16£ 

Total production In the Bombay Pre- 6?9 604 Total ImportAilnt~ India. 
lldenoy, 

]) 
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Dhuus and Lungts.~'fhe coloured dhuti can hardly be different
iated from the lungi, and coloured goods of this class are mainly 
produced for the Burma market, with a certam blliall consumption m 
Bengal. Of the 1927-28 imports 17 milyards out of 20 went t() 
Rangoon, and the remainder to Calcutta. Holland and the United 
Kingdom supplied 9 milyards each, and the rest, though shipped 
from the Straits and Nether lands East Indies, were produced in 
one or other of those countries. The total export of coloured 
goods by sea from Bombay to Rangoon amounted to 16 milyardf!. 
and even if the whole of this were lungis, which is improbable, it is 
clear that the Bombay trade is not suffering from competition in 
the Bengal market. In Burma the cotton lungi is in competition 
with the more expensive but more durable silk lungi. There has 
been no appreciable change in the trade in the past three years. 

Dnlls and J eans.-A.s will be seen from Tables XXXII, 
XXXIII and XXXV there has been a very considerable increase 
in the imports of printed and woven drills and jeans in the past 
ten years. Three years' figures for production in the Bombay 
Presidency suggest clearly that the local output is suffering from 
competition, though in the absence of earlier figures it is not possible 
to say how long it has been falling. The Tariff Board quoted 99 
and 88 milyards as the output in All-India in 1924-25 and 1925-26. 
The Bombay Presidency figures for the next three years are 86, 
62 and 34 milyards respectlvely, while imports (woven and printed) 
for the same five years were 21, 29, 38, 54 and 50 milyards respect
ively. The failure of the Indian mills to retain command of this 
trade is the more striking in the face of their relative success with 
grey grills, and is due to the fact that coloured drills are, as a 
rule, considerably finer than grey drills. The Japanese import 
figures for the five years were 6, 12, 21, 31 and 38 milyards. Their 
first appearance in the printed drill trade was in 1926~27 and such 
has been their success that imports o£ printed drills from the 
Unit~Jd Kingdom fell from 20 milyards in 1927-28 to 11 in 1928-29 
and 3 in the first hal£ of 1929-30. 

Dved greyv.-The recent progress of trade in these goods i& 
exhibited in the following table:-

TA:BLE XL.-lmports and Product?:on of Dved qoods. 

J:MPORTS. Product1on in 

1 ! 
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1924-25 . 81 8 1 10 4 54 36 
192/i-26 29 6 1 10 3 49 28 
1926-27 . 40 10 3 10 7 70 42 
1927-28 89 10 3 13 10 75 56 
1928·20 • . 37 11 3 18 7 76 36 -
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A reference to Table XXXVIII will show the extent to which 
Japan has participated in the increased imports under these heads. 
The United Kingdom trade has remained fairly steady and the ad
vance of Indian production appears only to have been checked by 
th& labour troubles of 1928-29. The imports of shirtings con<~i:.t 
almost entirely, so far as the United Kingdom contribution is con
cerned, of the finer qualities. ThP. figures for the first half of the 
current year credit Japan with 1 mil yards of dyed shirtings as 
against 8 milyards in the whole of 1928-29 and it is more than 
probable that they will prove as successful in this line as in grey 
ahirtings. 

Stnped Saris and Susis.-This somewhat indefinite head is less 
easy to deal"with than some others. The word susi is applied some
what vaguely to a large variety of cloths and it would require a 
prolonged enquiry from mill to mill to find out exactly what cloth 
is returned under this head and what under the head " Others ". 
One point, however, is clear: the head includes a considerable quan
tity of bleached striped shirtings. In Bombay Island where the 
Millowners claim that some 80 to 90 milyards of cloth is bleached 
annually it seems tolerably certain that the greater part of it con
sists of goods of this class, and it will probably not be far from 
the truth if we assume that in 1927-28 60 mily1uds of striped white 
shirtings were included in the Bombay output of susia. In 
Ahmedabad, where bleaching is much cheaper, the proportion must 
be still higher and may be taken for 1927-28 as 90 milyards out 
of a total of 121 for H Saris ana susis , . Allowing 15 mil yards for 
other mills we obtain as the total Indian output of striped white 
shirtings in 1927-28 about 165 milyards. As in the case of striped 
drills and jeans, the Japanese industry at first tried direct competi
tion with the woven Indian product but after a certain initial 
success they have made no head-wav for the past three years and 
are turnin~ their attention to the printed shirting, and for the first 
half of 1929-30 imports from Japan of printed and woven shirtings 
respectively were 1 and 6 milyards as compared with 6 and 16 in 
the complete year 1928-29. The United Kin~dom trade, which 
again is restricted mainly to the fine qua!ities, is fairlv steady. 
The coarser printed shirtings are sufficientlv n~w to the Indian 
market not to have affected the local output seriouslv yet but they 
are evidentlv bein~r successful and constitute a definite dan~er. In 
woven strir>ed twills there has been a recent rar>id increase in 
Japanese imports, and this class of ~ods also competes with the 
local striped susi. These are not imported from the United King
dom. Of the mill output of " checks, spots and stripes " and of the 
t:vpe of " sari and scarf" included under this head there is not 
sufficient information to form any very definite opinion as to the 
extl'nt of competition. All that can be said is that there is no 
noticeable increase in imports. 

Cotton Tweeds and Ckecks.-Imported coatings and trouserings 
to some degree meet t.he same demand as the!\e cloths, but their 
quantity is small and th~>re is no serious ('omp£>tition in the qualitit's 
made by the Indian mills. 

n2 



CHAPTER V. 

The Severity of External Competition. 

Statutical Evtdence. 

18. One measure of the seventy of competition is the rate at 
which 1mports of any particular class of goods are increasmg. The 
:figures d1scussed in the previous chapter show a startlmg m
crease in the imports of grey shirtings, particularly in those of 
apparent counts of 25s and above. '!'here has also been a v~ry 
marked increase in imports of heavy shntings of apparent counts 
18s whiCh are probably woven from yarns m the neighbourhood 
of 22s and 24s. Heavy imported sheetings are being sold in 
Bombay at particularly low prices, but they do not appear to be 
arriving in any considerable quantity. Imports of grey drills and 
jeans and of :fine grey goods appear to be on the decline so that the 
only statistical evidence of severe competition in plain grey goods 
relates to coarse and :fine shirtings. In these classes, which con
stitute more than three-quarters of the trade in greys, competition 
is increasing rapidly. The total imports of dhutis have not in
creased in recent years whereas Indian production was increasing 
rapidly until it received a set-back owing to labour troubles in 
Bombay. Only a small proportion of imported dhutis are of ap· 
parent counts below 30s and despite the entry of Japan in the 
dhuti trade there is no indication of any recent increase in imports 
of dhutis below 40s. 

Local production of plain white goods is very small compared 
with tho volume of imports and there is practically no informatiOn 
regarding its nature. All that can be said is that it must consist 
mainly of coarse goods the imports of which have not increased 
recently. In fact the most noticeable recent increase in the white 
trade is in fine mulls which are not ;produced in India. 

The difficulty" of making a statistical comparison between im
ports and local production of coloured goods has already been em
phasised but in the following items in the import list there has been 
a notable increase in the past three years :-printed drills and 
woven twills :from Japan and printed flannellettes and twills from 
Italy. Competition is severe under all these heads and particu
larly so in printed drills. Imports o:f these have quite recently 
increased very rapidly and the prices at which they are sold are 
SUl'prisingly.low. They consist of a :fine white cloth of apparent 
counts about 34s with printed stripes in a large variety of patterns. 
They compete with printed and woven coloured shirtings and are 
having a great suMess, I understand, not only in India but also 
in such distant markets as Egypt. There have been no very strik· 
iug advances in the import of other lines of coloured ~oods but thll 

( tiS ) 
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el.tension of the import trade from Italy and Japan to new classes 
of goods in the last few years is too noticeable to be yassed over 
in stlence, even though the quantities involved have h1therto been 
small. The only noteworthy increase in imports of coloured goods 
from the United Kingdom in the last few years is in dyed twills, 
mostly of a .fine textUl'e, 

I ndtTect Evidence-General. 

19. ArL enquiry into the severity of compet1tion, if it is to be 
complete, must involve a comparison between the price of imported 
goods and the cost of producing identical goods in India. The 
Tariff Iloard were not able to obtain in this respect any satisfac
t~ry direct evidence which they could subject.to critical examina
tion, and I could hardly hope to succeed where they failed. 
It is well-nigh impossible to select two cloths, one imported 
and one manufactured in India, which are so nearly identi
cal that any useful deductions can be made from the prices at 
which thev are sold since, as a rule, there are bound to be differ
ences of fimsh and quality which will obscure the issue. More
over, eveu if such a selection could be made, the severity of com
petitic.n could not be gauged without some knowledge of the profits 
th.l.t were l1eing made on each cloth. In Table XXIX of their 
Report the Tariff Board gave the results of analyses of certain 
imported cloths, together with the Bombay Millowners' estimate 
of the price at which they could a:lford to manufacture and sell 
each. It was admitted, however, that the estimates were far from 
reliable and I did not consider that, within the time at my dis· 
posal, it would be worthwhile instituting similar enquiries. Nor 
were the :Millowners any more able now than in 1926 to say " such 
and such are the imported cloths that are being sold at such and 
such prices thereby rendering such and such of our products un
saleable ". It is indeed not to be expected that they could fur
nish such definite information except in a very few particular in
stances. The manufacturer first feels competition in a particular 
cloth when he finds sales are falling off, but it does not follow that 
he can immediately say precisely what cloth is taking its place. 

I have compared the prices quoted in Table XXIX of the 
Tariff Board's ReJ?Ort with the prices shown in the Special Record 
for cloths of sim1lar epeci6.catwns. The comparison shows that 
prices in August 1929 and in October 1926 were practically identi
cal and, as the prices of raw cotton in the first eight months of 
1929 were not higher than in the first nine months of 1926, it does 
not appear that Japanese prices have altered greatly in the past 
three years except in tune with fluctuations in the price of raw 
cotton: The severity of competition c.annot therefore have changed 
greatly if it be measured by the margin by which imported goo~s 
are underselling Indian products. There has been an appre<'l• 
able fall in the prices both of imported and of local goods bt>tween 
Atlgust and the present time (November) owing to the dE'Clining 
price of raw cotton. 
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,lndzrect Ev~dence-Grey Goods. 

20. The rate at which the imports of the varwus classes of goods 
are mcre~sing has already been considered group by group. '!'here 
are certam features, however, common to more than one group 
which deserve special emphasis since they throw a little indirect 
light on the severity of competition. The first is the fact that for 
all grey goods, no matter what the type of wea:ve may be, there 
appears to be at each port a limiting price below which no consi
derable volume of imported goods is sold. Th1s limiting price in 
Bombay was about 14 annas per pound in August. Now Bombay 
should have a defimte advantage in the cost of raw material, an 
advantage which should be fauly constant for all coarse goods. 
Bombay also has an 11 per cent. duty in her favour. It seems a 
reasonable inference that Japan, whence come the cheapest im
pol'ted goods, has certain countervailing advantages whlCh will 
more than balance these two factors only when the price exceeds 
this limit. Further it was found that at the other great ports, 
although indentical Japanese goods fetch the same prices as in 
Bombay, the limiting price was slightly lower, roughly 13t annas 
per pound. In the other ports, however, Bombay's advantages 
a1e 1educed by the cost of rail or sea freight from Bombay. The 
inference is therefore that Japan's countervailing advantages 
are less with a 13t anna cloth than with a 14 anna cloth or, 
in other words, that the more expensive the cloth per unit of 
weight the more does the balance swing in favour of Japan. It 
may be contended that it is dangerous to generalise from two 
isoiated facts but there are other features which bear out the sug
gesti(ln that Japan's advant&.ge increases with the price. There 
is, first, the fact that though Japan finds it profitable to ship 
heavy shirtings of apparent counts 18s to 20s, of which the price 
is from 15 to 16 annas a pound, and light shirtings of apparent 
counts 25s to 30s, of which the price varies from 14! annas upwards 
in Bombay, she ships no shirtings to India of apparent counts 
21s to 24s while Bombay can put these on the market at 13 annas 
and less. Again, Japan cannot compete apparently with a 13! 
anna heavy Bombay grey drill, while in 15! anna woven striped 
drills imports from Japan are numerous. Furthermore, it is 
noteworthy that many of the most successful of the Japanese lines 
consist of heavily sized goods. Now the substitution of a heavily 
sized fine yarn for ,, lightly sized coarse yarn means a saving on 
the cost of raw material and an increase in the cost of spinning 
and weaving. It is, therefore, again legitimate to infer that Japan 
is at a greater advantage in respect of spinning and weaving when 
finer counts are used. There seem to be, therefore, strong reasons 
for believing that the severity of competition depends, not on the 
nature of the weave, nor even on the count of the yarn employed 
except in so far as the fineness of the yarn affects the price. It 
would appear to depend directly on the price per unit of weig·ht 
and to increase with it. This does not of course mean that it is 
necessarily proportional to the price but merely that of any two 
Japanese grey cloths the more expensive is likely to he the one 
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w1tll which the Indian mills will have the greatest difficulty m 
competlllg. 

Indu·ect Evidence-Coloured Goods. 
21~ While the ~ature of the weave does not appear to aiiect 

matermlly the relat10n between prices of Japanese ~rey goods and 
the cost of/roduction of similar goods in India it )S natural that 
f?r colo~re. goods, in the produ~h~n of which other processes be
sides spmnmg, weavmg and fimshmg are employed, the relation 
should be dlfterent. There are shll, however, lim1tmg prices in the 
varioui! classes below which Japanese products are uuable to com
pete. For el..ample, the lowest price at which Japanese !lyed 
goods a1e sold iu Bombay is about 17 annas a pound and in (iller 
ports about 16! annas a pound, whereas certain Bombay dyed 
cloths sell for a little as 14 annas a pound. The woven coloured 
cloth which competes with Indian production consists largely of 
striped white or grey cloth and, where the body of the cloth is 
grey, prwes do not differ very greatly from those of plain grey 
cloth. Thus, grey drills with a woven coloured stripe are im
portee. into Do1u bay in large quantities and sold at 15} annas a 
pound. !'he apparent count of these drills is generally 17s or 18s 
while the apparent count of the heavy grey drills with which • 
Japan is unable to compete is generally from Us to 14s. It is 
again legitimate to infer that the extent to which J ap~~>n is able 
to unde1·sell the Indian mills increases with the price J.ler/ound, 
though it would appear that competition in colour-stripe greys 
is more severe than in dyed goods but less severe than in plam 
greys. Since printed goods are not made in the Indian mills a 
direct comparison of their prices is impossible. 

Competition may become so severe that the local industry ceases 
to produce a particular type of article and it is naturally not 
easy to say how far the scope and variety of manufacture in India. 
is being restricted by external competition. The Bombay Mill
owners' Assocjation very kindly placed at m;y d1sposal the lengthy 
catalogue of samples, consisting very largely of coloured goods, 
which were supplied to Messrs. Meek and Maloney for the purpose 
o£ their Trade .Mission and these samples represented not merely
goods which are sold on the Indian market but also goods which 
the Mills were pt epa red to manufacture for export. The catalogue 
shows dimensiom, Vleight and pl'ices but does not give the reed 
and pick of each cloth. It is therefore impossible to arrive at 
any definite conclusion regarding the yarns used in their produc
tion but the fact that onlv a small fraction of the samples are 
quoted at a higher pril'e tbitn 25 annas a potind suggest& fLat the 
proportions of coloured cloth. woven from counts above 30s dl') not 
dift'eJ' verv g-reatll' from the proportions of grey cloth produr<el in 
these qualities. It is certain that coloured cloth which the 'M.ills 
can sell at 25 £1nnas a pound or less cannot include very much in 
which varns above 30s lH1ve been used and it seems likely that 
above this fig-ure a rang·e of q~alities ,is r~ached in whieh tb.e 
lack of suitable mw cotton 'ht-goms to v1e w1th external ct.•mpoh
tion as a deterrent on }lto,luc:tion. 
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Indirect Competition. 

22. It is impossible in an enquiry of this nature to neglect 
altogether the effect, on the prices of the types of goods produced 
in India, of imports of goods of other types. Some of the more 
obvious eJiects of indirect competition have already been referred 
to. For example, attentic:;n has been called to the imports of doth 
bearing a considerable amount of sizing in competition with a 
less heavily sized cloth woven from coarser yarns. The competi
tion between woven and printed goods has also been referred to. 
These, however, are merely examples o:f competing methods of 
producing what is virtually the same article. We have also to 
consider the indirect competition of goods of diJierent quality, a 
matter o:f special importance if a scheme of protection should be 
contemplated since there is always the possibility that a rise in 
the price of an imported product may not drive the purchaser to 
a local product of the same kind but rather to an imported product 
of a slightly diJierent kind. A good example of this type of in
dhect competition is the supplanting of woven striped shirtings 
by fine printed mills. Conversely, in the absence of protection the 
,process may already have developed to a considerable degree. 
Area for area a fine cloth may be less expensive than a coarse 
cloth and a purchaser who requires a piece of cloth for a parti
cular purpose generally requires a definite area and not a definite 
weight. Thus he may buy the finer cloth merely because it is 
cheaper whereas he would prefer the coarse cloth, if he could 
get it at the same price, because it is more durable and better 
suited to his purpose. If, therefore, it should be decided at any 
time to impose a tari:ft whose incidence is heavy on goods which 
can be produced in unlimited quantities from Indian cotton and 

, light on goods which cannot be so produced it is desirable that the 
incidence o:f duty on the range of goods between the two classes 
'should be shaded oJi imperceptibly so as to minimise this fonn 
~~ indirect competition. Nor must it be forgotten that a general 
:y:1ovement of prices over any considerable part of the total range 
Of piece-goods is apt to reverberate over the most distant parts of 
the range. It is im'(>ossible, of course, to make any sort of esti
mate of eJiects of thiS nature and the most that can be done is 
merely to mention them in passinD'. A word is also necessary in 
regard to other textiles. Both silk and artificial silk-yarns, and 
particularly the latter, are employed in India in small quantities 
in the coloured stri}Jt'S of C')tton goods or in the borders of ~oods 
of the cotton dhuti class. Here of course there is no question of 
competition: their use adds to the attractiveness of the cotton 
cloth and helps to sell it; but some of the finer classes of cotton 
cloth, particularly saris and lungis, a_re in direct c?mfetit~on wi~h 
silk ~oods o{ the same cluss. Small Imports of artifiCial s1lk t?ans 
have been noticed but they are sold in competition with silk and 
not with cotton &ari~. TJ.ere is a growing import of mixed c<Jttou 
and artificial silk fabrics but these compete either with silk goods 
or with the fuler (p.talities of cotlxn ln·ocades and fancie& such 
as are not produced in India at present. 



CHAPTER VI. 

The Tariff on piece-goods: the Administrative Aspect. 

General. 

23. In the Report of the Taxation Enquiry Committee, 1926, will 
be found a strong recommendation in favour of the extension of 
specific duties. In support of this recommendatiOn the Committee 
quoted from a book entitled " Tariffs: A Study in Method " by 
T. E. G. Gregory, Cassel Reader in Commerce in the University 
of London. In the preface to that work the author deplores the 
lack of attention paid to the technical aspects of the subject by 
economic writers on tariff questions and admits that his :first idea 
is to fill that gap. It is to be regretted that lack. of personal 
experience in the details of Customs administration has led him 
astray on certain fundamental issues, and greatly depreciated the 
value of his careful analysis of the subject. The following extract 
from the preface summarises his conclusions on the relative merits 
of specific and ad valorem duties in their application to the 
principle of protection in the United Kingdom:-

" The most casual reading of the book will be sufficient to 
justify the statement that there is no stage in the chain of events 
which leads from the legislative inception of the tariff down to the 
practical administration of its details which does not reveal unsus
pected difficulties of choice between alternatives. The resolution 
of these difficulties is made easier by a consideration of the develop
ment of the tariff in the recent past. Without in any way com
mitting one self to the protectionist point of view, it is clear that 
if the United Kingdom ever adopts the principle of protection 
there are certain solutions which, on technical grounds, are not 
acceptable. Thus, the choice between specific and ad valorem 
duties has been, I venture to think, definitely determined in favour 
of the former. In the same way, there is simply no question as to 
the necessity for specialisation or differentiation between different 
grades of the same commodity. The naive idea of the uniform 
1·ate on simple categories, such as the " Tariff Reformers " have 
so long been advocating, is quite untenable in view of the historical 
evolution through which the tariffs of other countries have gone. 
In the same way, I have tried to show that the demand for a 
" Scientific Tariff " involves very difficult questions of political 
and administrative expediency which cannot be shirked without 
possible disappointment to all concerned.'' 

I quote this passage at len~Sth as it is as pertinent to mv enquiry 
as to the general problem of pro~ection in the United Kingdom. 
I feel ronvinred, however, that had the author had more expedenre 
of the adual working of both forms of duty he would not ba>e 
<'ommitted himself to so definite a conclusion as to the relati;e 
1'\lltahihty of the two systE>ms. Their rE>spedive merits are dis-

( 73 ) 
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cussed in Chapter V in which he deals with " the Tariff Rate ". 
He defines an ad valorem duty in the followmg terms:-
. ".The ad ":alorem duty 1s, on the other hand, as the name 
1mphes, essentially a duty based upon the value of the commodity 
made dutiable under the tanff, and represents, therefore, a per
centage on that value per umt of the commod1ty. The ad valoTem 
~uty, therefore, does not allow escape from the necessity of choos
mg some de:fimte physical unit-it is obvious that, as 'soon as we 
ask, upon what value the duty is assessed we must get some such 
answer as " value per ton, value per square yard," and so on ..... 

······························· ........................................ . 
It follows from what has just been said that it is always possible 

to express an ad valorem duty in terms of specific duty and vice 
t·ersa. Thus, if the value of an article is £10 per ton, a duty of 
10 per cent. ad valo1•em may be expressed as a specific duty of 
£1 per ton; and a specific duty, of £1 per ton is equivalent to a 
lO per cent. ad valorem duty." 

No Customs officer with practical experience would accept 
either this definition or the sweeping generalisations which the 
author derives from it. One has only to enquire what physical 
units could be selected in order to assess to ad valorem duty a 
consignment of silk frocks of various designs or a handful of 
diamonds of which the value per carat will vary with the number 
of carats in each as well as with the purity. Obviously no such 
selection could be made and yet ad valorem assessments of this 
nature are being made da1ly all over the world. It is true that 
cotton piece-goods constitute a commodity to which the generalisa. 
tions would apply, since the ordinary mode of assessment involves 

\the ascertainment of the market value of a single piece of cloth 
and the multiplication of that nlue by the number of pieces of 
the same kind. I refer to this matter, however, first in order to 
contest Mr. Gregory's inference that ad valorem duties involve 
all the labour o£ ascertainment of quantity with the additional 
labour of valuation and, second, because it leads him to a further 
obtter dictum in the following terms :-

11 This brings one to the second administrative advantage which 
the specific duty has over the ad valorem duty. Any form of the 
latter involves a process of estimating what value should attach to 
the commodity in question. And it must be confessed that what
-ever process of valuation be chosen, the difficulties attending it 
:are greater than those which present themselves when the activities 
()f the customs officials are confined to the determination of physical 
attributes." 

As a Customs official I am not prepared to make the confession 
which Mr. Gregory demands. On the contrary, I am prepared to 
assert unhesitating·ly that, in proportion to the number of assess
ments made respectively on quantity and on value, tliere are 
·certainly no less disputes in the Indian Custom Houses in respect 
.of the former than of the latter. From the point of view of the 
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assessing officer the " tariff value " system necessitates precisely 
the same checks as a specific duty. The Indian Tariff 
now contams nearly 500 1tems for which " tariff values " 
are fixed by notificatiOn. Nearly all of these items are the result 
of proposals made by the Custom Houses to simplify their work, 
and it may be taken as highly probable that, if any item in the 
tariff is still being assessed on its " real value ", "the men who 
have to make the assessments are satisfied that assessment on 
quantity would increase rather than decrease their difficulties. A 
number of attempts to evolve a scheme of tariff values (or specific 
duties) on cotton piece-goods have been made in the past. The 
fact that none of the suggestions made has been considered likely 
to prove simpler than the existing system does not prove that the 
problem is insoluble, but it effectually disproves Mr. Gregory's 
statement than any form of assessment on quantity must necessarily 
be simpler than an assessment on value. I have devoted some 
space to Mr. Gregory's views partly because the Government of 
India already have before them a definite recommendation which 
is very largely based thereon. My chief reason, however, is that 
those views undoubtedly command wide acceptance in economic 
cucles and I should not feel justified in making detailed recom
mendations in defiance of them without some attempt to criticise 
them on general as well as on special grounds. In support of my 
contentions I propose to discuss the methods which are or can be 
ali.opted for the ascertainment of value and of quantity with parti
cular reference to the assessment of cotton piece-goods. 

Determmation of value. 

24. The importer of anv goods imported into British India is re
quired to make entry the;eof in the prescribed form. This form 
includes, among other particulars, a declaration embodying such 
information as will enable the duty on the goods to be calculated 
forthwith. The law further provides that if the goods are found 
on examination to correspond with the declaration they shall be 
assessed accordingly. The procedure adopted differs slightly from 
port to port. In Calcutta and Rangoon for many years past it 
has usually been found convenient to complete the assessment 
provisionally before the goods are examined so that they can be 
immediately removed if the results of the examination are satis
factory. In Bombay it was formerly more usual to examine the 
consignment before thl:' bill-of-entry was presented to the assessing 
appraiser but the Calcutta procedure is now being adopted there. 
As will appear from what follows, it does not matter greatly in 
what order the operations are performed and the choice between 
the two modes of procedure is determined largely by the situation 
of the Custom House with respert to the wharves at which the 
~oods are landed. 

The varieties of piece-goods are so great that the mere speci
firntion of the dimensions and trade description of a piece of cloth 
ito not suffirt> to determine its nlut>, and for connnience it is usual 
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for every bill-of-entry for piece-goods to be accompanied by ship
ment-samples of the goods to which it relates. The invoice relating 
to the goods has also to be produced with the bill-of-entry and the 
Customs Department is invested with powers to demand such 
other documents as may bear on the assessment. Assuming, 
for the moment, that the shipment-sample is genuine and that the 
quantities are correctly stated in the invoice the appraiser has to 
decide whether the rate of value per piece has been correctly 
declared. It may be observed here that under the existing law 
all piece-goods for which there is a regular wholesale market at 
the port are assessed on the markei price less duty. The assess
ment of piece-goods for which no such market exists will be dealt 
with later. The appraiser has at his disposal a number o£ durerent 
ways of determining whether the market rate is correctly declared. 
He can rely on his own expert knowledge of goods and prices or 
he may obtain independent expert opinion. He can sometimes 
get evidence of the price at which the consignment itself has been 
sold or, more frequently, of the prices at which identical goods 
ate being or have been .sold. He can form an opinion, from the 
current margin of difference between invoice prices and market 
rates and, in the last resort, the Collector of Customs, if he thinks 
fit, can exercise his right of pre-emption and take over the goods 
at their declared value. When dealing with staple goods of well
known brands it is clear that in the majority of instances the 
necessary checks on the declaration of value can be made imme
diately on presentation of the bill-of-entry in the Custom House. 
Under the existing system although each bill is checked by a 
senior expert appraiser, it is not found that more than one declara
tion in a hundred leads to any dispute. In fact one of the more 
frequent causes of dispute arises from the employment by up
country merchants of clearing agents who are not conversant with 
the piece-goods trade. The number of up-country merchants who 
import direct is small but growing, and it is generally with their 
first few consignments that trouble arises owing to their failure 
to realise that the law requires the declatation of the rate of 
value ruling at the port at the time of entry. Once this principle 
1s grasped there is rarely any further dispute. 

When the rate of value has been settled on the basis of the 
shipment-sample two things remain to be done under the Calcutta 
procedure. The sample has to be compared with the goods them
selves and the dimensions and number of pieces stated in the invoicf! 
have to be verified. It is a universal pdnciple of Customs work 
that it is unnecessary to check eve1·y detaiL of every consignment. 
Customs administration would otherwise be intolerable and un
workable. A certain percentage, therefore, of shipment-samples 
i8 compared with the goods themselves. If the goods are in 
packing-cases these can be opened without risk of damage and 
whole pieces of cloth can be removed for comparison. If the goods 
are baled it is usual to try to avoid the depreciation of value 
ronsequent on the removal of baling-hoops, and merely to expose 
part of the contents by opening the t.?Unny covering at one end. 
The method of checking quantities will be referred to in a subse-
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quent section. It is necessary :first to consider the determination 
of value when no local wholesale market rate is ascertainable. 

Under Section 30 of the Indian Sea Customs Act if the price 
at which "goods of the like kind and quality are sold or are 
capable of being sold at the time and place of importation " 
cannot be ascertained the value for the purpose of ad valorem duty 
is the cost " at which goods of the like kind and quality 
could be delivered at such place ". If the goods have been 
imported in pursuance of a normal competitive transaction 
this will be the same as the c.i.£. price of the goods 
themselves plus landing and clearing charges. Thus, if the 
transaction is a normal one the goods will be assessed on what 
is generally known as the " landed cost" which is the c.i.f. 
jnvoice price plus a small :fixed percentage (in Calcutta i per cent.) 
for landing and clearing charges. The appraiser has then three 
duties to perform. He has to satisfy himself as before that the 
goods correspond to the specification of them contained in the 
invoice and in the declaration; he has to be satisfied that the 
invoice relates to a. normal competitive transaction and, :finally, 
that it contains a genuine statement of the price paid for the 
goods. The type of transaction which is not regarded as normal 
and competitive is, for example, a shipment of goods from a 
principal to his agent or other subsidiary where the price quoted 
may be influenced by the method of accounting adopted between 
the parties and where the invoice is, strictly speaking, only a 
consignment note and not evidence of an outright sale. Such 
transactions are a fruitful source of difficulty to appraisers but 
fortunately are so very unusual in the cotton 'piece-goods trade as 
to make it unnecessary to take them into account in considering 
the merits of rival modes of assessment. 

If the transaction is normal and competitive the genuineness of 
the price quoted can be tested in various ways. Even when there 
is no regular wholesale price ascertainable owing to the infre
quency with which the goods come on the market it is almost in
variably possible for the appraiser, by methods similar to those 
already discussed, to form an idea of the price which the goods are 
likely to fetch and thereby to detect anything substantial in the 
way of under-valuation. He can generally obtain evidence from 
a bank regarding the exact sum which has changed hands and if, 
after all these checks, he suspects the existence of an undisclosed 
payment there is still, as a last resort, the right of pre-emption 
already mentioned. 

Determination of Quantity. 

25. It has already been stated that the ad valorem assessment on 
market value of cotton piece-goods involves the determination of 
the price of each piece and of the number of pieces in the con
signment. Where the assessment is made on landed cost this is 
not strictly necessary. If the appraiser is· satisfied that tl~e prire 
(lec]ared is a genuine competitive price for the consignment, its 
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exact contents are ·immaterial. The great majority of piece-goods, 
however, are assessed on their market value and a percentage check 
1s necessary on the number of pieces and on the declared size of 
each on which the price per piece must depend. If the goods are 
packed in cases it is a simple matter to open an occasional case 
and check the contents but the opening up of goods baled under 
pressure is a .far more serious matter. It may well depreciate 
the value of the contents by as much as ten per cent or even more 
and, accordingly, every effort is made to avoid the necessity of 
cutting baling hoops. As has already been stated the removal of 
the outer covering from one end of the bale is usually sufficient 
to enable the shipment-sample to be compared and a fair idea 
can often be obtained in this way of the dimensions of individual 
pieces and their number. The best evidence of quantity, however, 
and the simplest to obtain is usually derived indirectly from 
evidence of value. If the corroborative evidence of value, the 
bank draft, the indent, the sale note, all confirm the price stated 
in the invoice it may be inferred that the particulars of quantity 
given in the invoice are also correct. In other words there is 
always a strong presumption that the importer is not getting 
more goods than he is paying for. Mr. Gregory is very far from 
the truth when he sus-gests that an ad valorem duty does not 
lessen the extent to whiCh physical examination of goods is neces
sary. In fact instances could be quoted, notably coal and timber, 
where the only practicable method of checking declarations of 
quantity is to obtain evidence of the price at which the consign
ment has been sold. 

It must be particularly observed, however, that this method of 
chEJCkin~ quantities is only applicable to quantities which form 
the basis of price. For example if it is proved that an importer 
has paid Rs. 1,000 :for 100 pieces of grey cloth 3611 by 40 yards, 
there is a very strong presumption that there are 4,000 square 
yard~ of cloth in the consignment, but if the cloth is of a 12 lb. 
" standard " weight, i.e. with an allowable shortage of half
a-pound in the weight o:f each piece the total weight may be any
thing fro:r:n 1,15o to 1,200 pounds. It may further be noted that 
it is possible to manufacture fairly accurately to specified dimen
sions and that actual dimensions will not vary appreciably from 
time to time, whereas there will almost inevitably be variations 
in weight from piece to piece and, in each piece, from time to 
time. Unless, therefore, the goods are sold by weight, a practice 
common in certain branches of the trade in India but practically 
unknown in the import trade, indirect evidence of value will be 
of no assistance in the determination of weight beyond raising 
suspicion when there is a considerable misdeclaration of quantity. 
Witb a tariff based. on weight the practice o£ selling on weight 
might be evolved. It would then have to be decided whether to 
assess on " selling " weights. i.e. nominal weiJ!hts accepted as 
between buyer and 'seller as a basis for price, or on actual weights. 
If the :first method were adopted physical tests would have to be con
fined tn Aeeing that the declared nominal weights did not differ from 
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the average weights ascertained in " check weighment " by more 
than a prescribed percentage. For baled goods check weighment of 
individual pieces would be impracticable and whole bales would 
have to be weighed with a prescribed scale of allowances for tare. 
~n alternative method, and certainly the simplest for goods p,acked 
m bales would be to apply the tanfi to the gross weight of bales 
.and to make the allowance for tare when :fi.x.mg the rate of duty. 
For cased goods this method would be unsuitable owing to the 
higher and more variable ratio of tare to gross weights. Moreover, 
while it would be reasonable to expect consignors to supply im
porters with the actual gross weight of bales even though they 
pay freight on measurement and not on weight, they could not 
be expected to jut importers in a position to declare actual nett 
weights of case goods. 

A distinction is made in the Custom Houses between 
.u weighment " cargo and " check-weighment " cargo. The latter 
is cargo, e.g. sugar, of which importers are expected to be 
able to declare accurate weights. A small percentage is 
" check-weighed " and if the ascertained average weight 
per unit does not differ from the declared weight by more 
than a prescribed percentage the latter is accepted as the basis 
for assessment. Importers of weighment cargo, e.g. betelnuts, 
are not expected to make an accurate declaration. A much larger 
percentage is therefore weighed and the result of weighment is 
made the basis of assessment. It follows that :for piece-goods in 
.cases assessment on actual weights would involve a higher standard 
of examination and much more labour than assessment on nominal 
weights. It has in fact been found necessary to apply the specific 
duty on paper to nominal weights though the system has not 
proved altogether satisfactory. None the less it is the only work
able system for goods of which the weight is liable to :fluctuate or 
the tare to be considerable and it must be given full consideration 
if for other reasons assessment on weight proves desirable. 

Thus assessment on linear yardage or area would require no 
more examination than at present, provided steps were taken to 
verify the normality of the transaction and the genuineness and 
accuracy of the invoice in the same way as if the goods were to be 
assessed on landed cost. There would be a definite administrative 
gain in the avoidance of the checking of market values. Assess
ment on weight would inevitably require more physical examina· 
tion, but as applied to baled goods the most suitable method would 
be assessment on actual gross weights for which no indirect corro
boration of invoice quantities would be required. As avplied to 
cased goods the most suitable basis would be nett nominal weights 
which would involve prescribing scales for the limits of error, 
and would also necessitate the verification of invoices. The 
only unit of assessment other than length, area or weight 
which needs to be considered is the piE-ce. The Tariff of the 
China. Maritime Customs assesses many classes of piece-~goods at 
the rate of so much per piece not exceeding certain dimensions. 
'The system is one of great simplicity and so far as the ascertain-
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ment of quantity is concerned would present less difficulty even 
than assessment on linear or square yardage. It has, however, 
certain disadvantages in the matter o£ incidence which will be 
discussed in due course. 

Deterwination of Class. 

26. The present fiat ad '!Jalorem rate, which is applicable to all 
cott~n piece-goods, avoids the necessity of assigning a cloth to a 
particular category before the rate of duty on it can be fixed. 
The reference in the Press Communique of July 22nd to " specific 
duties " in the plural foreshadows the necessity of dividing cloth 
into different categories for duty purposes. The extent to which 
this may prove necessary if any change is made will be discussed 
later. For the moment the practical aspect of classification will 
be considered. The attributes of plain grey or white cloth which 
are capable of exact determination consist for practical purposes 
of the nature of the weave, the dimensions, the weight and the 
number of elementary threads in a prescribed area. Examples 
from other Tariffs of the way in which these are combined to form 
the basis of classification will be discussed later. For the moment 
we are concerned with the practical means of determining each. 
The distinction between a plain-woven cloth and a jean, drill 
or twill can be made at a glance from the shipment sample and to 
verify that goods are of one or other of thooe classes merely 
involves comparison of the sample in the manner already described. 
A. classification depending only on the number of threads in a 
given area could be similarly verified by mere comparison of the 
shipment-sample, and would present no difficulty with goods 
shipped in cases. With baled goods which were near the limit of 
a class difficulty might arise. The shipment-sample would not 
furnish sufficient cloth to extend tests if the results of the first 
tests were doubtful and it might prove necessary to cut the hoops 
and open a bale for the removal of an actual piece from the 
consignment. 

I£ the classification were based on the weight of a prescribed 
area the difficulties already described .,;ould )>e greatly increase.d 
in respect of what may be called " border lme " cloths, that 1s 
to say cloths whose weight per area is very near the limit prescribed 
for a class. An example will make this clear. Let us suppose 
two classes at different rates of duty are prescribed as follows:-

(a) Exceeding 10 lbs. per 40 sq. yards . 
(b) Not exceeding 10 lbs. per 40 sq. yards 

As. per lb. 
4 
6 

and let us consider the effect of these rates on a consignment of 
100 pieces of cased goods, each 40 sq. yards, of the nominal weight 
of 10} lbs. per piece, of which a dozen pieces are selected for 
check-weighment. If both classes had been at the same rate of 
5 annas ner pound, it would make no serious difference to the 
amount of duty payable whether the average ascertained weight 
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were 9·95 or 10·05 pounds. In fact if nominal weights, with a 
5 per cent. allowance for variations, were made the basis of assess
ment as already described, it would make no difference at all. 
But w1th the two classes suggested, there will be a difference
between Rs. 250 and Rs. 375 1£ the classrii.cation is to depend on 
actual weights. If it is to depend on nominal weights the diffi
culty will stlll remain for, although it may not be worth a shipper's. 
while for the sake of a few annas to select each piece with great 
care in order to obtam the full advantage of the admissible margin 
between nominal and actual weights, it will certainly be worth his 
while where so large an amount is at stake. It may further be
observed that, even where there is no attempt to take undue 
advantage of the classification, fluctuations in weight due to mois
ture may result in assessment at the higher rate of goods which 
have been bought and sold on the basis of the lower rate. It has
aheady been stated that the only satisfactory method of deter
mining the weights of baled goods is to deal with gross weights. 
A classification based on the gross weights of a given area of 
cloth would constitute an unusual feature in a tariff and would 
still not obviate the difficulties arising in border-line cases. There
would further be the temptation to put extraneous wl:'ight into 
bales in order to brmg the goods into a lower-rated class. It may 
be observed here that almost all grey goods are imported in bales 
and almost all white and coloured goods in cases. 

A word is necessary regarding classification by the count of the
yarns from which cloth is woven. The method of calculating 
" apparent counts " has been described in Chapter 1. It involves 
determining the number of threads in a unit of area and the 
weight of a unit area of the cloth, for which purpose a superficial 
comparison of the shipment-sample would be useless since it would 
not enable the appraiser to detect a slight difference, between the
sample and the goods, in the amount of sizing used. The e:xact 
determination of actual counts is a matter of very great difficulty, 
so great indeed that in order to deal with the large number of 
disputes which formerly arose on this score, the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce established a Testing House to deal with 
this and kindred matters. The number of samples handled last 
year was 22,000 which is sufficient evidence that even in :Manchester 
no readv and convenient method of ascertaining actual counts is 
known.· Any attempt to classify cloth here on the basis of actua[ 
counts would not only mean carrying out a large number of very 
delicate and troublesome tests, but would inevitably lead to a. 
large number of discordant results and give rise to great dissafis
faction. In the tariffs of Austria and of the United States of 
America the items relating to cotton tissues are defined with refer~ 
ence to counts of yarn, and it would appear at first si,:rht that 
these difficulties had been surmounted. Enquiries on this point 
were made a few years ago, however, from the Calcutta Custom 
House and from information supplied by the courtesy of the
American Customs Department it appeared that no ~tten~pt ~s 
made to determine actual counts and that the class1ficatwn IS 
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based on the weight of the warp and weft yarns as they appear 
in the cloth w1thout any allowance for sizmg or for any other 
process aftecting the we1ght. In the United States the count of 
the '!arp and th~ weft are taken separately and the average of the 
two 1s the requued number for the purpose of the Tariff. The 
result must be practically identical with the result 'Of a calculation 
based on the number of threads per unit area and the weight of 
the cloth. In the one case both the finished warp and the finished 
weft must lie w1thm certain limits of fineness: in the other the 
mean fineness of the warp and weft must lie within the prescribed 
lnnits. It is not difficult to determine separately the apparent 
.fineness of warp and weft. All that is necessary is to cut a small 
square of cloth to a standard size, separate and count the two 
sets of yarn and weigh them separately on a delicate balance, but 
the time and trouble involved must necessarily be greater than 
w1th the simple arithmetical calculation from which apparent 

.counts can be derived. 
We have so far considered only modes of classification which 

are equally applicable to grey, white or coloured cloth. The 
.distinction between these and the various processes adopted to 
impart colour to cloth, while not adding greatly to the amount of 
examinati?n necessary, wilL of course, multiply the n-umber of 
dasses whiCh have to be defined. 

Incidence of Duty. 

27. So far I have dealt only with the practical aspect of assess
ment, that is to say those questions which affect the expeditious crear
.ance of goods and the convenience alike of the Customs Officer and o£ 
the importer or clearing agent. We have now to consider the 
interest of the manufacturer, the merchant and the exchequer, 
and the effect of a change in system on the course of trade and on 
the collection of revenue. I£ a tariff is framed with a definitely 
restrictive object in view the changes will naturally be designed 
to effect the desired restriction with the minimum loss to the revenue 
and without much consideration for any dislocation of trade that 
may ensue. The protective aspect of 1he Tariff will be considered 
subsequently. At the moment we are concerned merely with the 
common interest of the trade and the revenue and it is desirable 
that any change should be so designed as to avoid undue inter
ference with the relative value of different brands of goods. A 
sudden increase of the duty on any particular brand of goods ~ay 
render them practically unsaleable, whereas a corr~spondmg 
-decrease of the duty on another brand may not provide a sufficient 
stimulus to compensate the merchant for his loss and is even 
less likely to counterbalance the loss of revenue on tl1e first brand. 
1f, then, specified duties are to be adopted, piece-goods will have 
to be divided into classes such that it is possible to apply to each 
a rate of specific duty which will approximate to the existing ad 
t'alorem dutv on all ~roods in the class. Or, to put it in another 
way, it' must be possible to select for each class a unit of which the 
;value ior different goods in the class is practically uniform. If 
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1 may repeat a phrase I have already quoted from Mr. Gregory's 
preface, " there is no question as to the necessity of speciahsatlon. 
ur di1ferentiation between di1ferent grades of the same commodity ". 
The phrase must be qualified by the remark that the necess1ty,. 
though imperative w1th specific duties, does not arise with ad 
valorem revenue duties. It may further be observed that this
necessity increases very rapidly as the incidence of the spee1fic 
duties .is increased. It may matter very little if one brand is at 
4 per cent and a rival brand at 6 per cent, but if it is a question. 
of 8 and 12 per cent or 16 and 24 per cent it may make a world 
of difference. Where we have, as with grey shirtings or dhutis, 
a very wide range of goods over which there is a continuous series 
of q.ua.lities each differmg in a very small degree from its ne1ghbour 
it 1s easy to foresee the result of a division into classes each at a 
different rate of duty. In each class certain qualities of cloth will 
be unable to complete with very similar qualities in the next class 
which bear a lower rate of duty. The continuous range of quali
ties will thus be split up into a number of discrete g_roups between 
which there will be definite blank gaps. In the long run this 
might not affect the. trade much but the immediate effect is bound 
to be serious for any brand of ggods which bears a well-known 
trade mark and which is at present situated in the range of quali
ties at a point where a gap will occur after the change is made. 
The value of the trade mark, and many of them have considerahle 
value and are very jealously guarded, would disappear. Thus, on 
the one hand, if classes be multiplied indefinitely the amount of 
testing required in the Custom House will be greatly increa!led 
while, on the other, the wider the range of each class the greater 
will be the dislocation of trade. Nor, even bv an indefinite multi
plication of classes, can anyi;hing approaching uniformity of value 
be secured unless the class definitions take account of all possible 
variations of the factors contributing to the quality of the cloth. 
The Bombay Millowners are not alone in their desire for a 
" scientific " tariff, but few of those who have expressed this 
desire have considered what it implies. The meaning to be 
attached to it must depend on the ends it is designed to serve. 
For revenue purposes a :flat rate will be more scientific than a 
series of rates since it will throw open the trade ~>quallv to enry 
variety of goods, and an ad 1.•alorem fiat rate on goods of widely
varying value will clearly constitute a more scientific method of 
raising revenue that a fiat specific rate. A " scientific " system 
of '!pacific duties designed to secure the same effect as a single 
m1 1·alnrem duty must aim at expressing value as a function of the 
factors whic>h contribute to it. A function of one variable can be 
di11played as a plain curve or p:raph on which it is possible to selert 
RPdionR in which the gradient is slight. A. function of two vari
ables requires a rurved surface in space to represent its variahon". 
l1ut ew•n lH:•re it may be possible to find reRtricted areas within 
wl1irh the variation 'of the function is small; but the value of 
f'otton pierA-goods is a £unrtion of a dozen or more variables and 
flu, llfohlem of selecting- claRRes of uniform value bears too much 
J'l'semhlanrP to an indeterminate problem in hyper-Jreometry to be 
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capable of general solution. The most that can be expected is 
that particular and limited solutions may be found by the method of 
trial and error. 

A.ssessment-U nits. 

28. For the purpose of securing uniformity of incidence within a 
group assessment by the piece must always be less effective than 
assessment by weight, area or length. The classification of grey 
shirtings and sheetings in the Tariff of the China Maritime Customs 
illustrates this. The items are as follows (1924 Tariff) :-

Tariff 
No. 

.Articles. 
Duty 

per piece 
TlB. 

1 Grey shirtings and sheetmgs, not over 40 ins. by 41 yards-
(a) Weight 7 lbs. and under ·14 

(b) Weight over 'l lbs. and not over 9 lbs. 

(c) Weight over 9 lbs. and not over lllbs. • 

2 Grey shirtings and shootings, not over 40 ins. by 41 yards, 
and with more than 110 threads per square inch-

•21 

•28 

(a) Weight over 11 lbs. and not over 121 lbs. ·32 

(b) Weight over 12}lbs. and not over 1oilbs. ·36 

(c) Weight over 151 lbs. ·43 

3 Grey shirtings and sheetings, not over 40 ins. by 41 yards, 
and with 110 threads or less per square inch-

(a) Weight over 11 lbs. and not over 15i lbs. ·25 

(b) Weight over l5i lbs. ·32 

I am informed that any piece which exceeds the prescribed 
length or width pays duty pro rata on the excess, but that defi
eiencies in either length or width are ignored, e.,q. a 6-lb. shirting 
44 inches by 38 yards (a common size in the Indian Trade) will pay 
10 per cent more than the same cloth exactly 40 inches by 4t 
yards, while the ordinary 36 inches by 30 yards sheeting, so popular 
in Bombay, would pay the same duty as one of the full dimensions. 
Any inequalities of incidence that may arise from the classifica
tion are bound to be exaggerated by this rough approximation to 
quantities. For similar reasons assessment on length can never 
~ive the same uniformity as assessment on area, since variations 
m width are ignored. As between area and weight the decision 
is not so obvious. Let us consider first a series o£ cloths in all 
of which the number of threads to the square inch is the same. 
The cost of weaving will increase with the count o:f yarn used and 
the value per unit weight will therefore also increase. The extra 
cost of weaving a given area with finer yarns is set off, however, 
by the smaller quantity of raw material consumed, so that there 
will be much less variation in the '\"alue per unit area. This is well 
brought out in the following table of Manchester pieces. 
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TutE XLI.-Coat of various qualtttes of Grey Dhuti1 all44 inchet 
bylO yards, reed and ptck 17 x 14, wzth !·tnch coloured borders. 

Counts of yarn Weight. Price. 
lbs OZB Peuee. 

32/40 1 14 33 
32/50 1 8 38 
38/38 1 11 42 
40/40 1 9 36i 
40/50 1 6 37 
60/60 1 li 321 
60/80 15!' . 311 
60/110 15 411 
70/110 131 41i 

The ratio of the highest to the lowest price per unit area is 1·33 
to 1. The ratio of the highest to the lowest price per unit weight 
is 2·84 to 1. For this tyP.e of variation a specific duty based on 
urea will give greater umform.ity of incidence than one based on 
weight. 

If, on the other hand, we consider a series of cloths all woven 
trom the same count of yarn but with a varying number of 
threads to the inch, the cost both of unit area and of unit weight 
must increase with the closeness of the weave, but as the weight 
of a unit area is proportional to the number of threads it contains, 
the variation in cost per unit area must clearly be much greater 
than in the cost per unit weight. For example, of two well
known brands of Japanese shirtings, each of the same apparent 
f'ount, one has 100 and the other 124 threads to the square inch. 
The value of the first is Rs. ·94 per pound and Rs. ·95 for five square 
yards. The value of the second is Rs. ·96 per pound and Rs. 1·19 
for five square yards. For this type of variation assessment on 
weight will give the greater uniformity. 

The two converse propositions may be stated, namely:-
(a) For assessment on area the most suitable form of classifica

tion 1s one based on the number of elementary threads in. unit 
area, i.e. the reed and pick. 

(b) For assessment on weight the most suitable form of classi
fication is one based on " apparent counts ", i.e. on the relation 
of the reed and pick to the weight per unit area. 

The Tariff of the United States makes weight the unit of assess~ 
ment, but there is a graduated scale of duties depending on the 
" number " of the yarn as it is termed in the American Tariff, 
i.e. on the apparent count of the cloth. The scale changes at 
certain points and there are, moreover, a series of ad valorem 
minima prescribed. The following is the item which relates to 
grey cloth :-

"Paragraph 903.-Cotton cloth, not bleached, printed, dyed, 
coloured, or woven figured, containing yarns the average number 
of whi,.h does not exceed number 40, forty one-hundredths of 
1 cent per average number per pound; exceeding number 40, 
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16 cents per pound, and, in addition thereto, fifty-five one
hundredths of 1 cent per average number per pound for every 
number in excess of number 40: Provided, that none of the fore
going, when containing yarns the average number of which does 
not exceed number 80, shall pay less duty than 10 per cent ad 
valorem, and, in addition thereto, for each number, one-fourth of 
1 per cent ad valorem nor when exceeding number 80, less than 
80 per cent ad valorem." 

The United States of America tariff is undoubtedly of a highly 
scientific nature. It must be based on the most careful analysis 
of the cost of manufacture in the States a~tl is obviously protective 

'in character. For every imported cloth the exact "number " 
of the .yarn has to be ascertained so that every case will be a 
"bord~-1ine " case. As, moreover, the nominal and actual reed 
and pick of a cloth rarely agree, tests must be necessary for 
practically every consignment while, finally, the necessity of 
checking declared values is not avoided. 

In the Austrian Tariff, again, classification is by counts of 
yarn, and duty is assessed on weight. The Japanese Tariff is an 
example of a two-dimensional mode of classification. There are 
fo:ur classes based on the weight of unit area and each is divided 
into five sub-classes based on the number of threads per unit area. 
Thus each sub-class represents a limited range of apparent counts 
and the unit of assessment is a unit of weight. This is the general 
model on which the tariffs of most European countries are based. 
I have been unable to find any country of importance of which 
the tariff imposes specific duties on a basis of area. The nearest 
approach is the Chma tariff where assessment is made on the piece 
and it is significant that when it was given this form the specific 
rates were intended to approximate in incidence to an ad palorem 
duty of only 5 per cent. 

. Application to Indian Trade. 
29. In the Indian trade all grey goods, except a small proportion 

of the finer dhutis and scarves, are imported in bales whereas 
all white and coloured goods, except a few white and dyed 
shirtings, are imported in cases. It is clear from what has been 
said about the practical difficulty of examining goods in bales that 
the only convenient method of applying specific duties to grey 
goods would be to classify according to the reed and pick without 
reference to weight and to assess on the basis of area. An exa
mination of the " Special Record " shows clearlv that even if 
a separate · class were assigned for each particular number of 
threads per quarter-inch square, which would mean about 30 
classes, there would be very great variations of value in each class, 
the range from· minimum to maximum value in some classes being 

. more than 100 per cent. It may therefore be definitelv concluded 
that the practice of baling grey goods, which the trade would be 
most unwilling to give up, malres any system of specific duties 
on grey goods less suitable for revenue' purposes than the existing 

\system. 
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Assessment on the basis of area would be equally unsuitable for 
white or coloured goods, but there are not the same practical 
objections to assessment on the basis of weight and classification 
on the basis ot apparent counts. None the less, the same inequali
ties of incidence would arise, however the number of classes were 
multiphed, particularly in the case of coloured goods where the 
nature of the colour-}?rocess employed constitutes an additional 
factor of a highly variable kind. For example a system of classi
fication such as that to be found in the Japanese Tariff would 
involve a variation of at least 30 per cent in the value per unit 
in each class of white goods, and even greater variations among 
coloured goods. 

The conclusion is inevitable that in few branches of the pjece
goods trade would the substitution of specific for ad valorem duties 
simplify procedure and that in none could it be achieved without 
dislocating trade, destroying the value of copyrights and trade 
marks and reacting adversely on the revenue. 



CHAPTER VII. 

The Tariff on Piece-goods: The Protective Aspectr 

General. 

30. In the previous chapter I have appraised the relative merits 
of ad valorem and specific duties on a strictly administrative 
standard w1th due regard to the interest of the import trade and the 
revenue but w1thout special regard to the e:ffect of the tari:ff on the 
indigenous industry. If the interests of the indigenous industry 
are to be considered the problem will be materially altered. It is 
no part of my duty to consider whether any ass1stance should be 
given to the Indian Mills but as the Bombay Millowners' AssoCia
tion have intimated theu intention to subm1t to the Goverumt>nt 
of India proposals for the amendment of the tariff my survey of the 
problem will not be complete without a discussion of the way in 
which di:fferent types of tari:ff would react on the Indian industry. 
In paragraphs 24 to 26 of the previous chapter I have dealt with 
certain practical aspects of the assessment of cotton piece-goods and 
the applicability of what has been sa1d in those paragraphs is inde
pendent of the purpose for which the tari:ff is to be applied. On 
the other hand the incidence of the duty will have to be considered. 
not as in paragraph 26 with reference to its e:ffect on the import trade 
and the revenue, but with reference primarily to the e:ffect on the 
local industry. It may even be necessary for reasons of policy t() 
accept administrative d1fficulties which, with a revenue tari:ff, would 
be regarded as obstacles to be avoided. It is impossible for me t() 
anticipate the form of the scheme which the Association will finally 
submit but I shall probably be on fairly safe ground if I confi:u~ my 
attention to the type of duty which aims at bringing the price of 
the imported product up to a figure which will allow a reasonable 

, margin of profit to the local industry. I propose to refer to a rate 

~
f duty which secures this e:ffect as an~· equalisation rate ". A 

duty which goes much beyond this point is likely to prove prohibi
tive and if a duty is prohibitive the method of assessment is 
mmaterial since there will be nothing to assess. 

Fluctuations and Variations. 

31. It has been made clear in the preceding chapter that 
there is no general method of classification of piece-[\OOtli 
by physical attributes which will secure uniformity of price 
within any particular class. It has also been brought out 
in Chapter V that the severity of competition, measured by the ex
tent to which imported goods can undersell local goods, increases in 
any particular class with the price per pound. An equalisation 
rate o£ duty must therefore allow for variations of price within 
the class to which it applies and it is clear that an ad valorem 
duty can always be selected which will give a closer approxi-

( 88 ) 
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mation than any specific duty to an equalisation rate within the 
class. On the other hand, it is usual in framing schemes of dis
criminating protection to make reasonable allowances for fluctuations 
in price over a period of time. If such fluctuations cause the same 
rise or fall in the price per unit of both the. imported and the local 
product a specific duty will be more suitable than an ad valorem 
duty. Fluctuations of the latter type will arise from movements 
in the price of raw cotton, which are generally world-wide in effect, 
so that if over a given period the cost of the raw cotton in a pound 
of Bombay cloth falls, say, by two annas, the cost of the raw cotton 
in a pound of Japanese cloth will fall roughly by the same amount. 
If, on the other hand, the effect of the fluctuations is proportional 
to the respective prices the ad valorem duty will be the more suitable. 
The choice therefore must depend on whether more weight is to be 
given, on the one hand, to variations of price within the class and 
to fluctuations proportional to price over a period of time or, on the 
other, to fluctuations over a period of time which affect both sets of 
products to the same extent. This can best be discussed by means 
of a hypothetical illustration. Let us suppose that a particular 
cloth includes within its range five Japanese cloths whose prices 
landed in Bombay (but without duty) are 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 
annas per pound respectively. Since the severity of competition 
will increase with the price let us assume that the prices at which 
similar cloth made in Bombay can secure a fair margin of profit 
range from 18 to 23 annas. The difference in each case will re
present the equalisation rate of duty. If no allowance is made for 
a fall in the price of raw cotton the lowest specific rate that will 
secure equalisation will be 3 annas per pound and the lowest ad 
valorem rate 15 per cent. The effect will be as follows:-

Price Pnoe Equalisation Ppeclfio duty Ad valorem 
<Of Japanese of Bomba.y rate==dlfferenoe u.t 3 anna.s per dut:y:_at IS 

cloth. cloth. of pnoes pound. per oent. 

-
As. As. As. A e. As, 

16 18 s 3 2'4 , 

1'7 19•21) 2 211 s 2·55 

18 205 2•5 s 2·7 

19 2175 2•75 s 2·85 

20 23 8 3 a 

Now let us suppose that it is decided to allow for a fall of two 
annas, per pound of cloth, in the price of l'aw cotton which will 
affect the Japanese and the Dombay cloth equally. The price
differences will remain unaltered, but a 15 per cent. duty will no 
longer cover a 3 annas difference on the most expensive cloth and 
a 16 I per cent. duty will be necessary for the purpose. If we com
pare the effect of a specific duty of 3 annas a pound and 11n ad valo· 
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re~ duty of 16i per cent. on these five cloths the result, at pre~e11t 
pnces, w1ll be:-· 

Priee Price EqualisatiOn Specific duty .Ad va 1 Of' em of Japa.nese of Bombay rate=ddl'erence at 3 annaa per duty at 161 cloth. cloth. of pr1ces. pound per cent -
As. As .As A a .AI! 

16 18 2 2·67 

17 19·25 2'26 3 2.83 

18 20 5 2•5 3 3 

19 21'75 2•75 3 BIT 

20 23 ~ 3 S·BB 

or, after the price of raw cotton has fallen:-

Pnoo Prrce Equalisation SpeCific duty Aa valorem 
of Japanese of Bombay rate=dllierenc<l at 3 annae per duty at 16f 

cloth. cloth of prrces. pound per cent, 

As .As .As. .As. .As • 

14 16 2 8 2·38 

15 17'25 2•25 8 2·5 

ltl 18 5 2•5 3 2·67 

17 19'75 2•75 3 288 

18 21 ' 3 s 3 

It w11l be seen that at present prices there is nothing to choose 
between the two methods. Now we have allowed here for a fluc
tuation of 2 annas which is exactly half the total range of variation 
in price for the class, i.e. from 16 to 20 annas on the imported 
product. If we had allowed for a smaller fluctuation the advantage 
would have been with the ad val01·erp duty. If we had allowed 
for a larger fluctuation the advantage would have been with the 
spec1fic duty. It will be found, moreover, that this result is quite 
independent of the particular values selected or of the assumptions 
made as to the rate at which the severity of competition increases. 
The result is entirely general in its application and may be stated 
in the form of the following proposition :-

If throughout the range of goods included in any particular class 
the severity of competition increases with the price per pound, a 
specific duty will be the more suitable only if the difference in price 
between the highest and lowest priced goods in the range is less than 
twice the maximum fall in prices against which it is considered 
expedient to provide. Otherwise an ad valorem duty will be more 
suitable. 
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For example, if it is considered expedient to provide against a 
fall in the price of raw cotton which will reduce the price of cloth 
by 3 annas a pound a specific duty will be the most suitable if 
classes can be selected within which the price varies by less than 6 
annas a pound. If the range of variation is greater than this an 
ad valorem duty will be most effective. 

While this proposition appears to be of general application 
isolated exceptions to the general rule are almost certain to arise and 
1t may be found that in particular cloths the severity of competition 
tor some special reason is particularly keen. If the price range for 
such cloths is limited, a suitable specific duty could be apphed to 
them if they were susceptible of clear definition and if theu identi
fication did not give rtse to serious administrative difficulty. It 
would be necessary, however, so to word the definition that 
there was no danger of the substitution of a very similar cloth 
which did not come within its scope. H such a definition could not 
be found a minimum specific duty alternative to the general rate 
might be imposed, though such a duty might prove prohibitive for 
the cheaper goods in the range to which was applied. 

I Deftnitton of Class: Plain Grey Good~. 

32. The practical difficulties attaching to the determination of 
dass for grey goods have been dealt with in the previous chapter 
and it can be asserted at the outset that any system that involved 
the opening of many bales would give tise to serious administrative 
difficulty. This necessity could only be avoided if it were possible 
to iix the limits of classes in what may be described as "blank 
regions" in the range of goods. Unfortunately such blank regions 
are not numerous. Grey drtlls and jeans form a small group which 
could be defined by the nature of the weave and within this group 
variatwns of price would not be very great. The group is, how~ 
ever, one in which competition is not severe. So far as plain-woven 
unbordered goods are concerned, as one ascends the range of appa
rent counts the first region to be encountered in which imports are 
scarce is from 21s to 25s. In present conditions a dividing line 
fixed say at apparent counts 23s would not give rise to many border· 
hne cases and the number of bales that would have to be opened 
would be much smaller than if the limit were placed say at 18s or 
27s. Above 25s there are regular imports of all apparent counts up 
to about 60s but at about 42s imports in grey shirting lengths 
(ordinarily 38 to 39 yards) disappear and from this point the shorter 
Jaronets, mulls, etc., make their appearance. 

A type of definition which could be employed to prescribe classes 
limited by apparent counts would be on the following lines:-

" Plain unbleached cloth of which the number of elementary 
threads in one square inch-

( a) exceeds x: times the weig-ht in pounds of 10 t;:quare ya1 dN, 
(b) does not exceed x times the weight in pounds of 10 equare 

yards." 
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Sucl~ a definition has the effect of dividing plain' grey cloth into 
two classes :-

(a) cloth of apparent counts about 3fT x, 
(b) cloth of apparent counts not above 3f7 x. 

Thus by assigning different values to x this form of definition 
can be used to make dividing lines at any point in the range of 
apparent counts. For example, if x = 10 the dividing line will be 
at 30s or if x = 98 the dividing hne will be at 42s. If it were 
decided to apply a special rate of duty to shirtings and to sheetings 
and other coarse cloths but not to the finer jaconets and mulls it 
might be found convenient to combme the above type of definition 
with a reference to the dimens10ns "of the cloth. .Actually the finest 
shirtings are of the same apparent counts as the coarser jaconets, 
the two classes overlapping in the neighbourhood of 42s. The over
lap is small in extent but within its limits shirtings are considerably 
more numerous than jaconets. The plan which would be simplest 
from the administrative point of view would therefore be to include 
all cloth of shirting dimensions and such other cloth as was of 
apparent count below a certain :figure, which would have to be fixed 
sufficiently near the upper shirting limit to avoid the cutting down 
of shirting cloth to obtain the benefit of a more favourable rate of 
duty. If 42s, for example, were selected as a suitable limit the 
class could be defined as follows :-

" Plain unbleached cloth-

(a) which is shipped in pieces not less than 30 yards in 
length or 

(b) of which the number of elementary threads to the square 
inch .does not exceed 98 times the weight in pounds 
of 10 square yards." 

For short heavy cloths like T-cloths and Domestics no testing 
would be necessary since a mere glance would show that the counts 
were within the prescribed limits. The only tests that would be 
required would be for small quantities of jaconets and madapollams. 

It is clear that wide classes such "as those suggested here will 
inevitably cover cloth with a considerable range of value and in 
the light of what has been said in the previous paragraph, the 
preference must definitely be given to ad valorem duties. 

Definitions of class: Bordered Grey Goods. 

33. In the previous paragraph I have dealt with plain grey 
goods. The dhuti class presents di:fficul~ies all ~ts own. It. ~as 
been shown in paragraph 12 that there 1s very httle competlhon 
in dhutis with warps 30s and below so that imported dhutis range 
upward from just below 30s to lOOs and over, whereas grey 
shirtin~s range downward from just above 40s. Consequently 
the artifice suggested in the previous paragraph for the avoidance 
of " border-line cases " cannot be applied to dhutis should it be 
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desired to distinguish between different qualities. The whole 
range of dhutis is ",Populous '' and there are no blank regions. 
Moreover, the difficulties of practical check will be greatly enhanced 
by the nature of the g?ods. An exact comparison of the shipme11;.t 
sample cannot be achieved even by the weighment of an actual 
specimen of the cloth without cutting a sample from the specimen 
in order to eliminate the effect of the border of the cloth on the 
weight. In fact, I have been unable to find any practical 
method by which it is possible without undue inconvenience
to discriminate between the coarser and the finer varieties of 
dhuti. In these circumstances it is necessary to formulate a defini
tion which would exclude dhutis from the class-discrimination 
proposed for plain grey goods. I suggest the following heading:-

"Bordered grey cloth, that is to say, grey cloth having 
borders not less than one-eighth of an inch in width 
and headings at the extremities and, in addition, if 
the cloth is more than 6 yards in length, headings at 
intervals of not more than 6 yards indicating where
the cloth is to be cut ". 

Definitions of class: White Goods. 

34. The output of white goods in India is very small and no 
very definite information is available as to the classes of white
~oods produced. Should it be considered necessary to discriminate
m the tariff between coarse and fine goods, definitions of the type 
discussed in the previous paragraph could be framed and, since 
white ~oods are rarely baled, they could be applied with less in
convemence to white than to grey goods. Very little white cloth 
is imported with an apparent count below 30s but if a dividing 
line were fixed at 40s there would be a large number of border
line cases and if any discrimination is to be made it would be
preferable to adopt the rough system of discrimination by value
which will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

Definitions of cla88: Coloured Goods. 

35. In the earlier chapters of this report the extreme difficulty 
of making a detailed comparison between Indian and imported 
coloured cloth has been emphasised. The position is further com
plicated by the fact that although no colour-printing is done in
conjunction with the Indian mills certain imported printed goods 
compete with colour-woven Indian products. Further, discrimi
nation by apparent counts is appropriate to grey or white goods 
because, in so far as the method makes no allowance for sizing, it 
serves to bring together the heavily.sized cloth and the more 
lightly-sized cloth with which it competes. Where, however, the
difference between actual and apparent counts is due to the weight, 
not of sizing but of dyeing material, the position is verv different. 
The cost per pound of dye instead of being, · izing, 
small compared with the cost of ra 'JiisHil+r:a.-.s,. < ch 
g'reater. Consequently a pound of ~v-'l"_d~ot~an~~ 

~- 7 .. 11"'\Ql=. '\ _\\ 
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lightly dyed coa:r:se cloth will differ very greatly in price and 
they will not be in competition even though they may have the same 
.apparent -count. Some other method of discrimination must there
fore be sought. 

Reason~ .hav~ already be.en given f?r believing that the severit~ 
of competitwn mcreases with the pnce per pound in any parti
cular class of goods. This suggests that the price itself might be 
used as a basis of classification. Coloured goods are ordinarily 
sold by the piece and not on weight so that an exact check on the 
wei~ht of each piece would be necessary for all goods near the 
limit of a class. It IS possible, however, to minimise disputes and 
the amount of check necessary by employing a specific duty to 
bridge the gap between two ad valorem rates. Thus suppose, for 
-the sake of illustration., it were decided to impose a duty of 15 per 
cent on goods whose real value did not exceed 22 annas per pound 
and the existmg revenue duty on fine goods. The tariff might 
then run as follows : -

Coloured goods-
(a) The real value of which does not exceed 

22 annas per pound. 
(b) The real value of which exceeds 22 

annas but does not exceed 30 annas 
per pound. 

15 per cent. 
ad valorem 

3·3 annas 
per pound 

(c) The real value of whwh exceeds 30 11 per cent. 
annas per pound. ad 11alorem. 

The administrative advantages of a system of this kind are 
dear. There is no sudden change anywhere in the incidence of 
the duty; " border-line ca'ses " cease to be of exceptional import~ 
ance since the stake involved in a dispute as to value is no greater 
at the limit of a class than at any other point in its range and, 
further, there is no tendency to split the trade into discrete groups 
and thereby to depreciate the value o£ trade-marks and designs. 
Finally the system provides against the danger, which is inherent 
in a protective duty applied to a limited class, that indirect com
petition £rom goods differing only shghtly from the protected class 
may take the place o£ the original direct competition. ,. 

Tanf/s of other co1mtries. 

36. In the face o£ the foregoing concluswns it is only pertinent 
to enquire why, i£ an ad valorem duty is administratively so much 
more convenient, most other countries have not seen fit to adopt 
that method of assessment and I feel that my analysis of the 
position will not be complete without some attempt to reply to 
this question. The answer is to be found in certain characteristics 
which are peculiar to the Indian trade. The primary basis for 
the assessment o£ ad valorem duties in most countries is the 
domestic value in the country of origin and it is not generally 
realised that this is a matter of necessity rather than choice. The 
ultimate proof of value must always rest on evidence of ~ales. an.d 
only if imported goods change hands at the port of arrtval 1s It 
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possible to scrutinise evidence of value at the place where the
evidence arises. There are some classes of imported goods for 
which the only sales that can be ajlduced in evidence are sales 
hy the manufacturer in the country of origin and the Ind1an law 
prov1des for assessment on such evidence, only if local evidence 
is not available, but there are also large classes of staple products 
for which local evidence is available in the Indian ports. It is in 
this respect that the Customs authorities are so much better placed 
in Ind1a than in most other countries and the Indian law takes 
full advantage of the opportunity thus afforded. The features 
which differentiate India from other countries in this respect are
not far to seek. Her foreign import trade is concentrated almost 
entirely in the five great ports in each of which are regular markets 
for staple goods. Such goods almost invariably are resold at the 
port before passing on to the consumer or to the retail dealer so
that for a very substantial portion of the trade evidence of value
is available at the place of entry. The concentration of trade in 
a small number of large ports has the further great advantage that 
the necessary strength of the expert assessing staff is reduced to a 
mmimum, thus effecting economy in cost of collection, s1mphcity 
of control and that publicity of transaction which is so valuable· 
a guard against fraud. In continental European countries these 
very great advantages exist, if at all, to a very small degree. A 
large proportion of their foreign trade is rail-borne, in most of 
them the places of entry for foreign goods are numerous and staple
goods do not as a rule change hands immediately on entry. A 
very much larger proportion of the trade is done by direct dealing 
between the consumer or the retail dealer and the foreign manu
facturer or else by shipment to the manufacturerts own represent
atives. Assessment on local wholesale market value has its dis-
advantages but it has ~ndoubted advantages and the ability to
use these to strengthen 1ts system of ad valorem assessment gives 
to .the Indian Customs administration a strength which is almost 
umque. 

The other great British Dominions, Canada, South Africa, 
Au~tralia and New Zealand all applv ad 't'alorem duties to cotton 
piece-goods. On the continent of Europe specific duties are the 
rule. They are almost all framed on the same model and provide 
only the roughest approximation to equality of incidence. Even 
among countries which protect their own textile industry bv high 
duties the only attempt at a scientific tariff is to be found in the 
United States of America. The only country in which conditions 
can lle compared with those in India is China where, it is true, 
specific duties are in force. The reasons for this are no doubt 
hnguistic, for the tariff in China is administered by an inter
national body dealing with local merchants whose language must 
prove a formidable obstacle to the investigation of local eviden!'e. 
In fine, I do not think it is possible to name anv country, in whirh 
rott{)n piece-goods are as~essed on a specific basis, where condi
tions do not differ in many important respects from conditions in 
India. 



CHAPTER VIII. 
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'I 

Summary of Conclusions. 
37. The following is a brief summary of the conclusions at 

which I have arnved :-

(1) A rev1sion of the statistical classifications of piece-goods is 
very urgently required. So long as they remain in their present 
form it will be very difficult to gauge the progress of competition. 
(Paragraph 6.) 

(2) The first aim o:f, the revision should be the removal of am
biguities from the headings. This can only be achieved by the 
issue of clear mstructions as to the scope of each heading. (Para-
graph 6.) l I 

(3) The second aim of the revision should be the unification of 
the systems of classification adopted in the various returns. At 
present there are at least five d1fferent systems in force. (Para
graph 7.) 

(4) The year 1927-28 typifies the normal relations which may 
be expected between Bombay Island and other Indian centres o:f 
production when full working in Bombay is resumed. (Paragraph 
.S.) . 

(5) In 1927-28 Indian production was shared as follows:-

Per cent. 
Bombay Island 49 
.Ahmedabad 22 
Other mills in the Bombay Presidency and adjoining 
~~ . m 

Elsewhere 8 

100 

{Paragraph 8.) 
(6) Ahmedabad is the principal centre for the production of 

.Qhutis but the production in .Bombay Island has il;lcreased s.ince the 
'Tariff Board reported. Theu shares of the dhutl output m 1927-
·28 were 38 and 27 per cent respectively. (Paragraph 8.) 

(7) Bombay Island produced 61 per cent o:f the grey shirtin~s 
in 1927-28 and Ahmedabad 18 per cent. The Ahmedabad share m 
the following year was 32 per cent. (Paragraph 8.) 

(8) Only about one per cent of the cloth returned as " Grey 
or bleached " by the Indian mills is bleached. The Tariff Board 
were correct in estimating that the.total.quantity of. bleached.goodr 
was considerable but they were m1sled mt~ supposmg that 1t. w~s 
plain white cloth. In actual fact about nmety per cent of 1t I& 

<'loth with a coloured stripe or check, classified either as " Colour-
• , lt 1 d d '11 d . " ..,d striped saris and susHI - or as co oure n s an Jeans · 

( 96 ) 
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lJombay Island and Ahmedabad each produce about 100 milyards 
of such cloth. (Paragraph 8.) 

(9) Ahmedabad in 1927-28 produced about 40 per cent of the 
total output of saris and susis but very little else in the way of 
coloured cloth. Bombay Island also produced 40 per cent ot the 
sans and sus1s and about 80 per cent of the output of other colour
ed doth. (Paragraph 8.) 

(10) Calcutta is the principal market for grey cloth. of Indian 
production, and 90/er cent of the dhutis and 65 per cent of other 
grey goods are sol either on the Calc1,1tta market or in the area 
served in respect of 1mports by Calcutta. (Paragraph 9.) 

(11) Less than 30 per cent of the coloured goods produced in 
the Indian mills are sold in the Calcutta area. {Paragraph 9.) 

{12) Hand-loom production supplies a bigger proportion of the 
total demand for cloth in the Madras l'residency than elsewhere. 
(llaragraph 9.) 

(13) Roughly 80 per cent of the total output of piece-goods in 
the Ind1an nulls and 75 per cent of the output of dhutis and 
shirtings are woven from counts below 25s. About 13 per cent 
of the dhutis and shirtings are woven from yarns 26s to 30s, 9 per 
cent from 31s to 40s and 3 per cent from 41s and over. (Para· 
graph 10.) 

(14) Some progress has been made in the weaving of finer counts 
~ince the Tariff Board reporte~ but the results are not very strik. 
mg. (Paragraph 10.) . 

(15) The steady rise in imports from Japan in the last 8 years 
is the most promment feature of the import trade. Japan's pro· 
gress since the Tariff Board reported has been rapid and uninter
rupted. (Paragraph 11.) 

(16) Imports of dhutis from the United Kin~dom have remained 
steady wh1le the Indian mill production has mcreased. The two 
trades overlap only to a small extent in the region of medium 
counts and Ahmedabad is certainly not suffering from extemal 
competition in this trade. Bombay on the other hand competes 
with difficulty against Ahmedabad. (Paragraph 12.) 

(11) Japan entered the dhuti tr.ade seriously in 1925-2G. She 
now provides a.bout 10 per cent of the imports but these consist 
almost entirely of dhutis woven from yarns above 30s. (Paragraph 
12.) 

(18) Japan's most stl'iking advance has been in shirtings. Her 
progress at first was at the expense of Lancashire and imports 
from tlle United Kingdom have fallen to quite a small figure. In 
the last three years she has progressed at the expense of the Indian 
wills and the figures for the fir&t half of the current year 1928-::!9 
indicate very seriouR competition. (Paragraph 13.) 

(19) The Tiomhay production of sbel'tings hns falll'n away owing 
to th~ loss of overseas mark!'ts to which Japan has 11ow t>stnl). 
lished direct sailings. Production of she!'tings elsewht>re in India 

E 
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i,h, ' ' I I 
has ltOt been greatly a.ffected, but competition in heavy shirting~ 
hom Japan has 1·eacted unfavourably on sales of Indum sheetiugs. 
(l'atagraph 14.) 

(20) The Indian mills hold their own in the production of grey 
dr11ls and Jeans 111 ~h1ch the demand is almost entirely for a heavy 
class of goods. (Paragraph 15.) 

(:21) There is little, if any, production of the finer classes of 
grey goods in India. Imports which come almost entirely from 
the Umted Kingdom have fallen oft smce the war. (Paragrapl1 
15.) 

(22) Japan has not seriously invaded the 1mp01 t trade in white 
good.&, most of which remains m the hands of Lancashire. It con
&lsts largely of goods whose fineness is above the lim1t at whieh 
productwn from Indian cotton is possible. (Paragraph lG.) 

(23) There has been a considerable increase in imports of 
prmted goods in the past three yems, notably in dnlls and jeans 
b·om Japan, fancy " prints and chmtz " from the U mted King·
uom and shirtings from Japan and Italy. These printed dnlls an<l 
j.eans are of fine quahty and with tht> prmted shirtings compete 
w1th Indian woven stnped shrrtings. Fancy ·• prints anJ rhllltz '' 
do not compete w1th any Indian product. (llaragraph 17.) 

(24) Imports of dyed goods mcreased consrderably m 1926-27 
hut have remained at the surue level smce. (Paragtaph 17.) 

(25) Imports of colour-woven g·oods inc1eased up to 1926-2i hut 
haYe since fallen off to a sruall extent. The principal competition 
1s from Japanese striped shirtings, hnlb and coa1·se drills. (I>ara
gl'aph 17.) 

. (26) Only the roughest coruparison between Indian and nu
p01 ted coloured cloth is possible owmg to the extreme diversity oi 
the trade and the ambiguity of the statistical headings. (Para
gt·aph 17.) 

(27) The maintenance of the export trade in Indtan coloured 
cloth suggests that competition is not as severely felt as in the grey 
goods trade. (Paragraph 17.) " 

(28) There is very little direct competition in coloured goods 
between the Umted Kingdom and the Indtan m1lls The only 
serious external competitor is Japan, though there is evidence that 
Italy may become a formidable r1val in the near -future. (Para
g~aph 17.) 

(29) If allowance he made .for fluctuations in the pnce of ra'' 
c>otton there has been no general reduction in the price of ,J a panes~ 
doth since the Tariff Board reportE>d. (Parug:raph 19.) 

(30) Owing to the declinmg raw cofton rates the prices of both 
imported and local cloth have fallen appreciably dm ing the past 
four months (August-November 1929). (Paragraph 19.) 

(31) Over n range of doth in which the eo,;t of 1aw cottoll pE'l 

pound of cloth does not vary appreciahly the severity of eompeti· 
iion increases with the price. (Paragraph 20.) 
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(32) The coarser imported grey cloths constitute such a range 
-and in consequence there is a limiting price below which imported 
.cloth is apparently unable to compete. Thus the lowest market 
prices of imported grey cloth in August 1929 were about 14 annas 
1n Bombay and about 13! annas ai other ports. (Paragraph 20.) 

(33) The limiting prices for coloured cloths are higher than for 
grey goods indicating that, in general, competition in coloured 
goods is less severe than in greys. (Paragraph 21.) 

(34) The fact that, area for area, fine cloth is often cheaper 
than coarse cloth causes indirect competition between imported 1iu.e 
cloths and locally made coarse cloths. (Paragraph 22.) 

(35) A general movement of prices in any particular range of 
cloth 1s apt to react on the price of other cloths of an entirely 
aifferent nature. (Paragraph 22.) 

{36) Artificial silk yarn is being used to an increasing extent 
in the weaving of striped cotton goods and the borders of dhutis. 
To this extent artificia:l silk is an ally rather than a competitor of 
cotton. (Paragraph 22.) 

(37) The imports of artificial silk cloth and of mixed cotton 
.and artificial silk- fabrics are in competition with real silk goods 
rather than with cotton goods. (Paragraph 22.) 

(~8) Specific duties are not necessarily simpler to administer 
than ad valorem duties. (Paragraph 23.) 

(39) A check on value is often the most effective check on 
quantity available to the Customs officer. (Paragraph 25.) 

( 40) The determination of nett weights is not administratively 
practicable for goods packed in bales. (Paragraph 25.) 

(41) The determination of nett weights for goods packed in 
-cases is practicable but would probably necessitate the acceptance 
of nominal rather than actual weights and the prescript10n of 
'Scales of allowances. (Paragraph 25~) 

( 42) The determination of the gross weights of baled goods 
would be practicable. (Paragraph 26.) 

{ 43) The determination of area would necessitate much the same 
physical checks as are now imposed but i\ would still be necessary 
to check the landed cost. (Paragraph 25.) 

(44) The determination of class would be feasible, if the class 
depended on the number of threads in unit area, whether the goods 
were packed in cases or bales. (Paragraph 26.) 

{45) The determination of class, if the class depended on tl1e 
weight of unit area·, would be feasible for goods packed in cases 
but not for goods packed in bales. (Paragraph 26.) 

(46) A classification depending on the actual counts of yarn 
from which a cloth has been woven is not practicable. (Paragraph 
26.) . 

( 47) A system of specific duties, if it is to .approximate. in iJ!· 
<'idence to the existing ad 1•alorem duty, nn1st mvolve the 1mpos1-

F 
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tion of a series' of different rates on different classes of goods~ 
(Paragraph 27.) 

(48) Without allowing for the e:ffect of sizing it is impossible,. 
even by the indefinite multiplication of classes. to avoid fairly 
wide variations of value in each. (Paragraph 27.) 

(49) The less the number of classes the more inequitable the 
incidence of the duty will be. (Paragraph 27.) 

(50) The greater the number of classes the greater the num.ber 
of disputed " border line cases " which will arise. (Paragraph 
27.) 

(51) One effect of the division into classes will be the creation 
of a number of ranges of goods which cannot be profitably im
ported in competition with others more favourably treated by the 
new duties. The value o£ the trade-marks applied to g-oods in 
these ranges will be greatly depreciated. (Paragraph 27.) 

(52) If a unit of area is taken as the unit o£ assessment the 
greatest uniformity of incidence will be achieved by a classification 
dependent on the number of threads m unit area. (Paragraph 
28.) 

(53) If a unit of weight is taken as the unit of assessment the 
greatest uniformity of incidence will be achieved by a classifica
tion dependent on the apparent count. (Paragraph 28.) 

(54) On administrative grounds a change from the extsting ail 
valorem method of assessing duty is undesirable. {llaragraph 29.) 

(55) H a protective duty is intended to be prohibitive the 
method' of assessment is immaterial. It is merely necessary to fix 
the rates sufficiently high. (Paragraph 30.) 

(56) The only other form of protective duty to be considered 
is one that aims at equalisation of prices. (Paragraph 30.) 

(57) In deciding what :form of duty is most suitable fo-r such a 
purpose it is necessary to take into account variations in price 
over the range of articles to be subjected to the duty as well as 
:fluctuations in price over a period of time. (Paragraph 31.) 

(58) To allow for :fluctuations wllich a:ffect imported and local 
products alike a specific duty is the more e:ffective. (Paragraph 
31.) 

(59) To allow for other :fluctuations or for "Variations among 
different qualities of goods an ad valorem duty is the more e:ffec
tive. (Paragraph 31.) 

(60) The decision must therefore be in favour of ad 'L'alorem 
duties unless it is feasible to select classes in which the range of 
prices is small. Such a selection will not be feasible except among 
certain very limited types of piece-goods. (Paragraph 31.) 

(61) The iact that very little grey cloth woven from yarns finer 
than 42s is shipped in lengths of more than 24 yards could be used 
to simplify- the classification of grey rloth for protertive purposes. 
(Paragraph 32.) · 

~ 
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(62) The .factors contributing to variation in the price of dhutis.. 
are much more diverse than with plain grey cloth and this, coupled 
with the fact that they are almost invariably packed in bales, 
leads to the conclusion that it is not feasible to apply differentiaL 
rates to dhutis. (Paragraph 33.) 

(63) If it is desired to discriminate between coarse and fine 
coloured goods an approximate division based on the price per 
pound will be the most convenient method. (Paragraph 35.) 

(64) If a protective ad valorem duty were imposed on the 
cheaper type of goods and the present revenue duty were retained 
on more expenstve goods it would be both desirable and feasible 
to bridge the gap by a specific duty based en weight. (Paragraph_ 
35.) 

(65) All the principal countries which have revenue tariffs have 
adopted ad valorem duties. (Paragraph 36.) 

(66) The concentration of India's foreign trade into the five 
great ports, which are also the principal markets for a large hinter~ 
land, makes ad 'l:alorem duties and, in particular, assessment on. 
local market value workable whereas in countries with a large 
number of small ports the market value system wonld be unwork
able. (Paragraph 36.) 

(67) There is very little trade in baled goods into the countries. 
which have protective ~pecific duties. (Paragraph 36.) 
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